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Travel made beautiful!
Every journey starts with a single step, and we at If Only appreciate that you’ve taken yours by
selecting our brochure as your first port of call.
We understand that your holiday experience begins not when you arrive at your chosen
destination, but from the moment you open one of our brochures. Our portfolio of brochures
has been carefully designed to showcase our unparalleled product selection in luxury holiday
offerings. From the seclusion of private islands, to chic rooftop suites overlooking famous
skylines, we deal predominantly in 4 and 5 Star accommodation around the world.
Our expertise in curating bespoke luxury holidays is both recognised and renowned in the
travel industry. Our accolades of awards and notoriety for excellent customer service are the
envy of many of our competitors, and we can only maintain this reputation by continuing to
provide the highest quality of experience for every customer, all the way from quotation
to vacation.
We’ve recently expanded our portfolio to include new destinations, without sacrificing the
exclusivity and tailored nature of our product selection. Featuring Australia, New Zealand,
The Pacific Islands, Arabia, Mexico, The Caribbean, USA, Canada, Asia, The Indian Ocean
and now our Luxury Cruise Collection, we can provide truly unforgettable experiences,
designed to your exact specifications. From family holidays, special occasions, romantic
escapes, large groups or honeymoons, let our knowledgeable destination experts take care
of every detail. You may rest assured that your holiday will always be handled professionally
at every stage, from our trusted travel agent partners who talk you through our product, right
down to our leather documentation wallets, leaving you to enjoy true luxury from start to finish.
So if sailing round the islands of Indonesia on an intimate tall ship, stepping out to your own
private infinity pool overlooking the Indian Ocean, taking an iconic rail journey across otherworldly landscapes, exploring the majesty of the Canadian Rockies or simply chilling on a
pristine white sandy beach appeals to you, then come and discover how we make travel
beautiful here at If Only.

Brendan Maguire, Founder and Chairman
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About If Only
With If Only you can expect the VIP treatment
every step of the way, from our 5 Star customer
service to our premium If Only luxury travel pack.
For every booking you make through us, you will
receive a luxury leather ticket wallet complete
with luggage tags and a personalised itinerary
for your trip.
For many of our destinations, private transfers come as standard, so
you can sit back and relax from the comfort of a chauffeur driven
car collecting you from your home or as soon as you land in your
chosen holiday destination. For an extra special occasion, we can
even arrange for you to arrive in style at your hotel by helicopter,
seaplane or limousine.
If Only is recognised within the travel industry not only for our
glittering array of awards, but also for our close relationships with
our trade partners. We take pride in our longstanding partnerships
with hotels, airlines, touring companies, cruise lines and destination
management companies, which allows us to exceed expectations
in creating bespoke holidays, especially for you.
We are an award-winning luxury tour operator that focuses on
4 and 5 Star hotels around the world. Every property featured in
this brochure has been personally visited and inspected by one
of our experts, so you can be guaranteed a first class experience
when you book with us.
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Put your trust in If Only when booking your next break. Having
been around for over 18 years, If Only is an established and
trusted tour operator. Your holiday is safe with us, as we are fully
ATOL and ABTA protected.

It’s easy with our expertise
Our company ethos centres around a simple principle – each
of our reservations consultants focus on one particular area of
the world, developing experience and product knowledge to
confidently advise your travel agent on form-fitting itineraries.
Our team have over 1,000 years of combined travel industry
experience, so you can rely on us to build you a handcrafted
holiday in partnership with your travel agent, whether a simple
5 Star luxury hotel stay or a once-in-a-lifetime multi-destination
trip around the world.

Experience specialists
Not only can our team guide you by destination, but also by
experience. From weddings to family-friendly, multi-centres to
touring, villas and groups, our experts ease the decision making by
advising on the right properties for your requirements to create
the perfect getaway.

Weddings & Honeymoons
For the ultimate in picture-perfect nuptials, choose an exotic escape
for guaranteed good weather and memories to last you a lifetime.
As wedding specialists, If Only takes the stress out of planning your
special day. From picking your ideal package, arranging group
travel and even advice on legal requirements for your chosen
country, we’ve got you covered.

Family-friendly
Living luxuriously isn’t exclusive to adults as many of our properties
are home to some of the best facilities in the world for families.
From complimentary watersports to kids clubs, movies under
the stars and wild waterparks, the whole family will always be
entertained throughout your stay. After exhilarating day adventures,
you can also choose to spend time as a two with complimentary
babysitting at many resorts.

Multi-centre
For the seasoned traveller, a multi-centre holiday is the perfect
way to discover more destinations in a single trip. Our reservations
team take care of the finer details of travelling to more than
one place, ensuring a seamless experience with carefully timed
stopovers and transfers. It’s also a great way to break up long-haul
travel, giving yourself time to adjust to new climates and timezones.

Touring
Similar to a multi-centre getaway, go explore more of your
destination with a tour experience. Get a taste of several places
with a self-drive, discovering the great outdoors whilst staying at
handpicked hotels or in the comfort of a luxury campervan. If you
want to learn more about local culture, choose a guided tour, with
a personal driver or guide to ensure you don’t pass a point of
interest on your travels.

Villas
Increasing in popularity, luxury villas are great for a group
getaway. With shared living spaces, you can enjoy a holiday
with your loved ones in total privacy. Submerge yourselves in
local cuisine and take advantage of the fabulous food markets
where you can pick up local delicacies to cook in your own
private kitchen.

Groups
Whatever the occasion, If Only are masters in coordinating
group getaways. Whether a family gathering, wedding party or
even sporting teams, we have the expertise to ensure a stress-free
experience. From hiring an entire island, organising complex
room configurations and even sorting your documentation, there
is no request too large we cannot cater for.
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Travel in style with Emirates
From simple stopovers in Dubai to multi-country
visits, Emirates routes provide the flexibility and
connections to make travel seamless. Having
started out in 1985 with only two aircrafts, the
airline now boast the world’s biggest fleet of
Airbus A380s and Boeing 777s.
From the UK, Emirates currently offers a choice of 20 direct flights
a day to Dubai and beyond from eight UK airports. Fly from
London Heathrow, London Gatwick, London Stansted, Birmingham,
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Manchester, Newcastle, Glasgow and Edinburgh to over 150
worldwide destinations across Arabia, the Indian Ocean, Asia,
Australia, New Zealand and Africa.
Expect luxury even in economy, but why not make your next
holiday extra special and upgrade to Business or First Class?
Get the VIP treatment with the glamorous airport lounges, exquisite
on-board facilities, incredible service and complimentary chauffeur
driven transfers to and from the airport.

To find out more about flying with Emirates, talk to your local travel agent.

Travel in Economy
Even in economy you’ll feel like you’ve been upgraded.
Get first class service with Emirates, who provide
the ‘world’s best in-flight experience’. Enjoy expertly
considered cuisine inspired by your region, with only the
freshest produce served up. Keep entertained with awardwinning in-flight entertainment, which boasts over 4,000
channels as well as ice TV live, where you can watch
live sports events and breaking news in real time. Stay
connected in the Sky with 20MB of free data, call other
people on your flight or talk to people on the ground using
data roaming.

Travel in Business Class
The Business Class experience starts with Emirates the
moment you set foot out your door, with complimentary
chauffeur driven transfers, both to and from the airport.
Relax and unwind in the Moët and Chandon champagne
lounge, where you can enjoy first class fizz, Michelinstar crafted canapes and even direct boarding from the
Concourse A Lounges. On-board you will find a most
luxurious living space in the sky, with the finest leather seats
that fully recline, an in-seat mini-bar, 23-inch HD-TV and
an on-board lounge where you can stretch your legs and
socialise over a handcrafted cocktail.

Travel in First Class
As close as it comes to your own private jet, guests can
close the privacy doors to create a world of their own, filled
with fine dining, luxurious furnishings and exquisite service.
Expect a tailor-made experience, where you can choose
the temperature and mood lighting of your suite and dine
on demand at a time that suits you. First Class passengers
can enjoy incredible amenities at the airport lounge such
as personal shopping, wine-tasting and even a cigar bar
in the Dubai lounge. In the air, feel fresh with the A380
on-board shower spa, complete with luxurious Bvlgari
toiletries, perfect for arriving in style at your destination.

Please note facilities vary between destination, airport and aircraft. Talk to your local travel agent for details.
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Our airline partners
At If Only, we want to ensure that our customers have a seamless travel experience from the
moment they set foot in the airport to the second they return home. That’s why we only work
with a selection of the world’s leading airlines, who offer unparalleled service in the sky.

British Airways offer the ultimate in-flight experience and fly to over
200 destinations worldwide. World Traveller caters for economy
passengers, with carefully curated dining options and state-of-theart personal entertainment systems. Upgrade to World Traveller
Plus and enjoy all of this in a more premium cabin, along with
extended legroom and main meal selected from the Club World
menu. Alternatively, experience the epitome of luxury air travel
in First, with Temperley London loungewear to be enjoyed in the
comfort of your spacious suite.
Club World cabin

Start your holiday as soon as you board the aircraft with Air
Mauritius, operating up to four direct flights a week from London
Heathrow. Experience the warmth of the Mauritian hospitality from
the moment you step on board with some of the friendliest cabin
crew in the air. Air Mauritius operate the brand new A330-900neo
aircraft that offers lie flat seats in Business Class and a superb
service in Economy Class with excellent in-flight entertainment and
food that is designed around typical Mauritian Cuisine.
Business Class cabin

Turkish Airlines fly to 306 destinations in 124 countries all around
the world, with departures from five UK airports. Even in Economy
Class, the airline lives up to its reputation for unrivalled service.
Passengers can enjoy carefully-prepared meals cooked to their
personal preference, and children are welcomed with handpicked
games and specially prepared toy sets. Experience authentic
Turkish hospitality in Business Class, with fully-flat beds, preferential
check-in and award-winning in-flight catering guaranteed to
exceed your expectations.
Business Class cabin
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Multi-centre escapes
Why limit your luxury getaway to one destination? Experience the
best of both worlds with a multi-centre escape and enjoy an alluring
mix of city and beach.

Abu Dhabi and the Maldives
Etihad offer a personal experience with tailored options every
step of the way. Whether you choose to fly First, Business or
Economy Class, you will experience modern aircrafts with the
latest entertainment channels and the finest onboard dining. Take
advantage of the ‘Extraordinary Abu Dhabi Pass’ when you travel
with Etihad, offering discounts to attractions, restaurants and leisure
activities in Abu Dhabi. Pencil in a stop off to discover the delights of
this Emirati gem. Dive into the desert with a dune bashing adventure
before indulging in a Maldivian getaway.

Oman and the Maldives
Oman Air offers UK departures from London Heathrow and
Manchester. The sumptuous design and layout of the Business Class
cabins is coupled with à la carte dining and Amouge amenity kits
to create an elite experience. First Class passengers enjoy their own
exclusive suite, complete with chilled minibar and on-demand dining.
Extend your trip with a stopover in Oman, staying in some of the
world’s most opulent hotels. Allow the glittering turquoise waters of
the Wadi Ash Shab to take your breath away before continuing on
for an oceanfront stay in the Maldives.

Qatar and the Seychelles
With connections to the Indian Ocean, Asia and Australasia,
Qatar Airways offer passengers a unique on-board experience.
Stay connected in Economy Class with OnAir mobile service
and WiFi, whilst fully-flat beds and LED lighting are standard in
Business Class. First Class passengers can embark on a culinary
journey with bespoke dining options. Make the most of your
holiday with a stop off in Doha. Soak up the iconic Souq Waqif or
enjoy a serene Dhow boat ride before taking off for the next leg of
your exotic adventure.
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Luxury cruising
Introducing the Luxury Cruise Collection, the
latest addition to our exclusive portfolio. As the
new concierge of cruise, If Only transcends 5
Star by carefully curating bespoke ocean cruise
itineraries from start to finish, from ethereal
escapes on four-masted tall ships to indulgent
stays on luxury resorts at sea.
Using only the most exclusive cruise lines, iconic hotels, signature
experiences and luxury transfers alongside the world’s most
exhilarating destinations, we’ve crafted an elite compilation of
cruise itineraries unrivalled in their prestige and exclusivity.
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Our team

Handpicked itineraries

Our dedicated Cruise Team comprises nearly 100 years of
combined industry experience, boasting an in-depth level of
knowledge and expertise which has allowed If Only to offer
a selection of truly bespoke and unique itineraries. Having
developed close relationships with a range of luxury cruise lines
and hoteliers, our team go the extra mile to ensure that each and
every cruise is extra special, tailored to the individual preferences
of our customers.

Embark on a contemporary sailing amidst the cityscapes of
Arabia, journey through the misty ports of Asia, island-hop around
the Indian Ocean or explore Alaska’s awe-inspiring glaciers.
Whatever your dream cruise, we can make it a reality. Make the
most of your pre or post cruise land stay, residing in some of the
world’s most iconic hotels. Indulge in a revered rail voyage before
your ocean escape, or unwind with a 5 Star stay in Mauritius
followed by an exotic cruise around the Maldives and Seychelles.

Life on board

Exotic experiences

Palatial staterooms and sumptuous suites are standard within our
Luxury Cruise Collection, featuring ships that exude elegance
and glamour. Decadent dining awaits on-board, with gourmet
eateries, carefully curated flavours and Michelin-starred chefs.
Guests can enjoy serenity at sea with signature treatments in some
of the world’s most sumptuous spas. An array of engaging activities
cater to every taste, from dazzling Broadway-style performances
in the show lounge to diamond-studded boutiques where you can
indulge in a spot of retail therapy.

We understand the importance of once-in-a-lifetime moments to
your overall cruise experience. That’s why our team are dedicated
to ensuring that your trip is everything you want it to be, taking
care of all the little details on land and at sea so you can relax and
enjoy every moment. Experience smooth sailing from start to finish
as you manoeuvre a kayak through the sun-kissed waters of the
South Pacific, get up close and personal with humpback whales
in Alaska or discover verdant national parks on a shore visit in
the Caribbean.

Exclusive luxury touches

Our partners

Whether it’s a bottle of Bollinger waiting in your cabin, 24 hour
personalised butler service or your cocktail of choice served
at your poolside cabana, our cruise itineraries are designed to
provide a unique and personal experience you simply won’t find
anywhere else. Allow us to decorate your cabin with rose petals
for an anniversary, arrange an epicurean dining experience for a
birthday or coordinate a bucket list daytrip at your favourite port –
your wish is our command.

At If Only, we work with a number of handpicked partners, some of
which are listed below. Our prestigious partners are renowned for
the luxury experience, meaning you will always be guaranteed a
first class experience when you book with us.
• Azamara Club Cruises
• Celebrity Cruises
• Crystal Cruises
• Holland America
• Oceania Cruises

• Princess Cruises
• Regent Seven Seas Cruises
• Seabourn
• Silversea
• Star Clippers
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Arabia

Dubai
From beaches that fringe the warm waters of the
Arabian Gulf bathed in year-round sunshine,
to the architectural marvels that punctuate the
skyline and define the destination, Dubai is
irresistibly dynamic, with some of the world’s
most unique and modern attractions.
Each of Dubai’s districts are defined by special characteristics,
from awe-inspiring architecture to bustling historic markets. Find
a skyscraper corridor on Sheikh Zayed Road, the Burj Khalifa
anchoring downtown Dubai, some of the most luxurious hotels on
The Palm Jumeirah, an iconic promenade on The Walk and historic
souqs and spices in Dubai City.

Dining
There’s nothing the people of Dubai love more than to dress up and
dine out. Guests can choose from a glittering array of celebrity
restaurants and a huge variety of Middle Eastern food, plenty of
which are family friendly. There’s always a new culinary experience
to discover in Dubai. Dine in the clouds atop the Burj Khalifa or
feast on farm-to-table menus at organic restaurants.
Friday Brunch is a Dubai gastronomic tradition (typically held in
Dubai’s hotels). Locals work from Sunday to Thursday, so Friday
is the start of the weekend. Friday Brunch isn’t just about the food
though, as it can include everything from magicians to petting zoos
– leaving parents plenty of time to enjoy their meals.

Shopping
Shopping is a way of life in Dubai, where the city’s malls are also
recreational destinations and dining precincts. Visit one of Dubai’s
major shopping malls and discover everything from ski slopes to
aquariums, or wander around the outdoor shopping areas such as
City Walk or Global Village. For more traditional shopping, guests
should head to Dubai Creek where many of the souqs (markets)
can be found. Teeming with shoppers and vendors, and the ideal
place to experience ‘traditional’ Dubai.

Adventure
Beyond the hotels and resorts, there are endless opportunities to
experience the diversity of Dubai. From skydiving over the Palm
Jumeirah to 4-wheel drives, camel riding in the desert to moonlit
cruises along the Creek – there are activities to suit every taste.
Dubai theme parks offer something for all ages, from the glamour
of movie making at Motiongate and Bollywood to the thrilling
rides at Legoland and Legoland Water Park. For a more leisurely
experience, the fascinating Dubai Museum is a great way to spend
an afternoon.

Relaxation
Be spoiled for choice in one of Dubai’s luxury spas. Some even
have a snow room or offer a rainforest experience to help relax
and unwind. Guests can also head to Jumeriah Beach this 15km
long stretch of shoreline offers soft white sand and clear warm
waters and is the ideal place to enjoy a relaxing day.

When to Travel
Daytime temperatures from May to September rarely fall below
40°C, while between October and April the temperature averages
around 30°C with little humidity. Although rainfall is minimal, this
normally happens during the cooler months between January
and March.

Destination Data
Location: The second largest of the United Arab Emirates,
set on a peninsula on the Arabian Gulf Coast
Flying time: Approx. 7 hours from the UK and Ireland
Currency: UAE Dirhams (DHS)
Pearl
Jumeirah
Jumeira Bay
Island

Dubai
Creek

The Palm Jumeirah

Bluewaters
Island
Downtown
Dubai
The City
Jumeirah
Beach

The Walk
and Marina

DUBAI

To the desert
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Dubai

Jebel Ali

Dubai
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Grand Hyatt Dubai
Dubai Creek, Dubai
An exquisite city centre resort featuring 682 contemporary-inspired rooms
and suites, an inviting spa, and an enticing array of outdoor and indoor
pools. Revel in the opulent Arabian-inspired interiors then make reservations
for dinner at one of the 13 award-winning restaurants and bars. Dine on
authentic Asian-inspired cuisine at Wox or sample the freshest sashimi in
Sushi the Japanese restaurant, with live preparations led by the Sushi Master.
Relax and rejuvenate in the Ahasees Spa & Club with treatments derived from
ancient healing practices.
A dedicated kids club runs a full programme of fun activities and children will
also love their own pool with slides. Savour the alluring attractions of Dubai
including the outstanding Burj Khalifa and the Grand Mosque with a towering
230ft minaret. Visit the Dubai Museum located in the oldest building in the
city. Elevate the experience with a trip to one of the many outdoor markets
along the Creek.
Star rating: êêêêê

Jumeirah Creekside Hotel
Dubai Creek, Dubai
The contemporary Jumeirah Creekside Hotel is set amongst lush grounds,
seamlessly fusing the grace of a distinguished country club with all the
luxuries of a modern city hotel. Each of the 292 guestrooms and suites
are lavishly decorated and bathed in natural light, elegantly decorated
in rich hues and boasts impressive views of the Dubai Creek and stunning
city skyline.
With a choice of six signature dining experiences including Plumeria’s healthy
restaurant which offers lighter meal options and Nomad - the Puccinidesigned restaurant which blends expert culinary skills with atmospheric
décor this hotel caters for all. After a busy day exploring, relax by the
two outdoor swimming pools or take a complimentary trip to Wild Wadi
Waterpark™. Guests also have use of The Aviation Club featuring Akaru Spa,
a state-of-the-art gym, two indoor squash courts, eight tennis courts, a beach
volleyball court and two fitness studios.
Star rating: êêêêê
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Dubai

Palazzo Versace Dubai
Dubai Creek, Dubai
Introducing a Neoclassical masterpiece overlooking Dubai Creek, the
Palazzo Versace Dubai is nestled in the heart of the Jaddaf Waterfront.
The 215 luxuriously-appointed rooms and suites enjoy furnishings from the
House of Versace highlighted with signature flourishes. Bathrooms feature
handcrafted mosaic and Carrara marble and rainfall showers evoking
an ambiance of hushed luxury synonymous of the Versace brand. Relax
in the sublime spa where highlights include water and ice therapies,
dedicated thermal suites with a private spa pool, sauna and steam room
and a Moroccan Hammam.
Choose from five exquisite restaurants where the twice Michelin Starred
Chef ensures that all tastes are catered for. End your day in style at the
music legend Quincy Jones’ first ever bar ‘Q’s’, which is among Dubai’s
most desirable venues for live entertainment.
Outdoors, the theme of luxury continues with al fresco terraces, beautiful
landscaped gardens and three sparkling swimming pools.

At a glance
Location: Dubai Creek
Transfer time: Approximately a 10 minute drive from Dubai
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 215
Restaurants/bars: 8
Water activities: Three outdoor pools, access to thermal suites in
The SPA, swimming classes
Land activities: Gym, shuttle bus to nearby attractions, shopping
at Versace Home at Palazzo Versace Dubai
Spa/Beauty Services: The SPA
Children: Complimentary Kids Club for ages 4 to 12 years old
Board basis: Bed & Breakfast and Half Board
Star rating: êêêêê

Dubai
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Palace Downtown
Downtown Dubai, Dubai
Palace Downtown offers the perfect combination of Middle Eastern tradition
and a metropolitan ambiance, within walking distance of many attractions.
Each of the 242 guestrooms and suites are decorated with Middle Eastern
themes, rich in colour, and feature private balconies providing views of The
Dubai Fountains, The Old Town or Burj Lake.
Ewaan delivers Arabian and Oriental specialities whilst Thiptara specialises
in Thai cuisine. Surrounded by the Burj Lake, spectacular views of The Dubai
Fountain at night transform both Thiptara and FAI, the chic and vibrant
cocktail lounge, into truly magical settings.
Relax by the palm-fringed swimming pool with views of the world’s tallest
tower or relax in The Spa, an exclusive retreat offering Oriental pampering
treatments including hammam slabs, Jacuzzis, monsoon showers and steam
rooms for ultimate indulgence.
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe

Address Fountain Views
Downtown Dubai, Dubai
Introducing an undeniably luxury getaway at Address Fountain Views in
Downtown Dubai. Select a stylish fountain view room and luxuriate within the
confines of the lavish interiors and plush furnishings, where no detail has been
left unturned.
With eight restaurants to choose from, guests can experience a delightful mix
of vintage and cool Britannia vibes, echoing the versatile style of Kate Moss
and Vivienne Westwood at Moss & Moon. Sip on carefully handcrafted
beers and cocktails before settling down for the evening on one of the
sumptuous leather couches. Sample global bistronomy at The Restaurant
at Address Fountain Views, taking place in a unique re-interpretation of a
luxurious apartment.
Make time for a sublime spa treatment at The Spa at Address Fountain
Views with hammam suite, thermal circuit, saunas and showers. Or relax in
a private cabana by the infinity pool, before stepping out for the evening’s
entertainment in Downtown Dubai.
Star rating: êêêêê
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Dubai

JA Ocean View Hotel
The Walk, Jumeirah Beach, Dubai
Discover Dubai in a bustling district close to the beach at the
contemporary JA Ocean View Hotel. Rooms are fresh and brightly
decorated with furnished balconies that offer views of The Palm Jumeirah
and beyond.
Le Rivage, a French-style brasserie, features live cooking stations famous
for its daily themed nights from Middle Eastern to International cuisines.
Enjoy traditional Arabic mezze and fresh grills at Sehr Al Bahar with
a breathtaking view of Ain Dubai. Don’t miss out on our unique Dubai
Marina Sports bar Offside with live entertainment, outdoor garden
themed terrace and lots of games from pool to darts. Unwind by the
infinity pool with stunning sea views or alternatively visit Jumeirah beach
at JBR The Walk, directly opposite the hotel. CoolZone is the perfect place
for children to make friends as well as learn new skills
and hobbies.

At a glance
Location: On The Walk, overlooking the Arabian Gulf and
The Palm Jumeirah
Transfer time: Approximately 30 minutes from Dubai
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 342
Restaurants/bars: 7
Water activities: Swimming pool
Land activities: Gymnasium, complimentary shuttles to major
malls and access to JA Jebel Ali Beach Hotel’s private beach
Spa/Beauty Services: Calm Spa
Children: CoolZone Kids Club from 3 to 12 years, children’s pool
Board Basis: Bed & breakfast, half board, full board and
All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê

Dubai
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JA The Resort
Situated along the shores of the Arabian Gulf
with an 800m private beach, JA The Resort
features three 5 Star hotels with 800 rooms and
suites, all offering something unique. The iconic
JA Beach Hotel, the all-suite JA Palm Tree Court
and JA Lake View Hotel.

With a stunning private beach, 7 pools, over 25 dining destinations
and over 40 exciting activities to discover such as watersports, a
9-hole championship golf course and golf academy, shooting club,
equestrian centre, tennis courts and tennis academy, private marina
and many more, JA The Resort is Dubai’s largest experience resort.
The younger members of the family are also well catered for with
the Kids Club, dedicated children’s pools and mini golf facilities.

JA Beach Hotel
Jebel Ali, Dubai
Enjoying a sublime position overlooking the glittering waters of the Arabian
Gulf, JA Beach Hotel is located within JA The Resort, Jebel Ali Beach, Dubai
and offers a range of family-friendly accommodation options. Select a
stunning Sea View room or for families interconnecting rooms are available.
Highlights include a wealth of attractions and activities that will keep the
whole family entertained. Better still, evenings are spent savouring a fabulous
array of resort-style gourmet dining options.
For an afternoon of blissful relaxation, check into Calm Spa & Salon featuring
ten treatment rooms and settle into the traditional-styled hammam or lounge
by one of the four temperature-controlled pools across the resort. Kids are
entertained all day long in the age-appropriate supervised kids clubs while
parents enjoy a round of golf at the resort’s 9-hole golf course.
Star rating: êêêêê
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Dubai

JA Lake View Hotel
Jebel Ali, Dubai
Nestled within the grounds of JA The Resort, JA Lake View Hotel is a 5 Star
property with views over the lake and the resort’s own golf course.
With 348 guestrooms and suites, all rooms focus on light and space
complimenting the natural surrounds. The hotel has four exclusive restaurants,
one of which will be headed by a Michelin Star chef, and a stylish rooftop
bar. Family-friendly activities include horse-riding, swimming in one of the
three sparkling outdoor pools, and a seaplane tour of Dubai. Kids and teens
are catered for in their very own Kids Club plus there is a wealth of sports to
take part in at the hotel’s watersports centre. Make reservations for a couples’
massage at the hotel spa while the kids try out new sports and make
new friends.
Star rating: êêêêê

JA Palm Tree Court
Jebel Ali, Dubai
Nestled within JA The Resort, Jebel Ali Beach, Dubai, JA Palm Tree Court
overlooks the glittering Arabian Gulf. The 5 Star hotel offers spacious familyfriendly suites including the luxurious Beachfront and Seaview Suites of the
Residences. Suites open out to a spacious balcony or terrace with the option
of in-room dining plus there is an enticing selection of gourmet dining options
to choose from. Dine at White Orchid, offering Far-Eastern flavours and
teppanyaki or at Divaz, a seafood floating restaurant or enjoy an exquisite
romantic dining experience under the stars. Don’t miss the live music with an
enjoyable sundowner cocktail at White Orchid Lounge.
Outdoor activities include a championship standard 9-hole golf course and
academy, horse riding, seaplane and fishing trip plus there is the option to
take part in an exciting array of watersports at Watercooled Centre.
Star rating: êêêêê

Dubai
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Caesars Palace Bluewaters Dubai
Bluewaters Island, Dubai
Located on Bluewaters, where urban buzz meets island calm, and
close to the iconic Jumeirah Beach Residence, guests can experience
legendary luxury at Caesars Palace Bluewaters Dubai presenting all
the signature elements of the legendary Caesars experience.
Fun is fused with absolute luxury with 194 rooms and suites with six
epic dining experiences, including Gordon Ramsay Hell’s Kitchen.
Access to a pristine private beach, three outside infinity pools, Cove
Beach —the stylish private beach club, Qua Spa - the award-winning
wellness concept from Las Vegas and awe-inspiring entertainment at
The Rotunda, presenting a thrilling line up of concerts, comedians and
Las Vegas headliners.

At a glance
Location: On the island oasis of Bluewaters, connecting to
Jumeirah Beach Residence
Transfer time: Approximately 30 minutes from Dubai
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 194
Restaurants/bars: 6
Water activities: 3 infinity pools, watersports and beach activities
Land activities: Fitness Centre
Spa/Beauty Services: Qua Spa
Children: Empire Club with kids pool
Board basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Caesars Resort Bluewaters Dubai
Bluewaters Island, Dubai
Focusing its fun-fused approach to luxury on families looking for a truly
immersive hospitality experience, Caesars Resort Bluewaters Dubai
boasts two outdoor pools, one family-friendly and one adult only—and
access to a pristine private beach. Guests can also expect awe-inspiring
entertainment at The Rotunda, presenting a thrilling line up of concerts,
comedians and Las Vegas headliners.

At a glance

Among its unique restaurants and bars, one dining highlight is Paru,
offering a contemporary Japanese menu and the quintessential
sundowner experience paired with masterfully prepared concoctions.

Restaurants/bars: 6

Location: On the island oasis of Bluewaters, connecting to Jumeirah
Beach Residence
Transfer time: Approximately 30 minutes from Dubai
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 301
Water activities: 2 infinity pools and a variety of watersports and
beach activities
Land activities: Fitness Centre

Bacchanal is the younger sibling of the stateside original, named the
best buffet restaurant in Las Vegas twice by USA Today. Bacchanal’s
approach to lavish dining is set to become a Dubai legend.

Spa/Beauty Services: Qua Spa
Children: Empire Club - Kids Club with pool and Roam - Teens Club
Board basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Habtoor Grand Resort, Autograph Collection
Jumeirah Beach, Dubai
Situated on the world famous Jumeirah Beach and adjacent to the
magnificent Dubai Marina, Habtoor Grand Resort, Autograph Collection
occupies an enchanting beach side location with a contemporary feel.
Each of the well-appointed rooms and suites offer spectacular views
of the resort gardens or the Arabian Sea and are decorated with cool
colours with a touch of Arabian flare.
The extensive collection of themed restaurants includes Luciano’s which
serves traditional Italian fare and Al Basha for classic and contemporary
Middle Eastern and Lebanese cuisine. The elegant Polo Bar is ideal for
creative cocktails, sumptuous cognacs and a variety of cigars. Elixir Spa
features a tranquil atmosphere and luxurious treatments, designed to
relax and refresh mind, body and spirit.

At a glance
Location: On Jumeirah Beach
Transfer time: Approximately 30 minutes from Dubai International Airport
Rooms/suites: 446
Restaurants/bars: 14
Water activities: 3 swimming pools and various watersports available on
the beach including boating, jet skiing, kayaking and water skiing
Land activities: Squash, tennis, fitness centre and volleyball
Spa/Beauty Services: Elixir Spa
Children: Junior Jungle Club and kid’s pool with slide
Board Basis: Bed & Breakfast, half board and full board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Le Royal Méridien Beach
Resort & Spa
Jumeirah Beach, Dubai
Palm tree lined gardens lead to the glorious white sands of Jumeirah Beach
at Le Royal Méridien Beach Resort & Spa. From the understated luxury of
the Super Deluxe Rooms to the opulent indulgence environment of the Royal
Club Tower Rooms, each of the 504 rooms have been inspired by the golden
sands and ocean waves of the Arabian Gulf.
Enjoy casual dining at Brasserie 2.0, while Rhodes Twenty10 offers culinary
grills with a contemporary twist. Celebrity chef, Richard Sandoval, welcomes
guests to Maya Modern Mexican Kitchen + Lounge, and wholesome seafood
classics are on offer at Geales Dubai showcasing the very best of the sea. La
Strega brings a taste of authentic Italian cuisine to the Middle East and Indya
by Michelin Star-winner Chef Patron Vineet Bhatia serving diverse regional
Indian food.
Relax at the award-winning spa, which offer a variety of treatments, as well
as a well-equipped gym. Guests can head to the private white sandy beach
and enjoy a selection of watersports including kayaking and sailing.
Star rating: êêêêê

Grosvenor House, a Luxury
Collection Hotel, Dubai
Dubai Marina, Dubai
Grosvenor House, a Luxury Collection Hotel has two iconic 45-story towers,
Tower One and Tower Two, which redefine the world of luxury. Fusing marble
floors, natural hues, modern décor and large windows overlooking turquoise
waters, the 750 rooms, suites and apartments offer a perfect stay elevated by
top technology.
The world famous Buddha Bar fuses enchanting décor, food and music to
create a relaxed ambiance while Michelin Star-winner Chef Patron Vineet
Bhatia brings modern Indian cuisine into Indego by Vineet’s. Toro Toro offers
a multitude of tastes from across the South American region by renowned
celebrity Chef Richard Sandoval and for European flair Rhodes W1 presents
British classics. Home to two separate spas, B’Attitude Spa features a tranquil
and oriental ambiance and majestic hammam pools. The Retreat Spa boasts
a nail salon, a men’s spa, plus a women’s hair salon.
Two swimming pools overlook the iconic skyline and glittering marina,
providing tranquil spaces to bask in the sun.
Star rating: êêêêê
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The Westin Dubai Mina Seyahi Beach Resort & Marina
Jumeirah Beach, Dubai
With impressive architecture, lavish furnishings and elegant interiors,
The Westin Dubai Mina Seyahi Beach Resort & Marina has exceptional
views over the Arabian Gulf and is an ideal destination where the
entire family can unwind and recharge. Guestrooms offer a mix of
contemporary and classical influences with cool natural tones, elegant
wooden furniture and state-of-the-art facilities.
With minimalist décor, leather seats, dark wood tables, hardwood floors
and an open kitchen, Hunters Room & Grill offers a contemporary spin
on the traditional grill house, while The Spice Emporium provides a taste
of the orient. For those who enjoy active breaks there is a comprehensive
range of activities from water skiing and windsurfing to wakeboarding
and kayaking, as well as speedboat hire. Alternatively just relax on the
500m private beach.

At a glance
Location: On Jumeirah Beach, 5 minutes from Marina Walk and The Walk
Transfer time: Approximately 35 minutes from Dubai International Airport
Rooms/suites: 292
Restaurants/bars: 18
Water activities: 6 Swimming pools, watersports center, windsurfing,
kayaking, wakeboarding, water skiing
Land activities: Health club with aerobics studio and gymnasium. Beach
volleyball and 3 complimentary tennis courts. Various golf courses nearby.
Complimentary shuttle to nearby malls. Basketball ring, table tennis, chess
Children: Children’s Club and 2 shaded kid’s pools
Spa/Beauty Services: Heavenly Spa
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board (dine around)
and full board (dine around)
Star rating: êêêêê
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Le Méridien Mina Seyahi Beach Resort & Marina
Jumeirah Beach, Dubai
A private 500m beach, lavish furnishings and elegant interiors are
the hallmarks of this resort, with stunning views over the Arabian Gulf
that promise to inspire. Outstanding levels of comfort and service and
excellent attention to detail are promised at Le Méridien Mina Seyahi
Beach Resort & Marina. Deluxe Rooms and Club Rooms have either
Palm Island or city views and the spacious Club Superior Rooms have
magnificent panoramas of the Arabian Gulf.
Latest Recipe offers variations on classic recipes from across the world
in a modern setting, Barasti Beach is ideal for a quick break from the
sunshine and in the evening is perfect for cocktails and live music as the
sun sets. The Family Kids Club, for children from the ages of 4 - 12, offers
a host of games and activities.

At a glance
Location: On Jumeirah Beach, 5 minutes from Marina Walk and The Walk
Transfer time: Approximately 25 minutes from Dubai International Airport
Rooms/suites: 220
Restaurants/bars: 18
Water activities: 6 swimming pools, windsurfing and sailing
Land activities: Gym, 3 floodlit tennis courts, beach volleyball, football,
aerobics studio, basketball ring, table tennis, chess. Various golf courses
nearby. Complimentary shuttle to nearby malls
Spa/Beauty Services: Use of the Westin ‘Heavenly’ Spa located next door
Children: Kids Club and children’s shaded pool
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board (dine around),
full board (dine around)
Star rating: êêêêê
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The Palace at One&Only
Royal Mirage
Jumeirah Beach, Dubai
A regal domain in the heart of the One&Only Royal Mirage resort, The
Palace rekindles the grandeur, dignity and hospitality of old Arabia. Nestled
within 65 acres of landscaped gardens with a kilometre of private coastline
along Jumeirah Beach. All of the rooms and suites are sea-facing and
feature a private balcony or patio and are designed in calming neutral tones
reflecting contemporary elegance with an Arabian twist.
Experience authentic Moroccan cuisine and enjoy traditional entertainment
at Tagine. Visit Celebrities Restaurant, where a menu of international
cuisine inspired by classic French dishes is complemented with a selection
of world-class wines. Three floodlit tennis courts and a putting green are
available whilst guests can also try a variety watersports along the private
beach. KidsOnly offers daily supervised games and educational fun classes
including Arabic classes, arts & crafts and board games.
Star rating: êêêêê

Arabian Court at One&Only
Royal Mirage
Jumeirah Beach, Dubai
Enjoy an opulent, magical oasis of Arabian luxury, crafted in the spirit of the
Orient at Arabian Court at One&Only Royal Mirage, which nestles within
65 acres of landscaped gardens set on a kilometre-long stretch of private
coastline along Jumeirah Beach. Each of the rooms and suites are inspired
by the magic of Arabia, featuring carved arches, colourful mosaics and
rich furnishings.
Embark on culinary journey through the eclectic mix of restaurants and bars
including all-day dining with a distinctive show kitchen at The Rotisserie
and Indo-European flavours at the superbly chic Nina. Spend lazy days by
the swimming pool overlooking the Arabian Gulf or venture to One&Only
Spa which invites guests to indulge in tailored spa experiences where each
treatment is crafted to unwind, restore and elevate mind, body and soul.
Star rating: êêêêê
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Residence & Spa at One&Only
Royal Mirage
Jumeirah Beach, Dubai
Surrounded by secluded gardens, pools and a one kilometre long private
beach, Residence & Spa at One&Only Royal Mirage is the ideal location to
get away from it all and relax in the luxurious surrounds. The spacious and
beautifully decorated guestrooms and suites are sea-facing with a private
balcony or terrace and have been designed in the finest detail.
Exclusive to Residence & Spa guests, the Dining Room is bathed with natural
light that fills the elegant atrium, creating a unique ambience. An additional
range of bars and restaurants are available within One&Only Royal Mirage
resort. Boasting a wide variety of leisure facilities, including a relaxing spa
with traditional Oriental hammam. The Spa pivots around three different
approaches - unwind, restore and elevate. These themes will guide the
therapist to find the experiences which meet guest’s exact needs.
Star rating: êêêêê

One&Only The Palm
Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
Situated on the pristine golden sands of Palm Jumeirah, the intimate
One&Only The Palm is a peaceful hideaway in the busting cosmopolitan
city. The beautiful guestrooms, suites and villas are designed with a fusion of
Moorish and Andalusian architecture, with sophisticated furnishings and state
of the art facilities.
The resort’s main restaurant, ZEST, blends culinary influences of the Middle
East, Asia and the West, whilst STAY by Yannick Alléno, showcases traditional
cooking methods re-interpreted into contemporary dishes. Choose to bask in
the sun on a comfortable daybed or relax in the shade in a private cabana
by the swimming pool. A world of beauty and wellbeing awaits at Guerlain
Spa which offers comprehensive treatments and wellness journeys.
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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The Ritz-Carlton, Dubai
Jumeirah Beach, Dubai
A sophisticated luxury resort on Dubai’s fashionable Jumeirah Beach,
the Ritz-Carlton, Dubai blends Arabic and Mediterranean styles. Each
spacious guestroom and suite has calming décor, whilst luxurious
bathrooms and indulgent bedding tempt guests to skip exploration for
welcome seclusion. Guests can also upgrade to the Ritz-Carlton Club
level and receive use of the Club Lounge with complimentary snacks and
beverages throughout the day. The ideal place to plan a family outing or
simply unwind.
Blue Jade will take guests on an enchanting culinary journey through
East Asia. Amaseena Arabic offers an evening under the stars in a tented
Bedouin village with traditional dishes, shisha and live music, whilst the
chic La Baie Lounge offers a selection of exciting cocktails and chill out
music. The resort boasts six swimming pools, one with a swim up bar,
otherwise, indulge in the luxurious spa where mystical eastern influences
blend seamlessly with European wellness.
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At a glance
Location: The Walk, Jumeirah Beach
Transfer time: Approximately 45 minutes from Dubai International Airport
Rooms/suites: 294
Restaurants/bars: 9
Water activities: 6 swimming pools, watersports available
Land activities: 4 floodlit tennis courts, squash, gym, running track and
shuttle service to nearby malls
Spa/Beauty Services: The Ritz-Carlton Spa
Children: Children’s pool, Ritz Kids Club for children aged 4 to 10 years.
Babysitting available
Board basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê

Mandarin Oriental Jumeira, Dubai
Jumeirah Beach, Dubai
Located in one of the most prestigious areas in Dubai, Mandarin Oriental
Jumeira, Dubai, is a standout beachfront resort with the added attraction
of luxe 5 Star amenities. With three signature restaurants, a destination
spa and kids’ club, the resort evokes a delicious ambiance of pure luxury.

At a glance

Decadently decorated guestrooms evoke a sense of elegance while
offering breathtaking views of the city or ocean. Revel in the serenity
offered at the Spa at Mandarin Oriental Jumeira, Dubai, where the focus
is on exquisitely-relaxing treatments. Afterwards, make reservations
for dinner in Netsu, the Japanese Steakhouse showcasing traditional
Japanese straw-fire cooking techniques. Or enjoy an elegant tea for two
in the opulent surroundings of Noor Lounge where a canopy of gilded
trees evoke a sense of timeless elegance in this upscale resort.

Rooms/Suites: 256 including 78 suites

Location: Located in Jumeirah Beach
Transfer Time: Approximately a 20 minutes from Dubai
International Airport
Restaurants/Bars: 6
Water Activities: 5 swimming pools
Land Activities: Fitness centre
Spa/Beauty Services: Spa at Mandarin Oriental Jumeira, Dubai
Children: Little Nomads Club kids club
Board Basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Jumeirah Beach Hotel
Jumeirah Beach, Dubai
With its striking wave-like design, Jumeirah Beach Hotel is one of Dubai’s
most instantly recognisable hotels, offering luxury and a wide range
of facilities. Each of the hotel’s rooms and suites enjoy views over the
Arabian Gulf and provide an array of amenities. Ocean Deluxe Rooms
are ideal for couples or small families.

At a glance
Location: On Jumeirah Beach
Transfer time: Approximately 25 minutes from Dubai International Airport
Rooms/suites: 618
Restaurants/bars: 19

La Parrilla provides Latin American cuisine served to the sounds of
samba beats whilst Latitude serves fresh flavours from Japanese, Thai
and Malaysian cuisine. Guests can choose to relax on the private beach
or enjoy complimentary access to Wild Wadi Waterpark™. Sinbad’s Kids
Club offers an array of activities from face painting to sports for older
kids. The Hub is the place where teens can hang out and make
new friends.

Water activities: 6 swimming pools, water skiing, windsurfing, deep sea
fishing, dive centre plus complimentary access to Wild Wadi Waterpark™
Land activities: 7 floodlit tennis courts, 3 squash courts and 1km stretch
of private beach
Spa/Beauty Services: Talise Spa
Children: Sinbad’s Kids and Teens Clubs
Board basis: Half board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Jumeirah Mina A’Salam
Jumeirah Beach, Dubai
Jumeirah Mina A’Salam, the heart of Madinat Jumeirah Resort, is a
luxuriously charming boutique style hotel. The spacious guestrooms are
beautifully furnished, with private balconies overlooking the sea, offering
authentic Arabian experiences on a beach front location with a family
friendly service.
Meaning ‘Harbour of Peace’, the hotel forms the gateway to Madinat
Jumeirah. It is the entry point from which numerous waterways and
walkways thread their way to all corners of Madinat Jumeirah. Following
these will transport you to an array of over 50 world-class restaurants,
bars and cafes, Talise Spa and a traditional souk. You’ll see just how
much is on offer – and why this luxury resort is the jewel of Dubai.

At a glance
Location: On Jumeirah Beach within the Madinat Jumeirah resort
Transfer time: Approximately 25 minutes from Dubai International Airport
Rooms/suites: 292
Restaurants/bars: Access to over 50 across the Madinat Jumeirah
Resort
Water activities: Swimming pool, water skiing, windsurfing, kayaking,
sailing, Abra rides plus complimentary access to the Wild Wadi
Waterpark™
Land activities: Talise Fitness, sauna, squash, tennis, climbing wall and
a traditional Souk
Spa/Beauty Services: Talise Spa
Children: Kids Club
Board basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Jumeirah Al Qasr
Jumeirah Beach, Dubai
Jumeirah Al Qasr is impressive in its elegant setting and is designed in
the style of a Sheikh’s summer residence, creating a resort of exceptional
quality. With opulent marble bathrooms and dressing areas, the rooms
and suites are filled with antique furnishings, creating an authentic
ambiance whilst private balconies reveal Madinat Jumeirah’s waterways
and lush gardens.
European delights include Mediterranean dishes at Trattoria Toscana,
Pierchic and Al Hambra whilst Arabian dining is offered at Al Samar
Lounge and Khaymat Al Bahar. Visit the beach and discover water sports
or enjoy complimentary access to Wild Wadi Waterpark™. Young guests
will benefit from complimentary access to the Kids Club where children
will be kept occupied in over 1,000sqm of play areas and pools.

At a glance
Location: On Jumeirah Beach within Madinat Jumeirah resort
Transfer time: Approximately 25 minutes from Dubai International Airport
Rooms/suites: 294
Restaurants/bars: Access to over 50 across the Madinat Jumeirah Resort
Water activities: Swimming pool, water skiing, windsurfing, kayaks, sailing,
Abra rides, plus complimentary access to the Wild Wadi Waterpark™
Land activities: Talise Fitness, sauna, squash, tennis and a traditional Souk
Spa/Beauty Services: Talise Spa
Children: Kids Club
Board Basis: Bed & Breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Jumeirah Dar Al Masyaf
Jumeirah Beach, Dubai
Perfect for guests seeking an intimate Arabian hideaway with summer
houses inspired by old Arabia, Jumeirah Dar Al Masyaf’s summer
houses are set among sparkling scenic waterways and paths. Guests
are truly pampered in this exclusive enclave with secluded courtyards,
butler service and complimentary drinks every evening. Arabian Summer
Houses feature views of either the Arabian Gulf or the gardens,
with a balcony and terrace while 24 hour butler service offers the
ultimate indulgence.
Traditional Italian meals served in a romantic canal side location are
on offer at Segreto Restaurant or head to Pai Thai for Thai cuisine.
Talise Spa is an oasis of relaxation and rejuvenation, where treatments
are personalised to cater to each individual’s needs.

At a glance
Location: On Jumeirah Beach within the Madinat Jumeirah resort
Transfer time: Approximately 25 minutes from Dubai
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 283
Restaurants/bars: Access to over 50 across the Madinat
Jumeirah Resort
Water activities: 7 swimming pools, water skiing, windsurfing,
kayaking, sailing, Abra rides, plus complimentary unlimited
access to Wild Wadi Waterpark™
Land activities: Talise Fitness, sauna, squash, tennis and a
traditional Souk
Spa/Beauty Services: Talise Spa
Children: Kids Club
Board Basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Jumeirah Al Naseem
Jumeirah Beach, Dubai
Jumeirah Al Naseem is the latest hotel addition to Madinat Jumeirah.
Nestled on the longest stretch of a sandy beach close to the water, the
sound of the sea visits the spacious guestrooms and terraces, inviting
the outdoors in. The contemporary interior design is inspired by Dubai’s
heritage of pearl diving and Bedouin traditions. From the balconies and
terraces, there are spectacular views of the sea, the landscaped lush
gardens and Burj Al Arab Jumeirah.
Guests can visit the turtle lagoon, have fun in the Kids Club, relax in
the adults-only pool, venture to nearby Wild Wadi Waterpark™ and
experience a unique selection of restaurants and bars linked by the
Arabian Explorer theme; from Rockfish, a vibrant and fun seafood
restaurant to The Palmery offering International buffets.

At a glance
Location: On Jumeirah Beach within the Madinat Jumeirah resort
Transfer time: Approximately 25 minutes from Dubai International Airport
Rooms/suites: 430
Restaurants/bars: Access to over 50 across the Madinat Jumeirah Resort
Water activities: 3 swimming pools, water skiing, windsurfing, kayaking,
sailing, boat rides, plus complimentary unlimited access to Wild Wadi
Waterpark™
Land activities: Talise Fitness, sauna, squash, rock climbing wall, tennis
and a traditional Souk
Spa/Beauty Services: Talise Spa
Children: Kids Club
Board Basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Burj Al Arab Jumeirah
Jumeirah Beach, Dubai
Offering the ultimate in lavish accommodation, the spectacular Burj Al
Arab Jumeirah soars majestically above Jumeirah Beach. Suites feature
generous accommodation, butler service, opulent Hermès amenities,
a 21-inch iMac and an exclusive 24-carat gold iPad for use as a
‘virtual concierge’.

At a glance

Expert chefs ensure that guests dining experiences are exceptional.
Highlights include the fine dining restaurant Nathan Outlaw at Al Mahara
with its stunning floor to ceiling aquarium, Al Iwan which offers sumptuous
Arabic cuisine and the stylish Gold on 27 restaurant and cocktail bar
bathed in gold with spectacular skyline views.

Restaurants/bars: 9

Each experience at the Talise Spa has been carefully crafted and
developed using luxurious products to leave guests utterly pampered.
Talise Spa is housed over two levels and boasts ample luxurious
treatments to calm even the most hectic lifestyle.

Location: On Jumeirah Beach
Transfer time: Approximately 25 minutes from Dubai
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 202
Water activities: 4 swimming pools and an exclusive private stretch
of beach. Complimentary unlimited access to Wild Wadi Waterpark™
Land activities: Talise Fitness
Spa/Beauty Services: Talise Spa
Children: Kids Club for children aged 1–12 years
Board basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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Fairmont The Palm
Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
Fairmont The Palm is an exquisite beach resort showcasing contemporary
architecture, authentic Arabic touches and sophisticated elegance. Each
luxurious room features a spacious outdoor balcony overlooking the
Dubai Marina and Arabian Gulf, or the Palm Residences.

At a glance

Guests can choose from an array of distinctive restaurants and bars,
ranging from Frevo, the authentic Brazilian restaurant to Little Miss India,
Bā for its Asian Fusion cuisine and Flow Kitchen, featuring culinary
classics from all over the world. Fairmont The Palm boasts four outdoor
swimming pools with one dedicated for families in a relaxed beach-side
setting. Fairmont Falcons Kids Club, located on the beach level of the
resort, features a fun environment to help children learn and stay active.

Restaurants/bars: 10

Location: On The Palm Jumeirah
Transfer time: Approximately 35 minutes from Dubai International Airport
Rooms/suites: 391
Water activities: 4 swimming pools, sailing, paddle-boarding and
kayaking
Land activities: Health club
Spa/Beauty Services: Willow Stream Spa
Children: Fairmont Falcons Kids Club for children aged 18 months
to 15 years
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board and full board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Sofitel The Palm Dubai
Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
Sofitel The Palm Dubai perfectly combines a peaceful beach break with
the chance to explore the thriving city of Dubai. Open plan interiors
lead the way to attractive gardens, where swaying palms line the huge
swimming pool. Chic Polynesian décor and vibrant artworks bring a
tropical island feel to the guestrooms, each with a private balcony.

At a glance

Visit Porterhouse Steaks & Grills, which provides a tasty selection of
prime cuts inspired by the 19th century porterhouse steak experts from
North America, or try Manava Restaurant for a family style eatery. Relax
at the swimming pools or by the 500m private beach with a selection
of watersports on offer. Amura Kids Club offers dancing fountains, a
swimming pool with fun slides, books and toys to keep children engaged.

Restaurants/bars: 12

Location: On a long private beach on Palm Jumeirah’s east crescent
Transfer time: Approximately 35 minutes from Dubai
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 546
Water activities: 6 swimming pools, pedal boats, water skiing
and boat excursions
Land activities: Tennis court and Sofitel Fitness gym. Golf nearby
Spa/Beauty Services: Sofitel Spa
Children: Amura Kids Club for 4 to 12 years olds and a video game
area. Babysitting on request
Board basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Anantara The Palm Dubai Resort
Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
Perched on the eastern crescent of the iconic Palm Jumeirah, Anantara
The Palm Dubai Resort is inspired by traditional Thai architecture in an
Arabian setting and entices guests with a distinct blend of serenity and
splendour. Each tastefully furnished guestroom has exceptional amenities.
Gaze over stunning lagoons and tropical gardens from the Lagoon
View Rooms, enjoy the inviting waters only steps from the wonderfully
positioned Lagoon Access Rooms or take sanctuary in the only over
water villas in Dubai.

At a glance

Dine at Crescendo which serves a wide selection of international
cuisine and Mekong, a delightful Asian restaurant. Relax in the poolside
Jacuzzi, go for a swim in the 50m infinity pool, enjoy a Thalasso wellness
treatment at the spa, or make the most of the sun and enjoy a game
of tennis.

Land activities: Fitness centre, tennis courts and beach volleyball

Location: Perched on the eastern crescent of the iconic Palm Jumeirah
Transfer time: Approximately 45 minutes from Dubai
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 507
Restaurants/bars: 6
Water activities: 4 swimming pools, water skiing, wakeboarding,
wind surfing, kayaking and hobbie cats, diving courses
Spa/Beauty Services: Anantara Spa
Children: Tuk Tuk Kids Club and Chill Teens Club
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board and full board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Atlantis, The Palm
The Palm, Dubai
Atlantis, The Palm is a majestic, ocean-themed destination resort
offering unique architecture, award-winning restaurants and must visit
aquatic attractions. Designed with families in mind, 90% of rooms are
interconnecting and guests can enjoy stunning views of the Arabian Sea
or spectacular Dubai skyline from their rooms.

At a glance
Location: On Palm Island
Transfer time: Approximately 35 minutes from Dubai International Airport
Rooms/suites: 1,548
Restaurants/bars: 23

This culinary destination has 23 restaurants and bars with some of
the world’s best chefs. The resort offers 17 hectares of water themed
amusement at Atlantis Aquaventure, including exentsive fresh and salt
water swimming pools, lagoon exhibits, an open-air marine habitat at The
Lost Chambers Aquarium and offers to swim with dolphins at Dolphin Bay.
Atlantis Kids Club is especially designed fro 3-12 year olds and The
Zone is a fully supervised ‘No Adults’ club for teenagers. For the ultimate
entertainment destination, families can enjoy the Wavehouse. Equipped
with four state-of-the-art bowling lanes, arcades and a traditional softplay area, Wavehouse is part fun and part eatery that all guests need
to experience.
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Water activities: 17 hectares of water themed amusement at Aquaventure,
extensive fresh and salt water swimming pools, lagoon exhibits and an
open-air marine habitat
Land activities: Over two dozen luxury boutiques, fitness centre, tennis
courts and a family entertainment destination
Children: Atlantis Kids Club for 3-12 years and The Zone, for teenagers
from 13-17 years
Spa/Beauty Services: ShuiQi Spa & Fitness
Board basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê

Waldorf Astoria Dubai Palm Jumeirah
Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
Sink into white sands on a stunning private beach and listen to the
gentle lapping of the waves at the stylish Waldorf Astoria Dubai Palm
Jumeirah which combines luxury and relaxation. Guestrooms and
suites are decorated in subtle hues of ivory and soft turquoise, giving
a soothing beach house feel. Most rooms offer views of the sea or the
spectacular skyline.
Dining options include Social by Heinz Beck, the world renowned 3-star
Michelin Chef, which offers contemporary Italian cuisine. LAO is inspired
by the beauty and cuisine of Vietnam and offers a fusion of traditional
cooking techniques with modern presentations. The Waldorf Astoria Spa
offers an extensive array of luxurious treatments and services to create a
unique experience personalised to each guest.

At a glance
Location: On The Palm Jumeirah
Transfer time: Approximately 35 minutes from Dubai International Airport
Rooms/suites: 319
Restaurants/bars: 6
Water activities: 2 swimming pools, watersports including snorkelling,
paddle boarding and water skiing
Land activities: The Fitness Centre, tennis courts
Spa/Beauty Services: Waldorf Astoria Spa
Children: Coco’s Kids Club for children aged 3 to 12 years, children’s pool
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board and full board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Jumeirah Zabeel Saray
Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
Imperial in style with intricate fabrics and finishes inspired by the Ottoman
Empire. This resort recaptures the palatial luxury of a Golden Era.
Guestrooms are decorated with plush fabrics and superior furnishings,
finished with hints of gold throughout. Deluxe Rooms offer a private
balcony with incredible views of the Arabian Gulf and the skyline. 38
exclusive Royal Residences surround a lagoon pool, set in lush tropical
gardens with 24 hour personalised butler service.

At a glance

Choose from ten restaurants and bars, which offer an eclectic range of
cuisines from different regions of the world. The hotels signature restaurant
Lalezar, Dubai’s first Anatolian restaurant offers a splendid ambience and
authentic Turkish delicacies. The Rib Room is a chic signature steakhouse.
Enjoy live music, as dinner becomes a show at the world MusicHall with
live international performances.

Land activities: 2 floodlit tennis courts, gym, cinema, shuttle service to
nearby malls and local attractions

Embark on a sensory journey that will relax, de-stress with a visit to one
of the biggest spas in Arabia, Talise Ottoman Spa. This award-winning
spa is an ultimate wellness destination.
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Location: On The Palm Jumeirah
Transfer time: Approximately 45 minutes from Dubai International Airport
Rooms/suites: 443
Restaurants/bars: 9
Water activities: Swimming pool, watersports including kayaks
and stand-up paddle-boards.

Spa/Beauty Services: Talise Ottoman Spa, beauty salon, Turkish
hammam and snow room
Children: Children’s pool, Sinbad’s Kids Club for children aged 4 to 16
years. Babysitting available on request
Board basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe

Emerald Palace Kempinski Dubai
Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
Located on the western edge of the iconic Palm Jumeirah, Emerald Palace
Kempinski Dubai exudes a semblance of elegance from the moment of
arrival. With exclusive private access to a sugar white sand beach, the
hotel offers guests an elevated 5 Star experience with culinary highlights
led by renowned 3-Michelin star chef, Alain Ducasse.

At a glance
Location: On Palm Jumeirah overlooking the Arabian Gulf
Transfer time: Approximately 20 minutes to Dubai International Airport
Rooms/suites: 391
Restaurants/bars: 8

What’s more, opulently graceful interiors provide a welcome haven with
391 elegantly-appointed guestrooms, eight gourmet dining experiences,
the exquisite Cinq Mondes Spa, a state-of-the-art fitness centre, a
sparkling outdoor pool and an indoor pool. Children are catered for
in the Little kingdom Kid’s Club while teenagers have their own ageappropriate entertainment space. 5 Star highlights include a dedicated
limousine service with WiFi, 24 hour butler service and glittering sunset
views of the Dubai skyline.

Water activities: 2 swimming pools, kid’s pool, diving,
watersport facilities
Land activities: Fitness Centre, yoga classes, personal trainers,
bicycle rental, games room, mini golf
Spa/Beauty Services: Cinq Mondes Spa
Children: Little Kingdom Kid’s Club for children aged 3 to 12 years,
Teens Club for from aged 12 to 17 years. Babysitting available on request
Board basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê
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W Dubai – The Palm
Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
Positioned perfectly on the iconic Palm in Dubai, W Dubai – The Palm serves
up its own style of hospitality with a hint of panache. With 350 decadentlydecorated guestrooms, the AWAY Spa, and W Happenings in the WET Deck,
home to the adult only pool. Hotel highlights include the FIT Facility with stateof-the-art gym equipment, panoramic views from the rooftop and access to a
private sugar white sand beach.
Choose a Wonderful Room and slumber on the signature W bed dressed in
luxurious high thread-count linens or swirl up a cocktail made with ingredients
from the W MixBar. Upstairs on the rooftop, SoBe is the place to be seen
as the sun sets on another decadent Dubai day. Or step into LIV and enjoy
all-day dining.
Star rating: êêêêê

Nikki Beach Resort & Spa
Pearl Jumeira, Dubai
Fringing the waterfront of Pearl Jumeira, Nikki Beach Resort & Spa offers an
exclusive getaway for guests seeking style melding with 5 Star amenities.
With 117 rooms and suites and 15 ultra-deluxe villas with private pools to
choose from, there are five gourmet restaurants and bars, a chic spa, an
oversized pool and Tone Gym.
The signature white décor features heavily, alongside tribal influences and a
seriously stylish ambiance. Plush sun beds and giant, cabana-style day beds
look out across the Arabian Gulf from the complimentary Beach Club where
guests can spend their day relaxing by the 27m lap pool and bubble pool.
Make reservations at Nikki Spa and choose from a distinctive range of ESPA
treatments. Evenings are spent by the fire pit, sipping cocktails and listening to
the beats as preparations begin for a night of partying.
Star rating: êêêêê
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Bvlgari Resort Dubai
Jumeira Bay Island, Dubai
Situated on the exclusive, manmade Jumeira Bay, an island carved into
the shape of a seahorse and adjoined by a 300m bridge to central
Dubai, the sunny property is a true urban oasis.

At a glance

The 101 rooms and suites, as well as 20 Bvlgari Villas with pools blends
traditional design with contemporary Italian architecture, accentuated
by Middle Eastern touches. The resort offers a full range of amenities,
such as the gourmet Il Ristorante – Niko Romito, the Il Café open all day,
Il Bar with its iconic oval-shaped Bvlgari bar and La Spiaggia the most
exclusive beach Club with private beach and a unique mosaic-design
outdoor swimming pool. Guests can also relax at the spa with hammam,
indoor pool, fitness centre and beauty salon. To add relish to the guest’s
stay, the complex comprises of a private Marina and the Bvlgari Yacht
Club with outstanding views over the Arabian Sea.

Room/suites: 121

Location: On Jumeira Bay
Transfer time: Approximately 20 minutes from Dubai International Airport
Restaurants/ bars: 6
Water activities: Yacht Club. Indoor and outdoor swimming pool
Land activities: Fitness centre
Spa/Beauty services: The BVLGARI SPA
Children: The Little Gems Club
Board basis: Bed & Breakfast
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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Al Maha, a Luxury Collection Desert Resort & Spa
The Desert, Dubai
Nestled in a verdant palm oasis, deep within Dubai’s magical dune and
desert landscape Al Maha, a Luxury Collection Desert Resort & Spa,
showcases the heritage and architecture of the Bedouins, offering a sense
of desert adventure.
The luxurious 1, 2 and 3 bedroom tented suites are all perfectly
positioned to ensure privacy and offer panoramic views of the desert
landscape. All have terraces with private pools looking towards the
dunes. Some overlook the watering hole where the Arabian Oryx and
gazelles gather during the day. Embracing the culinary cultures of the
east and west, Al Diwaan is an organic fine dining restaurant offering
international cuisine. Guided dune drives and nature walks, falconry,
archery, horse riding, and wildlife drives are some of the most
popular activities.

At a glance
Location: An idyllic, exclusive oasis set within the 225km Dubai Desert
Conservation Reserve
Transfer time: Approximately 45 minutes from Dubai
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 42 tented suites with private pool
Restaurants/bars: 2
Water activities: Each Suite has a private pool and sundeck
Land activities: Fitness centre, nature walks, falconry, archery, camel
trek with sundowners and the Ghaf tree walk. Two activities per guest
per night’s stay are included
Spa/Beauty Services: Timeless Spa
Children: Children above 10 years of age are accepted
Board basis: Full board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Abu Dhabi
Abu Dhabi is the largest of the seven kingdoms
of the United Arab Emirates, which brims with
culture, history and adventure. Find diversity in
its landscapes, from coastlines sprinkled with
beaches, islands and mangroves, to vast arid
deserts and modern cityscapes. Go from bustling
beaches in chic Corniche to the endless desert in
the Empty Quarter (Rub’ al Khali) in Al Gharbia.
Hallmarked by a cultural diversity and an intriguing mix of old
and new, Abu Dhabi offers UNESCO World Heritage Sites,
ground-breaking architecture, adrenaline-inducing attractions,
award-winning golf courses, luxury resorts and some of the
region’s best shopping.

History and Culture
Long before the shimmering skyscrapers arrived, the region’s
resilient nomadic tribes wandered great distances with their
camels in search of grazing. But despite the speed of economic
development since the discovery of oil, Abu Dhabi has focused
on maintaining and promoting traditional culture such as falconry,
camel racing and dhow sailing.

Theme Parks and Adventure
Yas Island has it all - from the state-of-the-art Yas Marina F1
Circuit to Ferrari World home to the fastest roller coaster in
the world!
Yas Waterworld is the perfect spot to let off steam for an
afternoon, with shallow play pools for little ones and relaxing
spots for the adults. For a fully air-conditioned indoor theme
park, Warner Bros. World™ Abu Dhabi offer 29 modern rides,
interactive family friendly attractions, unique live entertainment,
multiple dining options and exclusive shopping outlets.

When to Travel
Sunny blue skies and high temperatures can be expected most of
the year. Rainfall is sporadic, falling mainly in winter November to
March. Daytime temperatures from May to September rarely fall
below 40°C, while between October and April the temperature
averages around 30°C with little humidity.

Destination Data
Location: Capital of the United Arab Emirates on the Arabian Peninsula
Flying time: Approximately 7 hours from the UK and Ireland
Currency: UAE Dirhams (DHS)

For more modern sights head to Saadiyat Cultural District, for more
modern sights head to Saadiyat Cultural District. Outranking the
world’s largest single concentration of cultural assets. Discover
wonders in the Zayed National Museum, Louvre Abu Dhabi and
Guggenheim Abu Dhabi.

Abu Dhabi

Take a sunset tour of the Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque, and witness
its striking white and gold colours shining in the sun, home to the
world’s largest hand knotted carpet and a unique lightning system
which reflects the phases of the moon.

U.A.E.

Saadiyat Island

Beaches
Saadiyat Public Beach is a great spot for a day out, and the
perfect place to enjoy Abu Dhabi’s clear, warm turquoise waters.
This beach is also home to the Hawksbill sea turtles that continue
to nest on the sweeping beachfront. Guests can arrange a guided
tour during nesting session to watch these endangered turtles
make their way out into the open waters of the Arabian Gulf.
Yas Beach is also a great place to hang out or enjoy the
many activities on offer including beach volleyball and
non-motorised watersports.
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Shangri-La Hotel,
Qaryat Al Beri
Grand Canal, Abu Dhabi
Escape to a magical Arabian oasis at Shangri-La Hotel, Qaryat Al Beri where
the sparkling swimming pool, the lush and tranquil garden landscapes and
the private beach all combine to create a serene haven of relaxation
and style.
Each of the 213 rooms, finished in a modern Arabic-style, features a balcony
or terrace that offers breathtaking views of the Khor Al Maqta creek and
Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque. Choose to dine in style with a choice of four
award winning restaurants, and relax in the exceptional CHI, The Spa. The
neighbouring Souk offers an opportunity to experience local Emirati culture
and heritage, with an enticing variety of shops selling traditional artefacts,
paintings, jewellery and clothes.
Star rating: êêêêê

Fairmont Bab Al Bhar
Grand Canal, Abu Dhabi
With striking, contemporary architecture, Fairmont Bab Al Bahr offers the
highest level of comfort with unrivalled views of the Sheikh Zayed Grand
Mosque. This city oasis is where Arabic culture meets contemporary style.
Contemporary elegance is reflected in the décor of the 369 guestrooms
and suites. Each room boasts a range of rich textures, marble, walnut wood
panelling and bamboo flower inspired soft furnishings.
Try Michelin star creations at Marco Pierre White Steakhouse & Grill, or
indulge in innovative gourmet hamburgers at Poolside. Guests can enjoy
the inimitable views of the creek from the deck of Puesta del Sol, that, in
translation from Spanish means sunset or visit Chameleon which offers
exquisite wines and cocktails in elegant surroundings. A dedicated children’s
play area and babysitting service allows children to make their own
adventure while parents relax.
Star rating: êêêêê
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The Ritz-Carlton Abu Dhabi, Grand Canal
Grand Canal, Abu Dhabi
Sitting like a palace on the Al Maqta’a Creek, The Ritz-Carlton Abu
Dhabi, Grand Canal, with water features and manicured gardens, is
inspired by Venetian and Renaissance architecture and is set against
a backdrop of the majestic Sheikh Zayed Mosque. Elegant and stylish
rooms, suites and villas with spacious balconies offer magnificent views
of the beach, gardens or the Grand Mosque and are decorated with a
soothing, colour palette helping guests to relax and unwind.

At a glance
Location: 3.7 Km away from the Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque
Transfer time: Approximately 15 minutes from Abu Dhabi
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 532
Restaurants/bars: 8
Water activities: 2 swimming pools

Mijana showcases the region’s cooking whilst Li Jiang is a modern Asian
restaurant offering authentic Oriental fare. The resort boasts one of
the largest swimming pools in Abu Dhabi at 1,600 square metres. The
Ritz Kids Club offers an extensive programme of indoor and outdoor
supervised activities.

Land activities: Fitness Centre
Spa/Beauty Services: ESPA Spa
Children: Ritz Kids club for children aged 4-12 years
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board and full board
Star rating: êêêêê
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W Abu Dhabi – Yas Island
Yas Island, Abu Dhabi
Instantly recognisable from TV coverage of the Abu Dhabi F1, the sleek
and stylish W Abu Dhabi Yas Island spans the racetrack. Set on Yas
Island, the hotel is conveniently located for Ferrari World Abu Dhabi
and Yas Beach and only short drive from the Guggenheim and Louvre
Museums on Saadiyat Island.

At a glance

The hotel’s striking architecture is reflected in each of the 499 guestrooms,
decorated with light crisp modern tones and offering all modern
conveniences. Guests can enjoy a variety of dining experiences ranging
from lavish Mediterranean choices and homemade Italian pasta at Amici,
to light snacks at the rooftop infinity pool. The lounges and bars, featuring
international DJs and the latest cocktails, are night time hot spots offering
a breath-taking vista.

Restaurants/bars: 7

Cool down in the infinity pool, relax in the spa which offers a range of
treatments, or burn the calories in the 24 hour fitness centre.
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Location: On Yas Island
Transfer time: Approximately 10 minutes from Abu Dhabi
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 499
Water activities: 2 swimming pools
Land activities: 24 hour fitness centre, golf nearby
Spa/Beauty Services: Spa at W Abu Dhabi Yas Island
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board, full board and All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê

The St. Regis Abu Dhabi
Corniche and Surrounds, Abu Dhabi
In true St. Regis fashion, tradition and service are seamlessly blended with
the state of the art facilities and amenities. Thick carpets, plush upholstery,
rich fabrics and fine marble immediately convey a sense of luxury and
a heritage of world class hospitality. Relax in the resort’s luxury rooms
and suites that feature king or twin beds, spacious bathrooms with
Remède amenities. The signature St. Regis Butler service is also available
to all guests.

At a glance
Location: Abu Dhabi Corniche
Transfer time: Approximately 30 minutes from Abu Dhabi
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 283
Restaurants/bars: 6
Water activities: Swimming pool and Nation Riviera Beach Club

Villa Toscana serves a varied selection of Italian delicacies, Crystal
Lounge is devoted to serving the finest champagnes and cocktails,
while afternoon tea can be enjoyed at Tea Lounge. Relax at the rooftop
swimming pool or in the Jacuzzi area at the Nation Riviera Beach Club
are a must.

Land activities: Fitness Centre, volleyball
Spa/Beauty Services: Reméde Spa, Sisters Beauty Lounge,
Sky Gents Salon
Children: Treasure Island Children’s Club for children aged 4 to 12 years
Board basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê
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The Abu Dhabi EDITION
Corniche and Surrounds, Abu Dhabi
The Abu Dhabi EDITION is situated in the downtown district on the
waterfront of Al Bateen Marina with 198 guestrooms some with furnished
balconies, each designed using a sophisticated neutral palette.
Choose from three dining options all overseen by Michelin Star chef
Tom Aikens including the Oak Room where the warm and sophisticated
interior invites you to enjoy the perfect steak, Market at EDITION is the
all-day dining restaurant featuring international cuisine focusing on fresh
and organic ingredients while the Mediterranean Alba Terrace is the
ideal place to enjoy a relaxed coffee or refreshing cocktail.
Guests can wind down by the two outdoor swimming pools, work out
in one of two state-of-the-art fitness centres or enjoy a spa treatment at
EDITON Spa with seven treatment rooms offering couples treatments,
relaxation lounge and hammam facilities.
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At a glance
Location: On Al Bateen Marina
Transfer time: Approximately 30 minutes from Abu Dhabi
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 198
Restaurants/bars: 5
Water activities: 2 swimming pools plus guests can enjoy complimentary
access to the St Regis Abu Dhabi beach club (Nation Riviera Beach Club)
Land activities: 24 hour fitness centre
Spa/Beauty Services: EDITION Spa
Children: Kids Zone
Board basis: Bed & breakfast
Star rating: êêêêê

Emirates Palace
Corniche and Surrounds, Abu Dhabi
Set on 100 hectares of beautifully landscaped gardens, with over a
kilometre of pristine, white, sandy beach, Emirates Palace is the epitome
of elegance and opulence. Rooms and suites with private balconies
are finished with pure gold leaf and the finest marble and exemplify
indulgence. In each, the décor is a blend of Arabian splendour,
and cutting-edge technology complemented by 24 hour private
butler service.

At a glance

Visit Mezzaluna for one of the best Italian dining experiences in Abu
Dhabi or try the world renowned Hakkasan Michelin star restaurant
which serves unique modern Chinese cuisine. The Emirates Palace Spa
features a traditional Moroccan hamman, where a variety of massages
and beauty treatments with gold, pearl and caviar are on offer, including
the signature Palace Massage.

Water activities: 2 swimming pools, windsurfing, wakeboarding, water
skiing, snorkelling, sailing, paddle boarding and sea kayaking

Location: Directly in the city centre at the end of 1.3km of a private,
white sandy beach
Transfer time: Approximately 40 minutes from Abu Dhabi
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 394
Restaurants/bars: 14

Land activities: 4 tennis courts, 2 fitness centres, football pitch, cricket,
beach volleyball, mountain bikes, billiards and table tennis
Spa/Beauty Services: Emirates Palace Spa
Children: Sarab Land Kids Club for children aged 5 to 12 years.
Babysitting available on request
Board basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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Jumeirah at Saadiyat Island Resort
Saadiyat Island, Abu Dhabi
Introducing Jumeirah at Saadiyat Island Resort - a luxury 5 Star haven
overlooking Saadiyat Beach on the shores of the mystical Persian Gulf.

At a glance

From the moment of arrival at the swoon-worthy reception area, it is
apparent that Jumeirah at Saadiyat Island Resort offers a breathtaking
getaway for the whole family. All guestrooms and villas are decorated
in a relaxing neutral palette designed to meld with ocean views while
exuding a semblance of understated luxury. Upgrade to a private
modernist-villa with two king size beds, a private pool and private spa
treatment area.

Transfer time: Approximately 20 minutes to Abu Dhabi
International Airport

With seven exclusive bars and restaurants and three shimmering pools,
guests are invited to savour a wealth of relaxing and rejuvenating
treatments in the opulent Spa of Jumeirah at Saadiyat Island Resort
followed by cocktails at The Lounge, the hotel’s rooftop bar.
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Location: On Saadiyat Island in Abu Dhabi

Rooms/suites: 293
Restaurants/bars: 7
Water activities: 3 outdoor swimming pools
Land activities: Beach yoga, fitness facilities, mountain bikes,
wildlife watching
Spa/Beauty Services: Spa of Jumeirah at Saadiyat Island Resort
Children: Kids Club, babysitting available on request
Board basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Saadiyat Rotana Resort & Villas
Saadiyat Island, Abu Dhabi
Modern contemporary interiors infused with Arabian-inspired architecture
evoke a sensation of sublime relaxation at Saadiyat Rotana Resort &
Villas. Neutral palettes highlighted with luxurious touches and stateof-the-art technology blend effortlessly with the mesmerising view of
the Arabian Gulf. Highlights include Zen the spa at Rotana, Body Lines
Fitness Club, and the Aladdin’s Cave Kids Club.

At a glance
Location: On Saadiyat Island
Transfer time: Approximately 20 minutes from Abu Dhabi
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 340
Restaurants/bars: 7

Make reservations at one of the gourmet restaurants and savour dishes
from around the globe at Sim Sim, or check into Turtle Bar & Grill then
enjoy sundowner cocktails by the shimmering pool as the sun sets over
the Gulf. Kids are invited to take part in their very own extensive array of
supervised activities including a splash pool, lazy river and cinema zone.

Water activities: Swimming pool, lazy river, splash pool, water slide
Land activities: Body Lines Fitness Club, mini golf, 2 tennis courts,
cinema zone
Spa/Beauty Services: Zen the spa at Rotana
Children: Aladdin’s Cave
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board and full board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Park Hyatt Abu Dhabi Hotel and Villas
Saadiyat Island, Abu Dhabi
Nestled along a beautiful beach, adjacent to Saadiyat Beach Golf Club,
Park Hyatt Abu Dhabi Hotel and Villas offers understated luxury and
gracious service in an intimate sanctuary. Guestrooms, suites and private
villas blend refined elegance with regional charm to provide a residential
feel with Arabian touches. Enjoy stunning views of the Arabian Sea,
landscaped garden or the pool from your private balcony or terrace.

At a glance
Location: On Saadiyat Island
Transfer time: Approximately 25 minutes from Abu Dhabi
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 306
Restaurants/bars: 6

Homemade Mediterranean dishes are served with amazing views of
Saadiyat Beach at the Beach House and for a celebratory drink there’s
the scenic Beach House Rooftop, considered one of the best bars in
Abu Dhabi. Camp Hyatt is an exclusive facility for younger guests, with
interactive indoor and outdoor recreational activities that ensure children
have an unforgettable stay.

Water activities: 4 outdoor swimming pools, including a separate
children’s pool
Land activities: 18-hole Championship golf course nearby,
24 hours fitness centre and a tennis court
Spa/Beauty Services: Atarmia Spa
Children: Camp Hyatt Kids Club for children aged 5 - 12 years
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board and full board
Star rating: êêêêê
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The St. Regis Saadiyat Island Resort
Saadiyat Island, Abu Dhabi
The prestigious St. Regis Saadiyat Island Resort sits between the turquoise
waters of the Gulf and the Saadiyat Beach Golf Club. Contemporary
interior design combines with St. Regis tradition and service to create a
beachfront resort only minutes from the city. Mediterranean styled rooms
and suites are equipped with a balcony or terrace with Gulf or golf
club views, a spacious bathroom and of course the signature St. Regis
Butler service.

At a glance
Location: On Saadiyat Island
Transfer time: Approximately 20 minutes from Abu Dhabi
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 376
Restaurants/bars: 6
Water activities: 5 swimming pools

Buddha-Bar Beach Abu Dhabi is a worldwide reference in the fields of
gastronomy, hospitality, wellness, music and mixology, the legendary
Buddha-Bar goes beyond its neo Asian wall and finds its home on the
Saadiyat beach, whilst The Manhattan Lounge offers a timeless St. Regis
custom by serving signature cocktails and sundowners. With natural
materials and soft golden lighting, Iridium Spa welcomes guests to a
world of relaxation and rejuvenation for the mind, body and spirit.
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Land activities: 2 tennis courts, 2 squash courts, gymnasium and golf club
Spa/Beauty Services: Iridium Spa
Children: Sandcastle Children’s Club
Board basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê

Jumeirah Al Wathba Desert
Resort & Spa
The Desert, Abu Dhabi
Jumeirah Al Wathba Desert Resort & Spa is located deep in the Arabian
Desert. Designed to look like a traditional Bedouin village there are just 103
guestrooms, suites or villas with private balconies. Many have views across
the desert featuring timeless local details, traditional artwork, and Arabesque
accessories. At the heart of the resort the central square offers six restaurants
and bars including Al Mabeet, offering guests the regal experience once
extended to royal guests and heads of Bedouin tribes. Terra Secca offering
Italian charm and warmth set in a beautiful atmosphere and Panache located
by the pool serving refreshing cocktails and Arabic comfort food.
Nestled within the picturesque gardens Talise Spa offers a selection of
treatments, healing crystal salt sauna, steam rooms, plunge pools, snow caves
and traditional Turkish hammam.
Star rating: êêêêê

Anantara Qasr Al Sarab
Desert Resort
The Desert, Abu Dhabi
Experience luxury and comfort amidst the rugged landscape of the Liwa
District at Anantara Qasr Al Sarab Desert Resort. Elegantly designed
and with breathtaking desert views, accommodation features earthy hues
combined with sumptuous Middle Eastern furnishings and either a balcony or
terrace from which to enjoy awe-inspiring views. Villas feature private pools.
Serving the finest Middle Eastern cuisine along with a host of world
favourites, Al Falaj provides Bedouin style dinning where guests can recline
on cushions and carpets under the open sky. The resort offers a range of
activities including archery, camel trekking, desert walks and a freeform
swimming pool with views over the towering sand dunes. Guests can relax
and indulge in traditional Arabic rituals and exotic wellness therapies from
Thailand at the Anantara Spa.
Star rating: êêêêê
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Ajman, Fujairah &
Ras Al Khaimah
The United Arab Emirates is a fascinating mix
of culture and scenery with a selection of beach
resorts only a short drive from Dubai.
Choose from Fujairah on the western coast, with its mountainous
scenery and stunning beaches, Ajman, the smallest Emirate or
Ras Al Khaimah to the north with its sandy shores and stunning
natural landscape. Whilst each Emirate offers a truly unique
holiday experience, they all share one common theme – the
guarantee of an unforgettable holiday.

Ajman
Ajman is about more than just beautiful beaches and luxurious
resorts. Explore the smallest emirate and discover delicious local
delicacies, exhilarating watersports and charming fishing villages.
Only 45 minutes drive from Dubai, Ajman is a hidden gem.
Much activity in Ajman is concentrated along the Corniche and
its attractive 16km stretch of beach. The Corniche boasts a wide
variety of shopping options, including souqs, markets and malls.
Guests can explore the ancient treasure and archaeological finds
that provide a rare glimpse into traditional Emirati life by visiting
Ajman Museum. For those looking to get back to nature Al Zorah
Nature Reserve is home to over 60 species of bird, including a
large flock of pink flamingos, a true sight to be seen.

Ras Al Khaimah
For adventure seekers, this emirate is a great setting for scuba
diving, sailing, water skiing and with theme parks, kids clubs,
shopping and safaris there’s something for the whole family. Just
45 minutes from glamorous Dubai, Ras Al Khaimah offers an
experience quite unique from that of its neighbouring emirates.
With over 7,000 years of history and culture, this is the perfect
getaway from everyday life. Discover beautiful beaches, desert
oases, hot springs and sand dunes, opulent hotels and rich culture,
all surrounded by the dramatic Hajar Mountains.
Between the Ras Al Khaimah National Museum and the sea, the
Old Souq is busy with shoppers buying everything from fabric and
gold to kitchen items. Further along the creek, on the western shore,
there’s a fish market and a number of tea houses which are worth
a visit, while other smaller souqs nearby offers an interesting array
of souvenirs.

When to Travel
Daytime temperatures from May to September rarely fall below
40°C, while between October and April the temperature averages
around 30°C with little humidity. Although rainfall is minimal this
normally occurs during the cooler months from January and March.

Fujairah
Only 90 minutes drive from Dubai, Fujairah is a hidden treasure
just waiting to be discovered. Unspoiled natural beauty can be
found in its wonderful beaches, majestic mountains and historical
archaeological sites. This is a paradise for watersport enthusiasts
and the warm crystal waters that harbour a rich and varied marine
life, making it particularly popular for diving and fishing. For the
more adventurous, off-road drives through desert and boulderstrewn wadis provide magnificent vistas of the towering Hajar
Mountains, whose peaks contain some of the oldest rocks
in Arabia.

Ras Al Khaimah

Ajman

Take a day trip to the Fujairah Heritage Village which offers
an insight into the lifestyle and traditions of local residents.
Along with other ancient buildings, the village also contains
the Fujairah Fortress.
Retail therapy is close at hand; modern shopping centres offer
international brands and local fashions, while the Gold Souq
provides more traditional wares – all a short taxi ride from
many of the beach hotels.
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Ajman Saray, a Luxury Collection Resort
Corniche, Ajman
Located on a natural stretch of Ajman coast and just a short drive from
Dubai, Ajman Saray is the first beachside Luxury Collection Resort in
the Middle East. The resort is home to 205 inviting guestrooms and
suites featuring exquisite décor adorned in rose pink, azure blue and
golden amber. Each room has a private balcony with ocean or creek
views. With six restaurants guests can enjoy all-day dining at the Vista
serving international cuisine prepared at live cooking stations, while
Safi specialises in meat and seafood and hosts a popular brunch of
pan-Asian cuisine. Offering a perfect balance of relaxation and activity,
choose to lounge by the pool or at the beach or relax at the GOCO Spa
with a variety of therapeutic treatments available.

At a glance
Location: In the emirate of Ajman, near the bustling metropolis of Dubai
Transfer time: Approximately 30 minute drive from Dubai
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 205
Restaurants/bars: 6
Water activities: 2 swimming pools
Land activities: Fitness centre, table tennis, squash, complimentary
shuttle bus to Dubai
Spa/Beauty Services: GOCO Spa
Children: Kids club
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board and All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê
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The Oberoi Beach Resort, Al Zorah
Al Zorah, Ajman
With long white sand beaches and lush green mangroves, The Oberoi
Beach Resort, Al Zorah is picture perfect. Boasting a sophisticated design
and prime location nestled within a protected forest, the resort is caressed
by gentle sea breezes. Elegant and modern rooms and suites, offer
fantastic sea views and feature a private terrace. While the villas offer
temperature controlled private pools and an outdoor living space.

At a glance
Location: In the emirate of Ajman, near the bustling metropolis of Dubai
Transfer time: Approximately 25 minutes from Dubai
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 89
Restaurants/bars: 5

Located within a faux glass island, Vinesse, the all-day fine dining
restaurant, serves mouth-watering international cuisine. Resting on natural
wooden decks, Aquario, the restaurant by the beach, serves responsibly
sourced seafood that is cooked using traditional techniques. Enjoy a
workout at the contemporary fitness studio or unwind with a massage or
hammam at The Oberoi Spa.

Water activities: Swimming pool, marina, kayaking, jet skiing,
wake boarding
Land activities: Fitness Centre, yoga and golf course nearby
Spa/Beauty Services: The Oberoi Spa
Children: Oberoi Kids Club for children aged 3 to 12 years
Board basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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The Ritz-Carlton Ras Al
Khaimah, Al Hamra Beach
Al Hamra Beach, Ras Al Khaimah
Revel in the alluring surroundings of this coastal haven on an isolated stretch
of beach in Ras Al Khaima. The pinnacle of luxury awaits guests in this 5 Star
resort, featuring 32 luxuriously appointed tented beachfront villas overlooking
the alluring Arabian Gulf. Dining options include the Shore House and Bar
plus the option of 24 hour in-villa dining.
Guests are invited to savour the sublime relaxation offered by this exclusive
location coupled with the amenities on offer at The Ritz-Carlton Spa at Al
Hamra where intimate spa pavilions offer an inviting getaway. Meanwhile,
The Ritz Kids Programme for children aged 4 years and older offers an
extensive range of supervised activities designed to educate and entertain
young ones.
Star rating: êêêêê

The Ritz-Carlton Ras Al
Khaimah, Al Wadi Desert
Al Wadi Desert, Ras Al Khaimah
Nestled in the Al Wadi Nature Reserve, north of Dubai, the Ritz-Carlton
Al Wadi Desert invites guests to savour the delights of this 1,235 acre
protected preserve.
Stay in an evocative Bedouin styled villa with private deck and pool and
enjoy nights spent stargazing in the desert with all the family. The experienced
concierge is on hand to devise tailor-made experiences that encompass the
highlights of the area including camel-led desert treks, archery and trips on
a 4 x 4 vehicle. After an exciting day of discovery settle down for gourmet
dining at one of the four exclusive restaurants or enjoy an intimate destination
dining experience. In the morning, relax tired muscles with a visit to the RitzCarlton Spa or work up a sweat in the fitness centre.
Star rating: êêêêê
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Waldorf Astoria Ras Al Khaimah Beach
Al Hamra, Ras Al Khaimah
Inspired by the palaces of Arabia, Waldorf Astoria Ras Al Khaimah
brings legendary Waldorf service to one of the most alluring beachfront
locations in the Arabian Peninsula. Inspired by Arabic palaces, Deluxe
Rooms are finished with light colours and an elegant marble bathroom.
Admire the breathtaking views of the Arabian Sea from a King Deluxe
Room with Balcony, which also features a spacious seating area.
Enjoy exceptional ingredients in dishes cooked in open kitchens featuring
Arabic classics, including Indian, European and Mediterranean cuisine.
Lexington Grill, the US steakhouse, showcases grills, steaks and seafood.
While UMI the Japanese restaurant serves Teppanyaki and sushi.
Waldorf Astoria Ras Al Khaimah offers a wide array of activities and
amenities guaranteed to entertain the entire family.

At a glance
Location: North of Dubai in the neighbouring Emirate of Ras al Khaimah
Transfer time: Approximately 50 minutes from Dubai International Airport
Rooms/suites: 346
Restaurants/bars: 10
Water activities: 2 swimming pools, stand up paddle boarding, kayaking,
water skiing, fishing, and cruises
Land activities: Floodlit tennis courts, horse riding, archery, fitness centre.
Golf nearby
Spa/Beauty Services: Waldorf Astoria Spa
Children: Kids Club. Babysitting available on request
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board and full board
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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Le Méridien Al Aqah Beach Resort
Al Aqah Beach, Fujairah
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Towering above the Indian Ocean and framed by the rugged Hajar
Mountains, Le Méridien Al Aqah Beach Resort is an oasis of style. Floor
to ceiling windows that overlook the sea, pool and gardens, rooms are
designed with clean modern lines and crisp white bedding.

At a glance

Enjoy fresh grills in an al fresco ocean view setting at Gonu Bar and Grill,
or try the stunning Indo-Thai elegant restaurant “Taste”. “Sapore’s” Italian
fair is a favorite with many whilst View’s vast and atmospheric space
allows diners to enjoy panoramas of the gardens and sea, with an eastmeets-west fusion of dishes.

Rooms/suites: 218

Enjoy a host of activities including the first ever rope obstacle course
on the East Coast “Al Aqah Challenge”. The rope course includes two
zip lines, a climbing wall, an abseiling wall and an all aboard tower.
Exploration and excitement await the whole family, making the resort the
perfect family destination.

Spa/Beauty Services: The Ayurveda Centre and Spa Al Aqah

Emirates

Location: Fujairah, a neighbouring emirate of Dubai
Transfer time: Approximately 90 minutes from Dubai
International Airport
Restaurants/bars: 8
Water activities: 2 swimming pools, scuba diving, snorkelling,
water skiing, deep-sea fly fishing charters, boat and dhow trips
Land activities: Tennis, squash, fitness centre, beach volleyball,
games room and cinema. Shuttle service to Fujairah and Dubai
Children: LM Family Club. Babysitting available on request
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board, full board and All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê
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Oman
Oman is as land of contrasts with a rich heritage.
At a crossroads of ancient trading routes, its
friendly and hospitable citizens, who have been
welcoming visitors for hundreds of years, are
justly proud of their carefully preserved culture
and way of life.

Southern Oman

With landscapes that range from towering sand dunes and lush
tropical coastlines to high mountain peaks, turquoise fjords and
wide golden beaches. Once experienced, Oman is never forgotten
whether for a winter break by the beach, a desert adventure, a
diving holiday or a trek in the mountains.

Follow the incense trail and discover the ancient world’s most
sought after perfume frankincense. The Frankincense Trail is a
UNESCO World Heritage Site that leads from the Empty Quarter
to the Oasis of Shisr, Wadi Dawkah and the medieval ports of
Khor Rori and Al-Baleed. Or simply explore the souq in Salalah
for a sample of this legendary aromatic. 30 minutes drive from
Salalah, there’s six kilometres of white sand beach and crystal clear
waters at Al-Mughsail. Dotted with picnic shelters and surrounded
by frankincense trees, the beach’s west end has three entertaining
blowholes where waves force water from the sea below up into the
air (as high as 28m in the sky in Khareef season).

City and Beach

When to Travel

With a coastline of over 1,700km, you don’t have to go far to find
some of Oman’s finest beaches. Many of the luxurious resorts here
benefit from a beachfront location only a stone’s throw from the
city. Take a leisurely stroll along the beach and watch the stunning
sunset after a bust day exploring the city.

The best time to visit Oman is between October and March, when
temperatures are warm yet enjoyable. In the east and north the
climate is more Mediterranean, but the surrounding desert helps
summer temperatures soar to 40°C. The south has a year round
tropical climate and even a monsoon from July to September –
keeping temperatures in the high 20°Cs.

Nizwa and Desert
Go beyond the glittering cities and explore the ancient city of
Nizwa, a natural beauty steeped in heritage. Find old Omani
heritage at its best at Nizwa Fort. Here you can enjoy outstanding
views of the breathtaking Hajar Mountains and surrounding
date plantations from the fort’s 40m tall tower. No visit would be
complete without a trip to the Nizwa Souq, where you can find
some of the finest local handicrafts.

Destination Data
Location: On the Arabian Peninsula, facing the Gulf of Oman
and Indian Ocean
Flying time: Approximately 7 hours from the UK and Ireland
Currency: Oman Rial (OMR)
MUSANDAM
PENINSULA
(OMAN)

The Wahiba Sands are just the place for an adventurous day out,
particularly for dune-bashing. Meet the local tribespeople, watch
camel races or stay overnight for a true taste of the desert.

Northern Oman
With some major roads no more than twisting dirt tracks, a dhow
cruise offers the most relaxing way to view the Northern region.
Huge rocks and jagged cliffs tower over the crystal clear waters
and little villages that are only accessible by boat, revealing a
bygone way of life. Dolphin watching cruises, diving trips and
excursions to the biggest fjord, Khawr Shamm, are great way
to explore.

Northern Oman
City & Beach

U.A.E.

Muscat

Nizwa & Desert

OMAN

Salalah

Southern Oman
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MUSANDAM
PENINSULA
(OMAN)

Highlights of Oman
4 day/3 nights
Highlights

U.A.E.

Muscat
Muscat
Al Hamra 1
(HailAl Shas)
Nizwa

• Private tour with English speaking guide

1

Wahiba Sands

1

Ras Al Jinz

• 3 dinners, 2 lunches and 3 breakfasts included on tour

OMAN

Day 1: Muscat – Hail Al Shas
Explore Muscat with a morning city tour. Highlights include, Sultan
Qaboos Grand Mosque, Mutrah, fish and vegetable souqs as well
as Oman’s largest traditional souq.
Continue on to Jebel Akhdar in the Green Mountains, via the
village of Birkatal Mawz following the road to Saiq Plateau and
walk down the steps into Wadi Bani Habib with its crumbling
abandoned houses or pay a visit to Al Ayn village to see the
traditional houses stacked on the mountainside surrounded by
pomegranate trees.
Hotel: Anantara Jaba Akhdar Resort

Day 2: Hail Al Shas – Wahiba Sands
Visit the Nizwa Fort, overlooking the ancient city with its colourful
domes and bustling Souq.
After lunch drive to Wahiba Sands, enjoy a short exhilarating
round of “dune bashing” in 4WDs with the chance of crossing
paths with the traditional Nomads and the Bedouins often seen in
transit with their camels.
Hotel: Desert Nights Camp

Day 3: Wahiba – Ras Al Jinz
Leave the desert and visit Wadi Bani Khalid, a beautiful Wadi with
clear deep blue waters. Continue towards to Ras Al Hadd for an
afternoon of relaxation. After dinner take a short drive to view the
nesting green turtles on the calm beaches of Ras Al Jinz, a truly
memorable experience.
Hotel: Turtle Beach Resort

Day 4: Ras Al Jinz – Muscat
Continue to Sur and visit the fishermen’s harbour and the dhow
building yard to see the traditional Omani wooden fishing boats
being built by hand. Continue via Qalhat where Bibi Miriam’s tomb
is located and then onto Wadi Shab.
Stop at the white beach of Fins, followed by a visit to Bimmah
Sinkhole, finally, pass through the village of Quriyat, guarded by its
18th century fort before being dropped off at a Muscat.
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Start/End tour
2

No. of nights
Road

MUSANDAM
PENINSULA
(OMAN)

Wonders of Oman
7 days/6 nights
Highlights

U.A.E.

Muscat
Muscat
Jebel Akhdar

3

1

Nizwa

• Private tour with English speaking guide

1

1 Ras Al Hadd

Wahiba
Sands

• 3 dinners, 4 lunches and 6 breakfasts included on tour

OMAN

Day 1: Arrive Oman
Transfer to The Chedi for a two night stay. Mid–afternoon, depart
for a sunset cruise around Muscat’s spectacular coastline.
Hotel: The Chedi Muscat

Start/End tour
1

No. of nights
Road

Day 2: Muscat
Guests while enjoy a morning city tour, highlights include the
Grand Mosque, Muttrah Souk which offers a wide range of local
goods such as Frankincense and handcrafted silver and Bait Al
Zubair Museum.
Hotel: The Chedi Muscat

Day 3: Muscat – Bahla – Jabreen –
Jebel Akhdar
Visit the UNESCO World Heritage Site of the elaborate Bahla Fort
as well as Jabreen Castle and Jebel Akhdar – The Green Mountain
- to view its wadis, plateaus, peaks and terraced hillside.
Hotel: Anantara Jabal Akhdar Resort

Day 4: Nizwa – Wahiba Sands
Visit Nizwa Fort, overlooking the ancient city, with its colourful
domes, shop for bargains in Nizwa Souq. After lunch, drive to
Wahiba Sands, enjoy a short exhilarating round of “dune bashing”
in 4 WDS, followed by a visit to a Bedouin home. Sleep sheltered
by Bedouin style accommodation under a roof of starry skies.
Hotel: Desert Nights Camp

Day 5: Wahiba Sands – Ras Al Hadd
After breakfast visit Wadi Bani Khalid. Catch a glimpse of the
pretty villages clinging precariously to the slopes of the rugged
mountainside. Continue to the hotel at Ras Al Hadd. In the early
evening, watch the turtles nest on the calm beaches of Raas Al Hadd.
Hotel: Turtle Beach Resort

Day 6: Ras Al Hadd – Muscat
Continue to Sur and visit the fishermen’s harbour, proceed to White
Sands Beach followed by a visit to the beautiful Bimmah Sinkhole
before returning to Muscat.
Hotel: The Chedi Muscat

Day 7: Depart Muscat
After breakfast check out before mid-day.

Oman
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Anantara Al Jabal
Al Akhdar Resort
Jebel Akhdar, Nizwa, Oman
Anantara Al Jabal Al Akhdar Resort is a unique retreat, one of the world’s
highest luxury resorts perched 2,000m above sea level on the curving rim
of the great Green Mountains. Elegant architecture reflects the mountainous
surrounds and Oman’s artistic culture, while contemporary design motifs
depict the region’s ancient forts.
All rooms look out onto the dramatic canyon, with comfortable balconies. The
resort itself features three restaurants, a lounge and a deli café, giving guests
a variety of dining options to choose from.
Guests can even don their apron for a step-by-step cooking class, picking
up secret tips from an expert chef. A stay here wouldn’t be complete without
a visit to the luxurious spa offering wellness journeys drawing on the healing
powers of rose water and pomegranate. Indulge in a hammam ritual that
cleanses and re-energises at the highest spa retreat in Oman.
Star rating: êêêêê

Alila Jebel Al Akhdar
Jebel Akhdar, Nizwa, Oman
Devised from traditional Omani design, Alila Jebel Al Akhdar perches 2,000
metres above sea level in the Al Hajar Mountain range overlooking misty
canyons and a breathtaking gorge. Inspired by ancient forts, the resort
exudes eco-chic with the credentials to match.
There are 84 Suites and 2 Villas to choose from plus an enticing array of
facilities and amenities with a focus on nature, the great outdoors and having
adventures. The Alila Concierge Team are on hand to devise tailor-made
experiences allowing guests to enjoy the natural beauty of the area. The
resort offers a carefully curated selection of facilities including a heated
outdoor infinity pool, plus indoor pool, Spa Alila with seven treatment rooms,
gym and nightly ‘under the stars’ meditation. The Juniper Restaurant and
Rose Lounge plus 24 hour in-room dining. Guestrooms are decorated in
warm chocolate tones and accented with tactile furnishings and roughlyhewn woods.
Star rating: êêêêê
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Desert Nights Camp
Wahiba Sands, Nizwa, Oman
Legendary hospitality comes alive at Desert Nights Camp, the perfect base
for an Arabian adventure, with majestic mountains in the distance, endless
golden sand dunes and sparkling wadis. Surrounded by endless sprawling
golden sand dunes each opulent private Bedouin-style tents feature Oman
style sit-outs, a luxurious bed under a linen canopy, tasteful Arabian
furnishings and extravagant bathrooms. The fragrance of frankincense and
myrrh transports guests back to a medieval world, while the air conditioning
ensures that their stay in the desert is a comfortable one.
Star rating: êêêêê

Turtle Beach Resort
Ras Al Hadd, City and Beach, Oman
Situated on a private beach on the Arabian Sea, this resort is an escape
away from the city ideally situated for visits to Ras Al Jinz Turtle Reserve, a
famous breeding ground of green turtles. Comfortable rooms in traditional
Omani style offer a relaxing sanctuary and the restaurant serves delicious
international buffet dishes for breakfast, lunch and dinner. After dinner,
venture to the turtle centre to watch the turtles nesting on the beach,
a magical spectacle not to be missed.
Star rating: êêê
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Shangri-La Barr Al Jissah
Resort & Spa – Al Waha
Barr Al Jissah, City and Beach, Oman
Al Waha is Oman’s first dedicated family hotel and the largest hotel at
Shangri-La Barr Al Jissah & Spa Resort. The name Al Waha means “The
Oasis”, and the resort’s swimming pools and lazy river form an oasis
transporting guests between the Al Bandar and Al Waha hotels. Mini club,
waterslides and splash pad are fantastic family attractions.
The 262 spacious guestrooms each boast a private balcony or patio with
stunning views of the Gulf of Oman, or lush tropical gardens. Rooms have
a contemporary feel with a touch of Arabian class. The resort can also offer
interconnecting rooms for larger families. Sample the culinary theatre and
international flavours of Samba, or enjoy a child-friendly meal at Surf Café.
Families can spend time together at both Adventure Zone and Game Zone,
with slides, climbing walls, video games, pool tables, dart boards and table
football available. Nature lovers can visit the resort’s Eco Centre to learn
about Oman’s natural eco system and the resort’s Turtle Care Project.
Star rating: êêêêê

Shangri-La Barr Al Jissah
Resort & Spa – Al Bandar
Barr Al Jissah, City and Beach, Oman
Inspired by old Muscat, Al Bandar, ‘The Town’, one of two hotels at ShangriLa Barr Al Jissah Resort and Spa, features spacious guestrooms, outstanding
dining options and a 500m lazy river winding through the resort. 198
guestrooms offer expansive space with modern Arabian-inspired décor
reflecting the soul of Oman. Enjoy lush views over the garden and pool areas
from the furnished patio or balcony of a Deluxe Room, while Deluxe Sea
View Rooms offer stunning Gulf of Oman views.
Al Bandar is home to Capri Court, featuring contemporary Italian cuisine
whilst Al Tanoor serves up an evocative Arabian atmosphere that creates
an engaging dining experience at each of its many open culinary stations.
Choose to recline by the poolside, relax in the winding lazy river or dive into
the resort’s private beach.
Star rating: êêêêê
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Shangri-La Al Husn Resort & Spa
Barr Al Jissah, City and Beach, Oman
Situated on a headland commanding fabulous views, the exclusive
Shangri-La Al Husn Resort & Spa offers unparalleled levels of service
and luxury while still having complimentary access to Shangri-La Barr
Al Jissah Resort & Spa facilities and amenities. Majestic in style, all
facilities are exclusive to Al Husn guests and include a secluded private
beach, beautiful private infinity pool, gym, boutique spa, library and late
check-out/early check-in at the hospitality lounge. Al Husn guests receive
additional complimentary benefits such as selected mini bar drinks,
afternoon tea and pre-dinner drinks and canapés.
All rooms and suites are spacious with contemporary Omani styled
interiors, luxury furnishings and a walk-in wardrobe. All have balconies
which overlook the pool and or the sea whilst One Bedroom Suites offer
a separate living room and double width balcony with full sea views.

At a glance
Location: In Barr Al Jissah, 15 minutes from Muscat
Transfer time: Approximately 45 minutes from Muscat International Airport
Rooms/suites: 180
Restaurants/bars: 4. Guests may use the facilities throughout the
Shangri-La Barr Al Jissah Resort & Spa
Water activities: 4 swimming pools including exclusive infinity pool,
lazy river, scuba diving, water skiing, kayaking and knee boarding
Land activities: Gym, tennis, mini golf, fitness centre and an open-air
amphitheatre. Golf courses nearby. Eco Centre and Turtle Care Project
Spa/Beauty Services: CHI, The Spa, Salon and Hareer Spa by l’Occitane
(exclusive for Al Husn guests)
Children: Please note that this hotel caters to adults and children from
16 years and above
Board basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê
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The Chedi Muscat
Muscat, City and Beach, Oman
Where the majestic Hajar Mountains meet their luminous reflection in the
serene waters of the Gulf of Oman, The Chedi Muscat rises amidst an
elegant oasis and is also perfectly located for exploring Muscat.

At a glance

Sparkling waters, vibrant gardens and dramatic mountains are best
viewed through the grand windows of the well-appointed rooms and
suites, where high ceilings and oversized windows fill rooms with light
and are decorated with Asian and Omani touches.

Rooms/suites: 158

The restaurants and lounges span the great cuisines and wines of the
world, from Mediterranean and the Middle East to Southeast Asia and
India. The Spa is a relaxation and fitness haven with Balinese therapies,
Indian Ayurveda and indigenous rituals amongst the highlights.
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Location: Approximately 20 minutes from Old Muscat
Transfer time: Approximately 10 minutes from Muscat International Airport
Restaurants/bars: 8
Water activities: 3 swimming pools
Land activities: Tennis and fitness centre, yoga and Pilates classes.
Golf courses nearby
Spa/Beauty Services: The Spa
Board basis: Bed & breakfast
Star rating: êêêêê

Al Bustan Palace, A Ritz-Carlton Hotel
Al Bustan Bay, City and Beach, Oman
Tucked away between the rugged Hajar Mountains and the sea of
Oman, Al Bustan Palace, A Ritz-Carlton Hotel is a beachfront retreat
that welcomes guests with customs steeped in ancient traditions and
contemporary comfort. The luxurious guest rooms and spacious suites
offer calming hues of blue and green with panoramic outlooks to reveal
sea or mountain views from private balconies.

At a glance
Location: Al Bustan Bay
Transfer time: Approximately 35 minutes from Muscat
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 250
Restaurants/bars: 5

Dine al fresco at Beach Pavilion, one of the most alluring beach
restaurants in Oman, or watch the tea sommelier dazzle guests with the
acrobatic pouring skills at China Mood. Guests can relax at the 50 metre
infinity pool or by one of the four lagoon pools around the resort. Water
lovers can also enjoy sailing, windsurfing, kayaking and snorkelling.

Water activities: Swimming pool, four lagoon pools, sailing,
windsurfing, kayaking
Land activities: Floodlit tennis courts, jogging trail, aerobics studio
and fitness centre
Spa/Beauty Services: Six Senses Spa
Children: Ritz Kids Club, swimming pool and playground.
Children’s menu available
Board basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Kempinski Hotel Muscat
Muscat, City and Beach, Oman
A sense of hushed luxury awaits through the doors of the Kempinski
Hotel Muscat set on 2km of white sand beach. Enter into a world of
luxury living where guests are treated to the very pinnacle of luxury in this
palatial hotel. With 310 rooms and suites dressed in an intoxicating mix
of Arabian-contemporary influences and with floor-to-ceiling windows
offering up breathtaking views of the azure waters of the Gulf of Oman,
the allure of this hotel is undeniable. What’s more, there are 10 food
and beverage outlets to choose from. Levantine and European cuisine
is served in The Kitchen while the decadent Amwaj Lounge serves up a
simply standout afternoon tea.
Spend the afternoon soaking away stresses in the hammam at Kempinski
The Spa or lounge by one of the three sparkling pools in the beautifully
landscaped grounds of the hotel. Guests can also try their hand at ten pin
bowling in the six lane bowling alley.

At a glance
Location: In Muscat, the capital of Oman, overlooking the Sea of Oman
Transfer time: Approximately 10 minutes from Muscat
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 310
Restaurants/bars: 10
Water activities: 2 swimming pools, sailing courses, wakeboarding,
water skiing, banana boating, paddle boarding, kayaking (some
activities may be chargeable)
Land activities: Tennis courts, 4x4 rides, ten pin bowling, mountain hikes,
tours to attractions and historical sights. (some activities may
be chargeable)
Spa/Beauty Services: Kempinski The Spa
Children: Dippy’s Clubhouse Kids Club for children aged 4 to 12 years
Board basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Six Senses Zighy Bay
Zighy Bay, City and Beach, Oman
Located on a headland, Six Senses Zighy Bay is surrounded by the
dramatic Hajar Mountains and a white sandy beach. Each of the unique
villas are designed and furnished to reflect Omani culture, and offer
privacy and tranquility. Each villa also comes with its own personal GEM
(butler) who will ensure that every guest’s wish is catered for.

At a glance

The mountain-top restaurant, Sense On The Edge, serves its signature
cuisine with spectacular views over the crystal waters of the Gulf of
Oman, whilst Shua Shack is a unique Bedouin dining experience on the
beach. Open for breakfast and dinner, Spice market offers local and
Arabic fare and Summer House offers international contemporary cuisine
with the freshest ingredients. Committed to delivering integrated wellness
experiences along with serenity and fitness, Six Senses Spa combines
innovative and traditional holistic treatments from wellness experts.

Rooms/suites: 82

Location: On the northern Musandam Peninsula
Transfer time: Approximately 2 hours drive from Dubai International
Airport. Transfers can also be by a combination of Limousine and
Paraglide or Limousine and Boat
Restaurants/bars: 6
Water activities: 2 Swimming pools, watersports and a dive centre
Land activities: Gymnasium, biking, paragliding mountain and village
trips and library
Spa/Beauty Services: Six Senses Spa
Children: Chaica’s Club, for children aged 4 to 12 years and
Al Feetean’s Teen Club for 12 to 16 years
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board and full board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara
Salalah, City and Beach, Oman
Experience beachfront luxury at Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara,
occupying a superb location between a beach and freshwater
lagoon. The resort is a gateway to the cultural treasures of Al Baleed
Archaeological Park UNESCO World Heritage Site. Each room and villa
is steeped in cultural richness with plush comfortable interiors and enticing
marble bathrooms, whilst balconies and terraces with cushioned lounge
seating provide Arabian-style relaxation.

At a glance
Location: Salalah
Transfer time: Approximately 15 minutes from Salalah
International Airport.
Rooms/suites: 136
Restaurants/bars: 3
Water activities: Swimming pool, kayaking, paddle boarding

Savour meals that showcase local culture or inspiring tastes from
across the globe. Enjoy a voyage of discovery through Thailand, China
and Vietnam and discover authentic regional specialties at Mekong.
The private beach is perfect for non-motorised watersports including
kayaking and paddle boarding. Designed to reflect local culture,
the luxurious spa offers wellness journeys drawing on exotic
Eastern traditions.
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Land activities: Floodlit tennis courts, fitness centre, yoga, cooking classes
Spa/Beauty Services: Anantara Spa
Children: Kids Club and Teens Club
Board basis: Bed & Breakfast, half board and full board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Indian Ocean

Mauritius
From the bustling nightlife of Grand Baie in
the north and great surfing in the west, to the
relatively untouched south coast and crystal clear
lagoons of the east, Mauritius offers more than
just beautiful beaches and world-class service.

lets the wave’s crash onto the rocks. Blue Bay is also one of the best
snorkelling spots in Mauritius.

West Mauritius
The most diverse region of Mauritius, the west, is where the bustling
town of Flic-en-Flac contrasts with long sandy beaches and
picturesque surroundings, while Tamarin Beach offers great surfing
spots. Explore the capital, Port Louis, and discover delicious street
food, colourful markets and the history of this fascinating island.
Mauritius boasts some of the most beautiful sunsets in the world; for
this reason, some say “west is best”.

Once the haunt of pirates, this tropical island paradise is now
best known for its luxurious hotels, dazzling white beaches and
sparkling turquoise lagoons.

Culture
Mauritius is a harmonious fusion of people of different origins
where Hindus, Christians, Tamils, Muslims and Buddhists all co-exist
peacefully. Everyone prays in their own way and every street has
this divine presence with temples, churches, mosques and pagodas.
Don’t miss Notre Dame Auxiliatrice or Shiv Kalyan Vath Mandir,
two of the most popular religious buildings.
Delve into the colourful past of Mauritius in Port Louis’ museums.
Learn about the Dodo and see the only complete Dodo skeleton
in the world at the Natural History Museum, the country’s oldest
museum, or learn about the Dutch, French and British Colonisation
period at the Blue Penny Museum. Visit Aapravasi Ghat, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site, the remains of an immigration
depot built in 1849.

When to Travel
The tropical climate makes it a perfect destination all year round.
The summer months October to April are filled with long, hot days.
Winter is from May to September when the weather is slightly
cooler and less humid, with the occasional passing shower,
although the midday sun is still strong. This is the ideal time to
explore the island’s many hiking trails, while snorkelling enthusiasts
should visit between December and March for the clearest waters.

Destination Data
Location: In the Indian Ocean, east of Madagascar
Flying time: Approximately 12 hours from the UK and Ireland
Currency: Mauritian Rupee (Rs)

North Mauritius

NORTH

The most developed part of the island, the north, offers vibrant
nightlife, exceptional restaurants and tax free shopping with a
beautiful backdrop of aquamarine waters, soft white sands and
sheltered lagoons. Small beach side villages, such as Baie aux
Tortues or Cap Malheureux, boast stunning views out to the
coastal islands.

Grand Baie

NORTH WEST
NORTH EAST

East Mauritius
A world away from the lively north and west, the east coast of
Mauritius is full of colourful history, quaint villages and beautiful
islands. This is the island’s windiest coast, particularly in winter,
making it perfect for sea sports and gliding, while the rolling
mountains are an ideal playground for hikers.
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South Mauritius
The south of Mauritius offers a dramatically different landscape
to the rest of the island. Nature lovers will enjoy exploring the
beautiful surroundings, with high cliffs, rugged coastlines and
stunning waterfalls in Black River Gorges National Park. Some
of the island’s most picture perfect beaches can be found on the
southern tip, including Gris Gris, where a break in the coral reef
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C Mauritius
Palmar, East Coast, Mauritius
Designed to bring the fun back into life, C Mauritius is geared up to do
just that. This All Inclusive 4 Star Deluxe, beachfront hotel is located on the
east coast of Mauritius, in Belle Mare, overlooking the lagoon of Palmar.
C Mauritius is home to a swimming pool, five minimally-chic bars and
restaurants and The C Spa. The resort also has its very own wine cellar
and Beach Club.
There are 116 guestrooms featuring a calming neutral palette with hints of
oceanic hues while select accommodations feature mesmerising sea views.
With a wealth of watersports to choose from, guests can enjoy paddle
boarding, wind surfing, kayaking and access to two golf courses. After a day
of fun on the ocean, settle down for a relaxing massage in The C Spa. Enjoy
Nature’s Playground and rediscover the fun in your holiday!
Star rating: êêêê

Sands Suites Resort & Spa
Flic-en-Flac, West Coast, Mauritius
A tropical hideaway on the west coast of Mauritius, overlooking the turquoise
lagoon of the Tamarin Bay, Sands Suites Resort & Spa is perfect for those
seeking tranquility, comfort and personalised service in a luxurious setting.
Indulge in a romantic meal of grilled lobster and fresh local fish in Pink
PepperCorn restaurant, before enjoying carefully crafted cocktails
or homemade rum in Dolphin Bar. Tamarind Terrace restaurant offers
international and local buffet options, whilst Spices restaurant specialises in
Mediterranean cuisine. Guests also have access to the three restaurants at
sister hotel, Maradiva Villas Resort & Spa.
Sands Suites Resort & Spa offers a fitness centre and complimentary
watersports. Alternatively, rent a bike and explore the island or visit
the nearby 18-hole Tamarina golf course. Experienced therapists at
Sands Spa will tailor-make the perfect treatment for an invigorating
or relaxing experience.
Star rating: êêêê Superior
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Veranda Pointe aux Biches Hotel
Pointe aux Biches, North Coast, Mauritius
Guests at Veranda Point aux Biches Hotel are invited to spend their
holiday barefoot in this sandy resort where complete informality and
relaxation is the only rule. Decorated in blue shades and light wooden
elements, each of rooms feature a terrace or balcony overlooking the
lagoon or lush gardens.

At a glance

The main restaurant, Senses, offers a wonderful view of the bay and
coral reef, with buffet-style meals consisting of local specialities as well
as international dishes. As motor boats are banned in the sea in front of
the hotel, guests can bathe in completely tranquil surroundings. Don a
snorkel and mask and discover coral and fish in the lagoon, or explore
the lagoon above its surface in a kayak or pedal boat. Relax and unwind
in the stunning Seven Colours Wellness Spa, directly set on the beach
offering an array of treatments.

Restaurants/bars: 4

Location: Pointe aux Biches, on the northwest coast of Mauritius
Transfer time: Approximately 1 hour 30 minutes from Mauritius
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 115 (some couples only in Sandy Lane Village)
Water activities: 3 swimming pools, including children’s pool,
water polo, aqua gym, kayaking, pedal boats and surf boarding
Land activities: Table tennis, mini gym, bicycle hire, billiards, electronic
games, golf and evening entertainment (some activities are chargeable)
3 times weekly free shuttle to Grand Baie
Spa/Beauty Services: Seven Colours Wellness Spa
Children: Timomo & Friends Kids Club from 3-11 years (if potty trained).
Babysitting available on request
Board basis: All Inclusive

Star rating: êêêê
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Radisson Blu Azuri Resort & Spa
Azuri Village, North East Coast, Mauritius
A hideaway haven for families on the lush north eastern coast of
Mauritius, Radisson Blu Azuri Resort & Spa is home to 100 elegantlyappointed guestrooms. It hosts a spa, two swimming pools, three
restaurants, two bars, boutiques and a coffee shop. Guests are invited to
utilise the amenities at sister resort, adult only Radisson Blu Poste Lafayette
Resort & Spa with their Blu Passport. This is a unique concept created for
travellers to enable enjoyment of the resort activities and culinary delights
of two beach hotels.
An ideal location for nature lovers, the native marine landscape is home
to a rare biodiversity with lush mangroves fringing the resort. Take the
kids sailing on a glass-bottom boat or go on a Kayak Mangrove Safari
and see nature close up and personal at this awe-inspiring beachside
Mauritian resort.

At a glance
Location: On the north eastern shore of Mauritius
Transfer time: Approximately 1 hour from Mauritius International Airport
Rooms/suites: 100
Restaurants/bars: 5
Water activities: Swimming pool, kayak mangrove safari, snorkelling,
paddle boarding, hobie cat, glass bottom boat
Land activities: Beach volley, bocce ball, beach yoga, mangrove eco
track, bicycle rides, serenity walks
Spa/Beauty Services: The Spa by Decleor
Children: Ti Krab Kids Club. Babysitting available on request
Board basis: All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêê
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Radisson Blu Poste Lafayette Resort & Spa
Poste Lafayette, North East Coast, Mauritius
Nestled on the north eastern shore of Mauritius, Radisson Blu Poste
Lafayette Resort & Spa is an adults-only enclave offering an enchanting
getaway. In resort, guests enjoy a whole host of activities and amenities
including a powder white sand beach, a relaxing spa, a pool and an
exciting array of land and water-based activities. What’s more the Blu
Passport entitles guests to use amenities at sister resort, Radisson Blu Azuri
Resort & Spa.
Highlights include three bars and restaurants and blissful contemporarystyled rooms with cool blue and white décor, while fun activities include
Aqua Gym in the pool, beach yoga and a snorkelling trail in the
protected turquoise lagoon in front of the resort. Further afield, guests
enjoy a day of sightseeing in the surrounding area including the Bras
d’Eau National Park and bike tours along the scenic coast.

At a glance
Location: On the north eastern shore of Mauritius
Transfer time: Approximately 1 hour from Mauritius International Airport
Rooms/suites: 100
Restaurants/bars: 3
Water activities: Swimming pool, Aqua Gym, snorkelling, lagoon fishing
Land activities: Beach yoga, bicycle rides, Sega dance initiation
Spa/Beauty Services: The Spa
Board basis: All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêê
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Tamarina Golf & Spa Boutique Hotel
Flic-en-Flac, West Coast, Mauritius
Located on the beautiful west coast of Mauritius, not far from the small
village of Tamarin sits Tamarina Golf and Spa Boutique Hotel. Each of
the 50 rooms are styled in a fusion of African heritage and Mauritian
charm. Savour traditional Mauritian as well as international favourites
at Lapaz while L’escale offers the perfect setting to soak up the sunset
overlooking Tamarin Bay. Hosting two swimming pools, access to the
18-hole Championship golf course and entry to Casela National Park
there is plenty on offer to do.
For those who are looking for something a little more active, there is a full
range of activities on offer, including surfing, kayaking and water skiing
to name a few. Experienced therapists at L ’Acacia spa will tailor-make
the perfect treatment for an invigorating massage for those who just wish
to sit back and relax.

At a glance
Location: At Belle Mare on the east coast of Mauritius
Transfer time: Approximately 1 hour from Mauritius International Airport
Rooms/suites: 50
Restaurants/bars: 6
Water activities: Two swimming pools, Tamarin Bay Surf School, water
skiing, windsurfing, kayaks and pedalos, (some activities are chargeable)
Land activities: 18-hole Championship golf courses, 2 tennis courts,
table tennis, mountain bikes, gym, and golf lessons (some activities are
chargeable)
Spa/Beauty Services: L ’Acacia spa
Board Basis: All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêê
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Veranda Paul & Virginie Hotel & Spa
Grand Gaube, North Coast, Mauritius
Time stands still at the enchanting and idyllic Veranda Paul & Virginie
Hotel & Spa an adults-only resort. Bright rooms combine local wood and
wrought iron, designed around neutral colours. Comfort Rooms command
excellent views of the beach and lagoon, while the gentle colours of the
Superior Room produce feelings of harmony and wellbeing.

At a glance

Located between the swimming pool and the sea and finished with solid
wood furniture, Ile de France serves a variety of Mauritian dishes and
sumptuous international specialities. The vast lagoon of Grand Gaube
opens up endless possibilities - complimentary boat trips are the perfect
way to spend an afternoon. The peaceful and intimate atmosphere of The
Seven Colours Wellness Spa is perfect for relaxation and pampering.

Restaurants/bars: 4

Location: On the northeast coast of Mauritius at Grand Gaube
Transfer time: Approximately 1 hour and 15 minutes from Mauritius
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 81
Water activities: 2 swimming pools, sailing, kayaks, pedal boats,
windsurfing, glass-bottom boats, diving (PADI), water skiing and fishing
(some activities are chargeable)
Land activities: Floodlit tennis court, golf available nearby (chargeable)
Spa/Beauty Services: Seven Colours Wellness Spa
Board basis: All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêê
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Zilwa Attitude
Grand Gaube, North Coast, Mauritius
Built around a pristine beach, Zilwa Attitude, offers a laidback Mauritian
atmosphere with breathtaking views of surrounding islands. Traditional
bungalows have inspired the architecture and decoration of the rooms,
finished with beautifully crafted, locally made furniture. Superior Rooms,
with a seaside atmosphere, open up onto a furnished terrace or balcony.

At a glance

Lit up with bamboos at night, dine on Sino-Mauritian cuisine in a
modern zen atmosphere at Siaw or for a special Robinson Crusoe-style
experience, dine barefoot on the beach at Gran Zil. Anse la Raie lagoon
welcomes windsurfers and kitesufers all year round. Those who enjoy
canoeing, pedal boating or stand up paddling will enjoy exploring the
numerous creeks around the resort.

Restaurants/bars: 9

Location: Grande Gaube, on the north coast of Mauritius
Transfer time: Approximately 1 hour and 15 minutes from Mauritius
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 214
Water activities: 4 swimming pools, wind surfing, pedal boats,
canoeing, glass-bottom boat trips, catamaran, PADI diving and stand up
paddle boarding
Land activities: Gym, table tennis, petanque, floodlit tennis court,
bicycles, pool table and open air cinema
Spa/Beauty Services: Vilaz Masaz by Spa Attitude
Children: Ayo le Dodo for children from 3 to 12 years
Board basis: All In All Out All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêê
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The Ravenala Attitude
Baie aux Tortues, North Coast, Mauritius
Located amidst an exotic garden, The Ravenala Attitude, an all-suite
hotel, nestles between the sea and river. The resort offers a seamless
mix of colonial heritage, contemporary design and tropical accents.
Refined and uncluttered, suites are decorated with strokes of blue-grey,
toile de jouy fabric and woven rattan bedheads which are all typical
scenes of Mauritian life.
The resort restaurants offer a round the world trip of flavours with a
special à la carte atmosphere. Each restaurant has its own identity
found in both the décor and on the plate. Young guests will enjoy
creating their own adventures, going on treasure hunts, watching films
in the outdoor cinema and learning about food in a cooking class at
Ayo Le Dodo Kids Club.

At a glance
Location: At Baie aux Tortues, in the northwest
Transfer time: Approximately 1 hour from Mauritius International Airport
Rooms/suites: 272
Restaurants/bars: 15
Water activities: 2 swimming pools, windsurfing, kayaking and scuba
diving, pedal boats, glass bottom boat trips, PADI diving centre and
stand-up paddle boarding
Land Activities: Yoga classes, fitness centre, table tennis, tennis and
beach volley
Spa/Beauty Services: Spa Attitude
Children: Ayo Le Dodo for 3 to 12 years, and Teens Republic for
13 to 18 year
Board basis: All In All Out All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêê
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Tamassa
Bel Ombre, South Coast, Mauritius
Tamassa radiates a warm, playful energy, surrounded by dramatic mountains,
white sandy beaches and a cobalt lagoon. Traditional architecture meets
chic interiors where spacious rooms offer a calm retreat. Show, the main
restaurant, offers international buffets, while Playa offers a Mediterraneaninspired menu in a relaxed al fresco setting. By day B Bar serves light snacks
and appetisers, while by night guests can enjoy an excellent selection of local
rums before heading to Jalsa Night Club.
Make the most of every moment at the ocean with a range of watersports and
activities, from pedal boats, windsurfing and kayaks to sailing, snorkelling
and water skiing. From art classes to treasure hunts, PLAY is everything young
guests could hope for on an island adventure.
Star rating: êêêê

Lakaz Chamarel
Exclusive Lodge
Chamarel, South Coast, Mauritius
Lakaz Chamarel Exclusive Lodge is a pearl among the top hotels in a
destination which guarantees exclusivity and serenity. Along with its
magnificent setting in the Black River gorges, nature and green tourism lovers
will enjoy its warm and harmonious décor and refined local cuisine.
The exclusive lodge features just 20 rooms scattered around the main
building, each room and suite is individually decorated to represent the
diversity of the Mauritian cultures. Inspired by China, Africa and India and
featuring wood, slate and high beams with terracotta and ochre tones.
Discover cuisine using Mauritian produce, tropical fruits and local vegetables,
prepared ‘couma la kuisine d’antan’ (the old fashioned way) in the restaurant.
Enjoy an afternoon relaxing by the swimming pools, getting lost in a book in
the library or experiencing a relaxing massage at the spa.
Star rating: êêêê
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Outrigger Mauritius
Beach Resort
Bel Ombre, South Coast, Mauritius
Outrigger Mauritius Beach Resort offers a breathtaking white beachfront
location nestled in the nature reserve of Bel Ombre. This stunning family
friendly resort fulfils the needs of the nature loving traveller delivering
charm and tradition, typical of an authentic 17th Century Mauritian sugar
cane plantation.
Just a few steps from the crystal clear lagoon which offers amazing
snorkelling opportunities for guests, Beachfront Rooms are elegantly finished
in neutral tones, while Ocean View Family Rooms offer maximum comfort and
privacy for families.
Adjacent to the swimming pool, with stunning views over the beach,
Edgewater serves local classics and Eurasian dishes with a modern twist in
a heavenly atmosphere. Cool off in one of four swimming pools, or relax
under the shade of a palm tree while the children meet new friends at
Coral Kids Club.
Star rating: êêêêê

20 Degrés Sud
Grand Baie, North Coast, Mauritius
Concealed within an old coconut grove bordering the water’s edge,
20 Degrés Sud is a beautiful boutique hotel offering both luxury and privacy.
36 tasteful rooms finished with antique furniture boast spacious terraces
looking onto the coconut grove.
The Restaurant L’Explorateur offers an Indo-European fusion cuisine with a
local touch. Alternatively, dine aboard the M/S Lady Lisbeth. This vintage
boat has been painstakingly restored and every evening she sets sail on
a gastronomic cruise around the bay. Boasting a privileged location on
the edge of the lagoon, 20 Degrés Sud is perfect for both beginner and
experienced sailors and windsurfers. Be welcomed into the indulgent spa and
unwind with a variety of pampering treatments or take the complimentary
shuttle by traditional motorboat pirogue to Grand Baie for the day.
Star rating: êêêêê
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Ambre
Baie Aux Tortues, East Coast, Mauritius
Located between Belle-Mare and Trou d’Eau Douce on the untamed east
coast of Mauritius, this adults-only resort instantly warms up guests to its
light and rhythmic ambience. Designed to maximise and compliment the
breathtaking island landscape. Each room is nestled between the coral-reef
lagoon and lush tropical gardens with cool breezy décor.
Guests can sit with their feet in the sand at the relaxing La Plage beach
restaurant which offers an exhilarating blend of Mediterranean and Mauritian
delights. The Coral Pool Bar and the H&H lounge also allows guests to kick
back, relax and sample some refreshing cocktails.
For seasoned golfers, a stay at Ambre wouldn’t be complete without a round
at one of the two exceptional golf courses located nearby. The resort offers
a range of excursions and watersports or enjoy a relaxing signature spa
treatment at the spa.
Star rating: êêêê

La Pirogue
Fic-en-Flac, West Coast, Mauritius
Offering authentic and comfortable Mauritian bungalows, nestled in the heart
of a 14-hectare coconut plantation and bordering one of the island’s finest
beaches, La Pirogue is the perfect location for enjoying iconic tropical sunsets.
Tucked away in individual thatched bungalows that open onto the palm
grove and turquoise lagoon, rooms offer a convivial, cosy and authentically
Mauritian atmosphere.
Wolmar, the resort’s main restaurant, serves Asian, Indian and Mediterranean
cuisine accented with the central ingredients of traditional Mauritian fare.
Enjoy sumptuous, fresh delicacies at Magenta Seafood Restaurant, and
sample local street food and cocktails at Coconut Café. The resort boasts the
largest tennis facility in Mauritius with six artificial grass courts and organises
free tennis tournaments every week. Alternatively, head to the Water Sports
Centre and have fun kayaking, laser-sailing, kayaking, snorkelling, wind
surfing and game fishing.
Star rating: êêêê
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Long Beach
Belle Mare, East Coast, Mauritius
A chic and contemporary resort, the luxurious Long Beach brings carefree
living to the longest and widest stretch of white-sand coastline of any
Mauritian resort. Every spacious Family Suite features a private balcony or
terrace in an elegant tropical flair. Sleek and stylish furniture, natural colours,
air and light enhance the spaciousness of the interiors, setting a restful
ambience. The exclusive eco-friendly Bubble Lodges offer a luxury castaway
experience unlike any other.
Choose from five restaurants located within the hotel’s focal point piazza,
offering cuisine from around the world including Japanese, Mediterranean,
and Asian fusion options. From high energy watersports to tranquil beach
activities, active relaxation is the order of the day. Choose from a range of
luxurious treatments and beauty services at the Cinque Monde Spa. Golf is
also available nearby at Ile aux Cerfs.
Star rating: êêêêê

Sugar Beach
Flic-en-Flac, West Coast, Mauritius
Stretching along a beautiful beach and lagoon, Sugar Beach is a
contemporary plantation-style resort. Life here is infused with tasteful
elegance while offering the ultimate in modern comforts and conveniences.
Warm rays of sunshine beam through the palm trees and into guestrooms,
announcing a day of relaxation. Take in the views from the balcony or terrace
and unwind with a cool drink during a well-deserved downtime.
Mon Plaisir Restaurant offers an extensive buffet and daily live cooking
stations. Enjoy a sublime tropical cocktail and soothing smooth music whilst
enjoying the sunset at Buddha Bar, located on the beachfront. Sun Kids Club
provides a wide variety of fun and educational activities whilst The Teens Club
offers sports, trips, excursions and party nights.
Star rating: êêêêê
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Preskil Island Resort
Mahébourg, South Coast, Mauritius
Located on a peninsula between the historic village of Mahébourg
and the Blue Bay Marine Park, Preskil Island Resort is a 4 Star superior
couples and family hotel with a cool contemporary ‘island’ feel. On
arrival enter through the open-air, bright lobby to views out to the island
of Ile aux Aigrettes.

At a glance

Rooms and suites offer that beach chic feel, with light wood and bamboo
accents and bursts of coastal colours on the soft furnishings. As well as
Superior and Deluxe Rooms, Garden and Deluxe Family Rooms consist
of two separate interconnecting rooms. Great if guests are travelling with
children up to 17 years old. Choose from three restaurants and two bars
including a buffet restaurant, a Mediterranean à la carte restaurant and
a relaxing beachside bar serving fresh seafood and refreshing cocktails.
Those who enjoy watersports can take to the crystal clear lagoon for a
fabulous day on the water.

Restaurants/bars: 5

Location: Mahébourg in the south of Mauritius
Transfer time: Approximately 15 minutes from Mauritius International
Airport
Rooms/suites: 214
Water activities: 2 swimming pools, water skiing, pedal boats,
canoeing, windsurfing, sail boats and glass bottom boat trip. Chargeable
activities include diving centre (PADI and CMAS), deep sea fishing and
catamaran cruises
Land activities: 2 floodlit tennis courts, bocce ball, table tennis and
fitness centre. Bicycles and scooters for hire plus nightly entertainment
Spa/Beauty Services: Spa
Children: Kids Club for children aged 3-12 years
Board basis: Half board and All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêê Superior
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Paradise Cove Boutique Hotel
Cap Malheureux, North Coast, Mauritius
Nestled in a beautiful tropical garden around a cosy sheltered cove,
the adults-exclusive Paradise Cove Boutique Hotel offers a peaceful
and tranquil holiday. Comfortable and contemporary rooms open up
onto a private terrace or balcony with a beautiful view of the gardens
and white sandy beach.

At a glance

Overlooking the peaceful cove, The Cove serves freshly caught
seafood straight from the lagoon whilst dishes from The Dining Room
reflect the fusion of influences that form Mauritian cuisine.

Restaurants/bars: 6

Anse la Raie lagoon is one of the island’s best kitesurfing spots, while
the numerous creeks are ideal for kayaking or stand up paddling.
Cinq Mondes Spa brings together a selection of treatments, massages
and traditional formulas to offer indulgent moments of relaxation
and wellbeing.

Land activities: Tennis, bicycles, fitness centre and games room

Location: Next to Cap Malheureux fishing village, 5km from Grand Baie
Transfer time: Approximately 1 hour 15 minutes from Mauritius
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 75
Water activities: 3 swimming pools, water skiing, windsurfing,
snorkelling, kayaks, paddleboat, glass-bottom boats, catamaran trip,
scuba diving, cruises and deep sea fishing
Spa/Beauty Services: Cinq Mondes Spa
Board basis: Half board and Premium All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê
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The Westin Turtle Bay
Resort & Spa Mauritius
Baie aux Tortues, North Coast, Mauritius
Embraced by the gently swaying sugar cane fields and the sparkling ocean,
The Westin Turtle Bay Resort & Spa Mauritius invites guests to experience
the magic of Mauritian hospitality in a truly luxurious setting. Relax in
elegant, tropical accommodation with signature Westin Heavenly® beds.
Contemporary décor and a thoughtful selection of features make rooms
irresistible, boasting a comfortable living space with an ocean-facing
private balcony.
Delicious healthy produce, the finest exotic ingredients, a rich variety
of cuisines and the imagination of renowned chefs are the recipe for an
unforgettable culinary experience at the resort. Join a game of tennis with
breathtaking views of the mountains, try water skiing or sailing or simply
unwind in a hammock listening to the sounds of the waves.
Star rating: êêêêê

Maritim Resort & Spa
Turtle Bay, Balaclava, North West, Mauritius
Encircled by dazzling white sandy beaches and surrounded by the turquoise
Indian Ocean, Maritim Resort & Spa provides an elegant background for
a sophisticated, yet relaxing, holiday. Inviting, modern and spacious, each
room and suite has been meticulously designed to the highest standard and
features a private balcony or terrace.
Embark on an international culinary journey in the main restaurant, Belle Vue,
overlooking the pool and the sea or dine on the sand at La Marée Beach
Restaurant. The warm waters of Turtle Bay are the perfect playground or stay
on dry land and tee off on the golf course or visit the equestrian centre. The
Turtle Kids Club offers a varied program of activities designed to educate and
entertain young guests.
Star rating: êêêêê
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Heritage Awali Golf & Spa Resort
Bel Ombre, South Coast, Mauritius
Imagine a chic resort ideally located between sea and mountains in
the midst of lush vegetation and with a stunning unspoilt beach. Trendy
and spacious rooms, in an elegant ethnic style, boast private patios or
balconies overlooking the beautiful gardens or shimmering lagoon.

At a glance

Savour traditional Mauritian cuisine in a warm and friendly atmosphere
at Savana, the resort’s main restaurant or gaze out at sea while dining on
fresh seafood at Infinity Blue Restaurant & Cocktail Bar whilst enjoying
Champagne by the glass. Guests can play a round on the 18-hole
Championship golf course or the 9-hole short golf course. Young guests
can make their own adventure at the Kids Club and enjoy sega dance
classes and mini culinary workshops.

Rooms/suites: 160

Location: Bel Ombre, on the south west coast of Mauritius
Transfer time: Approximately 45 minutes from Mauritius
International Airport
Restaurants/bars: 15
Water activities: 3 swimming pools, windsurfing, kayaking, pedal boats,
glass-bottom boat, kite surfing, sailing, Big Game fishing and scuba
diving (PADI) (some activities are chargeable)
Land activities: 18-hole Championship golf course, 9-hole short course,
foot golf, aerobics, yoga, Pilates, tennis, table tennis, table football, quad
biking and golf lessons (some activities are chargeable)
Spa/Beauty Services: Seven Colours Spa
Children: Timomo & Friends Kids Club for children aged 0 to 11 year
(if potty trained). The Teens Club from 12 to 17 years
Board basis: All Inclusive and Premium All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê
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LUX* Grand Gaube
Grand Gaube, North Coast, Mauritius
Sheltered from the winds and blessed with three filao-framed bays, LUX*
Grand Gaube faces a crystal clear lagoon and charming castaway islets.
Inspired by authentic island living, each room has been designed to reflect
the vibrant energy and lively ambience of Mauritius with colourful décor,
thoughtful design and careful positioning ensuring a harmonious ambience.
Set amidst stunning grounds, various restaurant options offer everything from
fresh, healthy and bountiful breakfast buffets to lively themed evenings and
flavourful specials throughout the week. There’s always something exciting
happening, from high-energy watersports to a leisurely movie at the island’s
only private cinema. LUX*Me Spa provides more than just pampering and
offers a holistic, integrated and personalised approach to every treatment.
Star rating: êêêêê

LUX* Belle Mare
Belle Mare, East Coast, Mauritius
The all-suite LUX* Belle Mare is brimming with vibrant energy and warm
hospitality and offers breathtaking views of white beaches and the sparkling
lagoon. Wake up to the sound of the Indian Ocean lapping against the shore
after a blissful night’s sleep in your beautifully appointed suite, designed by
Kelly Hoppen.
With views of the glittering ocean, MIXE dishes up a tempting menu of
specialties. Amari by Vineet is the resort’s Michelin Star restaurant, and
is rated as one of the finest in Mauritius. From an exhilarating array of
watersports to a laid-back game of golf on one of the three world-class
courses located nearby, the wide selection of activities is sure to keep guests
entertained. The LUX*Me spa provides more than just pampering and offers
an holistic approach to every treatment.
Star rating: êêêêê
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LUX* Le Morne
Le Morne, South West Coast, Mauritius
Flanked by the rugged, majestic Le Morne mountain on one side and miles of
sandy beaches on the other, LUX* Le Morne is set on one of Mauritius’ most
attractive lagoon-facing spots. Every element of LUX* Le Morne is designed
for the utmost in simplicity and comfort, from the luxurious Sleep Tight beds to
the effortlessly elegant décor.
Exotic flavours from around the world will enthral epicureans in the
restaurants, while easy living is assured with beach barbecues and islandinspired cuisine paired with award-winning wines. Unforgettable experiences
are assured: go horse-riding along empty beaches, seek close encounters
with marine life or discover exhilarating wave-riding destinations—nearby
One Eye is the ultimate kitesurfing coordinates. Or just soak up the sunshine
and salt air, and do absolutely nothing but relax.
Star rating: êêêêê

SALT of Palmar
Belle Mare, East Coast, Mauritius
Located facing the shimmering white sands of Palmar Beach, SALT of Palmar,
the first eco-hotel on Mauritius offers an alluring escape away.
Designed by French artist, Camilla Walala, choose from a range of
contemporary-styled guestrooms with Carpe Diem beds from Sweden,
dressed in 100% organic cotton bedding, a rain shower in the bathroom and
complimentary all-natural, locally produced toiletries.
With a focus on sustainable and locally sourced ingredients The Restaurant
offers up freshly baked produce from the SALT Bakery, fresh fish from
local fishermen and fresh produce from local farmers. Choose to dine on
Mediterranean, Middle Eastern or Mauritian flavours, then settle down in
one of three bars and revel in the colourful sights and sounds of Mauritius.
In the morning, make reservations for an invigorating body scrub in the SALT
Equilibrium spa.
Star rating: êêêêê
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Constance Belle Mare Plage
Belle Mare, East Coast, Mauritius
Perched on one of the most beautiful beaches on the island, Constance
Belle Mare Plage provides the ultimate in self-indulgence with a choice
of rooms, suites and villas. Combining space and style, guestrooms are
designed to infuse guests with an everlasting holiday mood. The hotel
has a range of seven exceptional dining outlets which offer something for
everyone from casual to fine dining, from views over the beach to views
of the two 18-hole Championship golf courses.
Discover the wonderful world beneath the sea and marvel at a variety of
sea creatures and unique diving and snorkelling sites. Discover the serene
atmosphere of U Spa by Constance where every treatment is tailormade to each guest’s preferences. Friendly, fully-qualified staff welcome
children who are up for adventure at Constance Kids Club.

At a glance
Location: At Belle Mare on the east coast of Mauritius
Transfer time: Approximately 1 hour from Mauritius International Airport
Rooms/suites: 278
Restaurants/bars: 13
Water activities: 4 swimming pools, water skiing, windsurfing, kayaks,
pedalos, sailing, glass-bottom boat, hobie cats, scuba diving (PADI),
deep-sea fishing, catamaran (some activities are chargeable)
Land activities: 2 18-hole Championship golf courses, 4 floodlit tennis
courts, table tennis, mini-golf, mountain bikes, gym, tennis coaching and
golf lessons (some activities are chargeable)
Spa/Beauty Services: The U Spa by Constance
Children: Constance Kids Club 4-11 years.
Babysitting available on request
Board Basis: Half board, full board and All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê
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Anantara Iko Mauritius Resort & Villas
Blue Bay, South East Coast, Mauritius
Anantara Mauritius Resort is located in the undiscovered part of
Mauritius, Blue Bay on the island’s southeast coast. Surrounded by a
protected marine park and powdery white beaches, Blue Bay is also the
island’s premier snorkelling destination with pristine coral reefs.

At a glance

The resort offers laidback beachfront living, with contemporary design
and indigenous décor reflecting the rich melting pot history of the island.
Dine by the beach, spa in luxurious surrounds or fall asleep to the gentle
lull of the ocean waves.

Rooms/suites: 164

Make the most of a stunning location, with adventures out on the water.
Charter a boat for deep sea fishing, paddle over serene coral gardens
in a glass-bottomed kayak or learn to dive. Stroll the surf at sunset at the
end of another blissful day in paradise.

Location: Blue Bay area on the southeast coast of Mauritius
Transfer time: Approximately 15 minutes from Mauritius International
Airport
Restaurants/bars: 5
Water activities: Infinity swimming pool, snorkelling, paddle boarding,
kayaking, deep-sea fishing, diving (some activities may be chargeable)
Land activities: Fitness centre, yoga, walking paths, guided cycled tours,
golf nearby
Spa/Beauty Services: Anantara Spa
Children: Kids Club. Babysitting available on request
Board Basis: Half board and full board
Star rating: êêêêê
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The Residence Mauritius
Belle Mare, East Coast, Mauritius
Experience the beautiful symphony of modernity and tradition at The
Residence Mauritius, a jewel of elegant refinement set along a stunning
stretch of pearl-white sand. The resort’s rooms and suites are intimate
spaces for relaxation, decorated with an inspired blend of simplicity and
elegance. Sunlight sifting through the shutters creates a melody of light
and shadow on the soft palette of white and delicate shades of beige.
Savour a diversity of fine recipes from around the world in the resort
restaurants, offering a symphony of tastes and aromas crafted for the
delight of discerning palates. Choose from a wide variety of activities,
including some of the best fishing and diving in Mauritius and amazing
encounters among the island’s natural wonders.

At a glance
Location: At Belle Mare on the east coast of Mauritius
Transfer time: Approximately 1 hour from Mauritius International Airport
Rooms/suites: 163
Restaurants/bars: 4
Water activities: Swimming pool, water skiing, windsurfing, hobie
cats, canoes, kayaks, deep-sea fishing, scuba diving, catamaran trips,
undersea walking and parasailing
Land activities: 3 floodlit tennis courts, volleyball, aerobics classes,
gym and horse riding. 18-hole Championship golf course nearby
Spa/Beauty Services: The Sanctuary Spa
Children: The Planters Kids Club for children aged 3-12 years
Board basis: Half board, full board and All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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Shangri-La’s Le Touessrok Resort & Spa
Trou d’Eau Douce, East Coast, Mauritius
Retreat to a personalised slice of paradise that complements the
surrounding natural beauty with a special Shangri-La touch. Rooms and
Suites are washed in relaxing colour palettes, decorated with tasteful
furnishings and offer contemporary island-chic style.

At a glance

From the spices and fragrances of India to the pure, fresh ingredients of
Japan, there is something for every taste and occasion in the resort’s five
restaurants. The show kitchen at Le Bazar invites guests to interact with
the chefs and enjoy a large variety of international favourites. Just off
the resort’s pristine coastline lie two magnificent islands, Ile aux Cerfs
boasting a spectacular 18-hole Championship golf course, designed by
pro golfer Bernhard Langer and Ilot Mangénie, offering a quintessential
private-island experience. On the exclusive island, guests can also book
a private beach cabana, attended by a personal butler.

Restaurants/bars: 7

Location: Trou d’Eau Douce, on the east coast of Mauritius
Transfer time: Approximately 1 hour from Mauritius International Airport
Rooms/suites: 203
Water activities: 2 swimming pools (including one adults-only pool
on Frangipani islet), scuba diving, big game fishing, water skiing,
wakeboarding, kayaking, hobie cats, windsurfing, paddle boarding
and pedal boats
Land activities: 18-hole Championship golf course, yoga, health club,
tennis courts, bike rental, archery, billiards, petanque and table tennis
Spa/Beauty Services: CHI, The Spa
Children: T Club 4-11 years and Teen Club 12-17 years
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board and full board
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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Heritage Le Telfair Golf & Wellness Resort
Bel Ombre, South Coast, Mauritius
Heritage Le Telfair Golf & Wellness Resort immerses its guests in a very
special atmosphere, embodying charm and romanticism and is the
ultimate combination of beach, nature, relaxation and adventure. Elegant
and spacious, guestrooms feature luxurious decor, blending wooden
flooring and natural fabrics and feature French windows that open onto a
private balcony or patio with peaceful garden, river or sea views.

At a glance
Location: On the south coast of Mauritius, at Bel Ombre
Transfer time: Approximately 40 minutes from Mauritius
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 158
Restaurants/bars: 15

Annabella’s, the resort’s main restaurant, offers a rich and varied range
of Mauritian and international dishes and an extensive list of fine wines.
Showcasing an exotic pan-Asian menu, Gin’ja transports guests to the
shores of Asia and guarantees a sophisticated gastronomic evening.
Complimentary land and watersports fill days with excitement and
adventure whilst golf lovers can enjoy playing golf at the 18-hole
Championship golf course.

Water activities: 2 swimming pools, windsurfing, kayaking, hobie cats,
pedal boats, glass-bottom boat, sailing, Big Game fishing and PADI
diving (some activities are chargeable)
Land activities: 18-hole Championship golf course, 9-hole short course,
aerobics, yoga, table tennis, table football and quad biking (some
activities are chargeable)
Spa/Beauty Services: Seven Colours Spa, hair and beauty parlour
Children: Timomo & Friends Kids Club 0 to 11 years (if potty trained).
Complimentary babysitting corner between 8:30am and 4:30pm
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board and Gourmet Bliss All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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Heritage The Villas
Bel Ombre, South Coast, Mauritius
Nestled within 2.500 hectares of private parkland on the unspoilt south
coast of Mauritius lies Heritage Resorts, an outstanding family resort with
exclusive access to two 5 Star resorts.
Home to the impressive 200-year-old Chateau de Bel Hombre, and with
a nature reserve on the doorstep plus 20 exclusive bars and restaurants
to choose from, guests are invited to partake in an exciting array of resort
activities including visits to the spas, kite surfing and playing golf on the
championship golf course.
Select from a choice of 2, 3 or 4 bedroom villas, each one appointed
with en-suite bedrooms, spacious terraces and a calming neutral palette
designed to ease guests from the moment of arrival. On arrival, unpack
then go for a swim in the infinity pool with views over the ocean and
golf course.

At a glance
Location: On the southwest coast of Mauritius, at Bel Ombre
Transfer time: Approximately 40 minutes from Mauritius
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 45
Restaurants/bars: 20
Water activities: 5 swimming pools, boat and catamaran cruises,
deep sea fishing, dolphin watching, windsurfing
Land activities: Quad bikes, trekking, bird watching, bocce ball, yoga
tai chi, foot golf and nature discovery with a local guide
Spa/Beauty Services: Seven Colours Spa
Children: Timomo Kids Club for children aged 3 to 11 years,
Teens Activity Programme for teens 12 to 17 years
Board basis: Room only, bed & breakfast, half board and All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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Constance Prince Maurice
Poste de Flacq, East Coast, Mauritius
Experience the ultimate romantic hideaway. A member of the Leading
Hotels of the World, set on a 60-hectare peninsula. Luxurious Junior Suites
are elegantly decorated in spice tones with a pinch of Mauritian warmth.
Secluded, intimate and the only over water suites in Mauritius, Junior Suites
and Villas on Stilts are built on a Barachois, filled with a unique mix of
tropical fish.
Stroll down a lantern-lit pontoon through mangrove trees to a candlelit feast
of fresh seafood on one of Barachois Restaurant’s floating decks or visit the
Wine Cellar, home to more than 25,000 bottles, for wine tasting with the
sommelier. Step into U Spa by Constance, set in a serene corner of the resort.
Be welcomed by the scented frangipani and lush tropical plants that surround
the spa. Choose from a wonderful range of U Spa Classic massages. Guests
also have access to two 18-hole Championship golf courses - Links Golf
Course and Legend Golf Course.
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe

Maradiva Villas Resort & Spa
Flic-en-Flac, West Coast, Mauritius
Maradiva Villas Resort & Spa is an exclusive haven of luxury, spread over 27
scenic acres with 750m of pristine beach. Surrounded by lush exotic gardens,
the villas create a sublime and enchanting environment with a private pool,
outdoor shower and private terrace, perfect for al fresco dining.
Enjoy Mediterranean, Mauritian and international cuisines at Coast2Coast,
Indian delights at Cilantro and Japanese specialties at Teppan. Guests also
have access to the three restaurants at sister hotel, Sands Suites Resort & Spa.
Wide expanses of crystal-clear lagoons, sheltered by a coral, reef promise
a refreshing dip and other fun activities for those looking to relax or explore
the waters. Maradiva Spa is the ideal place to harmonise body and soul,
specialising in Ayurvedic consultation and treatment. Kids Club, nearby golf
and fitness centre are also available.
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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Four Seasons Resort Mauritius
at Anahita
Beau Champ, East Coast, Mauritius
In the heart of the Indian Ocean, Four Seasons Resort Mauritius at Anahita
welcomes guests to a luxurious tropical sanctuary, where warm smiles and
gentle lagoon breeze abound. Enjoy a complimentary round of golf on the
Ernie Els designed course, set amidst dramatic landscape at Anahita Golf
Club or Bernhard Langer signature course on Ile aux Cerfs Golf Club.
Open the door to a luxury villa filled with sunlight, natural wood furnishings
and sublime views of mountains, mangroves and the azure-coloured
beachfronts. From a casual poolside lunch to a multi-course dinner under
the stars, the chefs put creativity and attention to detail into every dish in an
elegant yet informal atmosphere. A haven of adventure, The Hobbit Village
Kids Club includes its own paddling pool, bakery, quiet room, playroom and
sandpit, all supervised by friendly and dedicated staff.
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe

One&Only Le Saint Géran
Poste de Flacq, East Coast, Mauritius
One&Only Le Saint Géran celebrates ultra-luxurious living. From beachinspired interiors and state-of-the-art design, to ultra-modern sports facilities
and rustic feet-in-sand dining, the diversity of flavours, activities, and spaces
to just ‘be’, transforms the resort into a thrilling yet mindful retreat. Rooms,
suites and villas offer elegant indoor and outdoor spaces, with a palette that
echoes the beach and ocean as well as state-of-the-art technology. Spacious
suites will also include attentive butler service.
Favourite dining venues include La Terrasse which features modern décor
and theatre-style cooking with world-class chefs preparing a diverse range
of international specialities. The resort has a host of activities both on land
and in or on the water providing ideal conditions for many water activities.
For a more relaxed experience, visit the One&Only spa, offering a haven for
luxurious treatments inspired by indigenous techniques.
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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The Oberoi Beach Resort Mauritius
Turtle Bay, North Coast, Mauritius
With its unspoilt beaches and azure waters, The Oberoi Beach Resort
Mauritius is located amidst 20 acres of lush, tropical gardens and enjoys
an unrivalled position on the shores of Turtle Bay - a natural marine park
with a vibrant coral reef. The 600m of white sand beaches are blessed
with views of magnificent sunsets every day.

At a glance

The charming pavilions and villas afford magnificent views across the
shimmering Indian Ocean or the hotel’s beautiful gardens.

Restaurants/bars: 4

A stylish al fresco dining space that overlooks the Indian Ocean and
twinkling lights of the Port Louis harbour, The Restaurant serves Creole,
International and Asian cuisine. Therapies at the Spa at The Oberoi
include African inspired treatments, utilising organic products and oil.

Land activities: 2 Floodlit tennis courts, gym, mountain bikes, yoga,
Tai Chi, golf available about 1 hour’s drive from the hotel. Classes in
sculpture, painting, astronomy, cooking, and nature walks also available

Location: Turtle Bay on the northwest coast of Mauritius
Transfer time: Approximately 50 minutes from Mauritius
International Airport
Rooms/villas: 71
Water activities: Swimming pool, water skiing, windsurfing, kayaks,
hobie cats, diving, deep-sea fishing, sailing and parasailing

Spa/Beauty Services: The Spa
Children: Kids Club for children from 4 to 12 years
Board Basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê
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The St. Regis Mauritius Resort
Le Morne, South West Coast, Mauritius
Overlooking the golden-hued sands of Le Morne Beach on the south
west of Mauritius, The St. Regis Mauritius Resort exudes an exquisite
ambiance of serenity.
With 172 elegantly appointed guestrooms effortlessly melding the
colonial with the contemporary, choose from an enticing array of
Beachfront and Ocean View suites with expansive views of the Indian
Ocean and signature St. Regis beds dressed in white 300-thread-count
linens. Guests are invited to savour Epicurean delights at one of the five
restaurants with the option of in-villa dining and private dining with the
help from a St Regis Butler. Make reservations for a relaxing treatment at
Iridium Spa, with glittering chandeliers, a beauty salon and 12 treatment
rooms followed by a swim in one of the two shimmering outdoor pools.

At a glance
Location: Opposite Le Morne Beach on south west coast of Mauritius
Transfer time: Approximately 90 minutes from Mauritius
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 172
Restaurants/bars: 7
Water activities: 2 outdoor swimming pools, scuba diving, snorkelling,
windsurfing, paddle boats, sailing boats, glass bottom boats, water skiing
and kite surfing
Land activities: Tennis, bike rentals, table tennis, beach volleyball,
fitness centre
Spa/Beauty Services: Iridium Spa, yoga, meditation
Children: Children are welcome. Kid’s pool
Board basis: Half board and full board
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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The Maldives
The Maldives is renowned for exclusive island
hideaways with beach or over water villas and
award-winning spas are the perfect honeymoon
escape, while a wide variety of water sports offer
activities for the whole family to enjoy.
Each island resort is reached by speedboat or seaplane and is
blessed with relatively deserted beaches of the softest powderwhite sand and is surrounded by shallow, yet brilliant blue, lagoons
and colourful coral reefs. Below the ocean is a unique world
waiting to be discovered, a kaleidoscope of over 900 species
of exotic fish, turtles, sharks, dolphins, whales and manta rays –
a haven for divers.

Northern Atolls

When to Travel
The Maldives is a great destination to visit all year round, but
the best weather with little rain, low humidity and blue skies can
be found between December and February. The good weather
continues in March and April and kicks off the surf season which
lasts until October. Storms and rain are most likely between May
and November, however the weather is still warm and the marine
life is most varied at this time.

Destination Data
Location: In the Indian Ocean, west of Sri Lanka
Flying time: Approximately 13 hours from the UK and Ireland
Currency: Maldivian Rufiyaa, although US Dollars are also
widely accepted

Baa Atoll, Haa Alifu Atoll, Lhaviyani Atoll and Noonu Atoll
The Northern Atolls are the least developed region of the Maldives
and are the ideal place to experience the traditional Maldivian
way of life. The pristine waters and diverse marine life of Baa
Atoll have been declared a UNESCO World Biosphere Reserve,
supporting one of the largest groups of coral reefs in the
Indian Ocean.
NORTHERN
ATOLLS

Central Atolls
Faafu Atoll, Laamu Atoll, Meemu Atoll, North Ari Atoll, South
Ari Atoll and South Nilandhe Atoll
The nutrient-rich water that surrounds the Central Atolls attracts
marine life from the open sea and divers from all over the globe.
Get up close and personal with whale sharks and some of the
world’s largest fish, or discover hammerhead sharks in the
northern areas.

Malé Atolls

MALÉ
ATOLLS

CENTRAL
ATOLLS

North Malé Atoll and South Malé Atoll
The Malé Atolls are home to many of the Maldives’ resorts that
are accessed by speedboat from Maldives International Airport.
A haven for water lovers, North and South Malé Atoll both offer
fantastic snorkelling and diving opportunities in addition to some
of the country’s best and most famous surf breaks.
SOUTHERN ATOLLS

Southern Atolls
Addu Atoll, Gaafu Alifu Atoll and Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
The Southern Atolls have developed quickly in recent years and
now boast a fantastic infrastructure offering hassle-free connections
to Malé. Explore relatively untouched dive sites, visit remote surf
breaks or simply unwind on the pristine beaches of luxurious resorts.
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Kuredu Island Resort & Spa
Lhaviyani Atoll, Northern Atolls, Maldives
Kuredu Island Resort & Spa is situated on the northern reef of the Lhaviyani
Atoll, a region well-known for its abundant sea life. The island boasts more
than 3km of white beaches and sparkling aquamarine lagoons. A chic,
tastefully designed oasis awaits guests in the villas and bungalows which
line the powdery beach or sit atop the north west lagoon and boast romantic
views of the sunset over the Indian Ocean.
Embark on a culinary journey to The Far East Restaurant dining on á la carte
and teppanyaki recipes that extract the most tantalising flavours to create
mouth-watering dishes. For diving enthusiasts there is access to more than fifty
exclusive dive sites including wrecks and caves.
Star rating: êêê

Komandoo Island Resort & Spa
Lhaviyani Atoll, Northern Atolls, Maldives
Set among crystal clear lagoons and lush tropical gardens, Komandoo
Island Resort & Spa is an intimate tropical oasis with an air of rustic charm.
A haven of luxury and elegance, this idyllic retreat is surrounded by a
beautiful turquoise lagoon and powder soft sands. Dotted along the
beautiful white beach, Beach Villas boast spectacular views of paradise,
while spacious Jacuzzi Beach Villas are located a few steps from the lagoon.
Discover fine dining at one of the most contemporary restaurants in the
Maldives, Aqua. Set on stilts over the lagoon, guests can watch the marine
life through the glass floors while dining on a delicious menu. Surrounded
by an exhilarating house reef, Komandoo Island Resort & Spa offers
spectacular snorkelling.
Star rating: êêêê
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Coco Palm Dhuni Kolhu
Baa Atoll, Northern Atolls, Maldives
Magical, intimate and an exclusive haven of serenity, Coco Palm Dhuni
Kolhu is an enchanting tropical hideaway on the private Dhuni Kolhu
Island. Caressed by sea breezes, it offers postcard views of sandy white
beaches fringed with swaying palms. Choose between delightful beach
and lagoon villas, either dotted among palm trees or perched on stilts
over the ocean.

At a glance
Location: In the Baa Atoll in the northern Maldives
Transfer time: Approximately 30 minutes by seaplane from Malé
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 98
Restaurants/bars: 4

Cornus Restaurant serves Thai Cuisines and Maldivian grilled items on
request. Coco Palm Dhuni Kolhu offers a wide range of experiences
allowing guests to go beyond the beaches and experience the authentic
Maldives including swimming alongside turtles, manta rays and schools
of colourful fish on a snorkelling trip.

Water activities: Diving, wind surfing, water skiing, sailing, catamaran,
canoes and fun tubes
Land activities: Gym, volleyball, tennis, badminton, table tennis, pool
table, indoor games and television room
Spa/Beauty Services: The Coco Spa
Board basis: Half board, full board and All Inclusive

Star rating: êêêê
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Adaaran Select Hudhuranfushi
North Male Atoll, Malé Atolls, Maldives
The lovely island of Hudhuranfushi in the Maldives truly lives up to its
name, which translates to ‘Island of White Gold’ in the local language.
A delightful tropical haven with picturesque palm trees, powder soft
white beaches and sapphire waters, Hudhuranfushi never fails to
enchant visitors.

At a glance
Location: In North Malé Atoll
Transfer time: Approximately 30 minutes by speedboat from Malé
Rooms/suites: 165
Restaurants/bars: 6

This tropical resort boasts Beach Villas leading right to the shoreline
and individual Water Villas each with wooden and thatched exteriors
and contemporary interiors. Savour authentic Maldivian cuisine as well
as International favourites at the Banyan Restaurant, while the outdoor
Sunset Restaurant offers seafood delights by candlelight. Sundowners
can be enjoyed at Lohis Bar and Hiyala Bar beach bar. The lagoon is
excellent for various watersports and is renowned as one of the best
surfing spots in the Maldives.

Water activities: Swimming pool, kayaks, stand-up paddle boards,
wakeboarding, water skiing, surfing, diving and snorkelling (some
activities are chargeable)
Land activities: Gym, badminton and tennis courts, table tennis,
beach volley ball and football (some activities are chargeable)
Spa/Beauty Services: Chavana Spa
Children: Kids play area with children’s pool
Board basis: Premium All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêê
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Adaaran Select Meedhupparu
Baa Atoll, Northern Atolls, Maldives
Adaaran Select Meedhupparu offers tranquil settings brimming with
indulgence. Settle into a holiday full of breathtaking experiences that will
leave you with memories to last a lifetime. 215 elegantly furnished villas
offer guests ample space to unwind, the wooden interiors with dashes of
colour create a warm setting to enjoy beautiful views of the spectacular
Indian Ocean.
Embark on a culinary journey at the resort restaurants, sample an array of
delectable tastes and flavours serving everything from succulent seafood
fresh off the dhonis to signature European delicacies. Although diving
remains the best way to explore the underwater world, snorkelling and
kayaking are great alternatives and equipment is available from the
watersports pavilion.

At a glance
Location: In the Baa Atoll in the northern Maldives
Transfer time: Approximately 45 minutes by seaplane from Malé
Rooms/suites: 165
Restaurants/bars: 6
Water activities: Swimming pool, kayaks, stand-up paddle boards,
wakeboarding, water skiing, surfing, diving and snorkelling (some
activities are chargeable)
Land activities: Gym, badminton and tennis courts, table tennis,
beach volley ball and football (some activities are chargeable)
Spa/Beauty Services: Chavana Spa
Children: Kids play area with children’s pool
Board basis: Premium All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêê
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OBLU by Atmosphere at Helengeli
North Malé Atoll, Malé Atolls, Maldives
The ultimate dive and snorkelling paradise, OBLU by Atmosphere at
Helengeli boasts superb channel diving and an exotic house reef with
resident silver-tipped sharks, lobsters and sea turtles. Just a few steps from
the shore, Beach Villas boast open air bathrooms and outdoor decks,
while the exclusive Beach Suites feature spacious outdoor gardens,
20sqm pools and serene views of the Indian Ocean.

At a glance
Location: In North Malé Atoll
Transfer time: Approximately 50 minutes by speedboat from Malé
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 116
Restaurants/bars: 3

Serving breakfast, lunch and dinner, The Spice offers a selection of world
cuisine, while Just Grill serves delectable seafood and meat grills with
stunning views. The perfect location for channel diving enthusiasts,
this island paradise has over 20 world-renowned dive spots in the
nearby vicinity and the Atmosphere AQUA Club and a PADI Certified
Dive School.

Water activities: Swimming pool, kayaks, stand-up paddle boards,
sunset fishing, PADI Dive School (some activities are chargeable)
Land activities: Fitness centre
Spa/Beauty Services: Elena Spa
Board basis: All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêê
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Oblu Select at Sangeli, Maldives
North Malé Atoll, Malé Atolls, Maldives
Introducing Oblu Select at Sangeli Maldives, a tear-drop shaped resort
which is home to 137 contemporary-styled Over-Water, Beachside
and Family Villas with pools, each one evoking a modern-day palette
highlighted with colourful accents.

At a glance

Guests will enjoy The Serenity Plan – an upgraded All Inclusive plan
designed to cater to all tastes. Within Sangeli Island lies One Banyan,
an adult’s only enclave housing Elena Spa, an adult only pool and two
unique fine dining restaurants. Enjoy fresh meat and locally sourced
seafood dishes at Just Grill and savour exquisite vegetarian cuisine at
Simply Veg. Make reservations at Just Grill and enjoy freshly-caught
seafood or a steak from the grill menu. Children are catered to in the kids
club where an exciting array of age-appropriate activities keeps them
entertained. On site activities include a range of watersports on offer
at the Atmosphere Aqua Club including PADI supervised diving and
scuba diving.

Rooms/suites: 137

Location: On the north-western tip of Male Atoll in the Indian Ocean
Transfer time: Approximately 50 minutes by seaplane from Male
International Airport
Restaurants/bars: 5
Water activities: 3 swimming pools, paddle boards, kayaking,
snorkelling, scuba diving, pedalos, sunset fishing (some activities are
chargeable)
Land activities: Fitness centre, evening entertainment
Spa/Beauty Services: Elena Spa at Sangeli
Children: Kids Club
Board basis: All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêê Superior
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Centara Ras Fushi Resort & Spa
North Malé Atoll, Malé Atolls, Maldives
Dive into paradise at the adults-only Centara Ras Fushi Resort & Spa,
an irresistible haven for water sport lovers, located close to some of
the Maldives most sought-after diving spots. The resort offers plenty of
opportunities to indulge, play and rejuvenate in a tropical paradise. Live
in comfort and tranquility, enjoying stunning ocean vistas in a tastefully
designed Ocean Side Villa, perfect for barefoot living, or in an Over
Water Villa with steps down to the tranquil lagoon.
In the heart of the island, Oceans offers daily Asian, European, Middle
Eastern and South American cuisines and meats flamed on a churrasco
grill. Relax and indulge in sheer pampering to emerge rejuvenated at SPA
Cenvaree, the island’s oceanfront sanctuary for the senses.

At a glance
Location: In North Malé Atoll
Transfer time: Approximately 15 minutes by speedboat from Malé
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 140
Restaurants/bars: 7
Water activities: Swimming pool, PADI dive centre, windsurfing, paddle
boarding, catamarans, kayaks and pedal boats
Land activities: Fitness centre, E-Zone with music, DVD and video game
library, half and full day excursions
Spa/Beauty Services: SPA Cenvaree
Children: Children under 12 years old are not permitted
Board basis: Half board, All Inclusive and Gold All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêê Superior
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Centara Grand Island Resort & Spa
South Ari Atoll, Central Atolls, Maldives
At Centara Grand Island Resort & Spa, guests are invited to savour All
Inclusive amenities at this exclusive hideaway haven in South Ari Atoll.

At a glance

Choose from 112 rustic-chic villas on stilts or on the beach and savour
spacious rooms with Maldivian flourishes and 5 Star attention to detail.
There are six bars and restaurants to choose from offering a wide variety
of fresh and tasty dishes from around the globe. Make reservations for
a delectable champagne breakfast served in the Reef Restaurant or
dine on delicious Thai food in Suan Bua. Kids are invited to take part
in supervised activities in the kids club while adults savour some much
needed ‘me’ time in Spa Cenvaree. What’s more, guests are invited to
take part in a range of watersports and land sports plus there is the option
of evening entertainment to enjoy.

Transfer time: Approximately 25 minutes by seaplane from Male
International Airport

Location: On South Ari Atoll

Rooms/suites: 112
Restaurants/bars: 6
Water activities: 2 swimming pools, snorkelling, PADI dive centre, sunset
cruises, fishing, whale shark boat trips, canoeing
Land activities: Overwater Fitness centre, yoga, library, movie nights
Spa/Beauty Services: Spa Cenvaree
Children: Kids Club with Camp Safari and E-Zone. Babysitting available
on request
Board basis: Ultimate All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê
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Olhuveli Beach & Spa Maldives
South Malé Atoll, Malé Atolls, Maldives
Nestled on a private island at the tip of the South Malé Atoll lies Olhuveli
Beach & Spa – a mesmerising escape away from the everyday stresses
of life.
Comprising of 327 sumptuous Over Water Villas, Land Villas and Presidential
Suites, the resort caters to those wishing to indulge in sublime relaxation. The
Sun Spa Maldives, with a focus on the ancient practice of Ayurveda, offers
an inspiring range of treatments which take place in secluded spa pavilions
on the main island, or the Ocean Spa complex.
Guests are invited to savour an intriguing range of cuisines in one of the
11 bars and restaurants. Make reservations at The Sunset Restaurant, built
entirely over water, or delight the senses with delicious seafood served al
fresco at the Plankton Grill or Maghrib Grill. Kids have their very own pool,
play area and an age-appropriate supervised activities programme at the
Maakanaa Kidz Club.
Star rating: êêêê Superior

Sun Aqua Vilu Reef
South Nilandhe Atoll, Central Atolls, Maldives
A stunning paradise island, Sun Aqua Vilu Reef is home to an enticing array
of 103 over-water, land-based and luxury villas. Suitable for those seeking a
romantic getaway, there are a myriad of activities to enjoy including diving in
the house reef, home to colourful corals and exotic marine life.
Guests are invited to savour gastronomic delights in one of the five bars
and restaurants. The Well Done & Wine Cellar hosts fine dining and a wine
academy, while Positive Energy is a popular family pool bar. In-villa dining is
available plus there is the option of destination dining at any desired location
on the island.
Kids are taken care of at the Turtle Kidz Kids Club with a whole host of
supervised activities.
Star rating: êêêêê
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The Sun Siyam Iru Fushi
Noonu Atoll, Northern Atolls, Maldives
Located on the mesmerising white sands of the Noonu Atoll in the
Maldives, The Sun Siyam Iru Fushi is an award-winning family resort,
ideal for both couples and families.
Select either an Over Water or Beach Front Villa and enjoy 5 Star
amenities such as The Spa by Thalgo France, Koamas Kidz Club, a PADI/
SSI dive centre, a swimming pool with children’s area and an infinityedged lap pool for adults only. Embark on a culinary journey through the
enticing selection of bars and restaurants including intimate destination
dining and in-villa dining. While kids are kept entertained at the Koamas
Kidz Club, embark on a deep sea adventure through the house reef or
enjoy a scintillating romantic cruise with champagne at sunset.

At a glance
Location: On the southern tip of Noonu Atoll, 122 miles north of Velana
International Airport
Transfer time: Approximately a 45 minute scenic seaplane flight during
daylight or a 35 minute domestic flight plus 45 minute speedboat (perfect
for night arrivals) from Malé International Airport
Rooms/suites: 221
Restaurants/bars: 15
Water activities: Adults only infinity-edged lap pool, romantic
Champagne cruise, sunset/big game fishing, snorkelling safari, Lucky
Dolphin sunset cruise, diving
Land activities: Gymnasium, yoga, Pilates, Tai Chi, tennis, badminton,
library, library, game centre, boutique shop
Spa/Beauty Services: The Spa by Thalgo France
Children: Koamaz Kidz Club
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board, full board and All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê
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Ayada Maldives
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll, Southern Atolls, Maldives
Located amidst a large pristine reef Ayada Maldives offers nine
luxury accommodation types all of which combine contemporary with
traditional Maldivian design, and include 24 hour butler service. Stilted
water villas boast stunning views of paradise while beach villas are just
a few steps away from the Ocean.

At a glance

Magu offers an international buffet menu with theme nights, guests can
choose to dine barefoot in the water in one of the poolside cabanas at
Zero Degree. Lovers of the finer things in life will adore this tiny overwater open-air cheese and wine bar. Spend time floating in the balmy
Indian Ocean before relaxing with a traditional spa treatment at AySpa.
For the more adventurous, head off to one of the nearby dive sites or take
to the water and enjoy the many activities on offer.

Restaurants/bars: 8

Location: In Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll, in the southern Maldives
Transfer time: Approximately 55 minute domestic flight and 50 minute
speedboat
Rooms/suites: 122
Water activities: Swimming pool, canoes, stand-up paddle boards,
wind surfing, wave surfing, snorkelling, banana boat rides, catamarans,
sunset fishing and dive centre
Land activities: Fitness Pavilion, yoga, aerobic classes, jogging tracks,
library and shopping arcade
Spa/Beauty Services: AySpa and hair salon
Children: Zuzuu Kids Club. Babysitting available on request
Board basis: Half board, full board and All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê
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Atmosphere Kanifushi
Lhaviyani Atoll, Northern Atolls, Maldives
Surrounded by pristine white sandy beaches and a beautiful, expansive
turquoise lagoon, this 2km long island offers exceptional Maldivian style.
Each spacious villa offers direct access to the pristine white beach and
beautiful turquoise lagoon and is surrounded by tropical vegetation for
complete privacy.

At a glance

The Platinum Plus All Inclusive plan includes premium wines and spirits
and a combination of buffet, fine dining plus theme night options. Enjoy
an eclectic mix of à la carte Asian and Mediterranean cuisine at The
Sunset, whilst Just Veg offers a delicious carefully crafted menu for lunch
and dinner. Indulge in an array of exotic cocktails, premium alcohol and
a wide selection of worldwide wines at The Liquid. The Platinum Plus All
Inclusive plan also includes an array of land and water activities, ranging
from yoga to sunset fishing excursions.

Restaurants/bars: 5

Location: In Lhaviyani Atoll, north of Capital Malé
Transfer time: Approximately 30 minutes by seaplane from Malé
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 132
Water activities: 2 swimming pools, PADI licensed Dive Centre,
motorised and non-motorised watersports and snorkelling trips
Land activities: Organised activities including yoga at The Clubhouse
sports & recreation centre
Spa/Beauty Services: Akiri Spa by Mandara
Children: Kids Club. Babysitting available on request
Board basis: Platinum Plus All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê
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Coco Bodu Hithi
North Malé Atoll, Malé Atolls, Maldives
Offering a sensory kaleidoscope made up of pristine beaches, swaying
palm trees and coral reef gardens, Coco Bodu Hithi is the perfect intimate
hideaway. Spacious Beach and Water Villas are artfully designed
retreats and combine the best of traditional Maldivian architecture with
the latest in personal luxury.

At a glance
Location: On Bodu Hithi Island, in the North Malé Atolll
Transfer time: Approximately 40 minutes by speedboat from Malé
Rooms/suites: 100
Restaurants/bars: 7

A diverse range of indoor and outdoor dining experiences serve a varied
mix of food and beverages from around the world with views over the
swimming pool or ocean. Days are filled with adventure both above and
below the turquoise waters with watersports, tennis and yoga available.
Discover the benefits of treatments from Indonesia, Thailand and India at
Coco Spa while a collection of Ayurvedic inspired products enhance this
truly indulgent spa experience.

Water Activities: Swimming pool, watersports centre offering catamaran
sailing, canoeing, windsurfing, water skiing and dive centre
Land activities: Yoga pavilion, Thai Chi pavilion, over water fitness
centre, tennis, table tennis, indoor games, volleyball and snooker
Spa/Beauty Services: The Coco Spa
Board Basis: Bed & breakfast, half board, full board and All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê
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Constance Moofushi
South Ari Atoll, Central Atolls, Maldives
Set on its own secluded island, Constance Moofushi is the perfect
combination of luxury and simplicity, near to some of the world’s best
diving sites, where everything is taken care of with the All Inclusive
Cristal Package - from premium drinks and exquisite cuisine to luxurious
accommodation and innovative spa treatments.

At a glance

Lie back and watch the sunset from the private beach or sway to the
sound of the ocean in a hammock strung across the private terrace of
a Beach Villa. Enjoy snorkelling around the incredible house reef,
straight from the chic Water Villas. Delight in the live cooking experience
with tasty dishes at Manta where a beautiful wine selection completes
the experience.

Restaurants/bars: 5

Location: In South Ari Atoll
Transfer time: Approximately 25 minutes by seaplane from Malé
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 110
Water activities: Swimming pool, pedal boats, catamaran cruises,
kayaks and windsurfing
Land activities: Gymnasium, beach volleyball, aerobics and yoga
Spa/Beauty Services: U Spa by Constance
Children: Babysitting available on request, kid’s menus are available
in all restaurants
Board basis: All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê
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LUX* South Ari Atoll
South Ari Atoll, Central Atolls, Maldives
Nestled on a beautiful island full of tropical greenery, LUX* South Ari Atoll
is surrounded by a fabulous lagoon, perfect for swimming and snorkelling.
Whether suspended over water or scattered along the beach, every room,
suite and villa makes the most of its enchanting surrounds. Light, breezy and
spacious, with splashes of bright colour, each room has a sophisticated sense
of simplicity with sweeping views over the sparkling lagoon and beach.
Savour authentic island living at The Island Kitchen with tables set on the
beach under thatched roofs, guests can sink their feet into the warm sand
while tucking into fresh buffets for breakfast and dinner. Stroll along the beach
or soak-in the laid-back ambience on the wooden deck after experiencing
another amazing day on the island.
Star rating: êêêêê

LUX* North Male Atoll
North Male Atoll, Malé Atolls, Maldives
A six hectare island in the Indian Ocean sets the scene for LUX* North
Male Atoll. With 67 double-storey Penthouse Residences elevating luxury
to new heights, highlights include private pools with sky-lounge roof decks
providing jaw-dropping ocean panoramas. Created by Singapore design
house Miaja, all seven accommodation categories take indoor-outdoor
living to new heights.
Highlights include 24 hour in-villa dining, five exclusive bars and restaurants
including Inti, home to Peruvian-Japanese delicacies and the French-inspired
Beach Rouge. Plus an exclusive LUX* ME spa with five over-water treatment
rooms and PLAY kids club. As the sun sets, settle down at Cinema Paradiso for
moonlit movies or mingle with new-found friends in the private dining room at
The Barium.
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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Vakkaru Maldives
Baa Atoll, Central Atolls, Maldives
Vakkaru Maldives is nestled on a private island fringed by pearlescent
white sands and the azure lagoon waters of the Indian Ocean. The island
is located within the UNESCO Biosphere Reserve in Baa Atoll with 2,300
fully-grown coconut trees.

At a glance

Choose from an exquisite array of sumptuous beachside and over water
villas and suites where timeless elegance melds perfectly with picture
postcard panoramas. Select an Over Water Family Villa with separate
sleeping area for two children or choose a Deluxe Beach Pool Suite with
the added bonus of a private rear pool. Activities include snorkelling,
diving and expeditions with the resort’s marine biologist to the house
reef. Or simply escape to Merana Spa and indulge in a blissful couples’
massage in the overwater treatment room. Afterwards, savour delicious
South East Asian cuisine in Onu, just one of six exclusive restaurants.

Rooms/suites: 113

Location: In Baa Atoll in northern Maldives
Transfer time: Approximately 30-minutes by seaplane from Male
International Airport
Restaurants/bars: 6
Water activities: Swimming pool, snorkelling, sunset fishing, dolphin
quest, whale shark spotting, manta ray snorkelling, sea bobbing, jet
skiing, catamarans, kayaks, windsurfing, kite surfing, paddle boats,
expeditions with a marine biologist, PADI certified scuba diving
Land activities: Gymnasium, cycling, Coconut Club activities include
pool, table tennis, football tables, board games, lounge and reading area
Spa/Beauty Services: Merana Spa
Children: Parrotfish Club for children aged 3 to 12 years
Board basis: Half board and full board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Heritance Aarah
Raa Atoll, Northern Atolls, Maldives
Situated in the Raa Atoll, within a pristine lagoon surrounded by an
endless stretch of white sandy beach. Perfectly suited for couples, families
or groups of friends looking for a relaxing island hideaway, with a
selection of elegantly designed accommodation and modern comforts
to suit all needs. Beach villas boast outdoor showers and private decks,
while the exclusive Ocean suites are split level with private plunge pools.
Guests can tease their taste buds with exquisite cuisine form around the
world at Ranba. Ralu is a haven for connoisseurs of fine dining inspired
by all things French.
Catch a wave or dive beneath it, spend lazy days in the pool sipping
your favourite cocktail and let the kids enjoy lots of creative playtime
at the kids club.

At a glance
Location: In the Raa Atoll in the northern Maldives
Transfer time: Approximately 45 minutes by seaplane from Malé
Rooms/suites: 150
Restaurants/bars: 11
Water activities: Swimming pool, watersports centre, fly boarding,
water skiing, catamaran sailing, diving and snorkelling (some activities
are chargeable)
Land activities: Gym, table tennis, beach volley ball and football
Spa/Beauty Services: Iaso Medical Spa
Children: Kids Club
Board basis: Premium All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê
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Varu by Atmosphere
North Malé Atoll, Malé Atolls, Maldives
Located in the northwest edge of Malé this contemporary 5 Star resort
complements the natural surroundings by incorporating aspects of local
traditions and cultures, structural design - fused together with bursts of
chic tropical vibes.

At a glance

With 108 villas dotted around the white sandy beaches and expanding
over the turquoise lagoons onto three jetties with the over-water villas.
Each villa comes with signature Maldivian style interiors including
wooden floors and high ceilings, appointed with colours contrasting to
the exotic surroundings. The island’s reef is known to be home to mantas
and a thriving community of marine life.

Rooms/suites: 108

All guests at VARU will be on the unique Premium All Inclusive plan or the
Platinum Plus Plan; offering an array of food and beverage options, invilla services and amenities, activities and excursions and much more!

Board basis: Premium and Platinum Plus All Inclusive

Location: Malé in the North Malé Atoll
Transfer time: Approximately 40 minutes by speedboat from Malé
International Airport
Restaurants/bars: 6
Water activities: Diving centre, watersports centre and snorkelling
Land activities: Gymnasium
Spa/Beauty Services: ELENA Spa
Children: Kids Club

Star rating: êêêêê
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Anantara Dhigu Maldives Resort
South Malé Atoll, Malé Atolls, Maldives
Anantara Dhigu Maldives Resort welcomes guests to savour sublime
relaxation in an oceanic paradise. There are 110 spectacular beach villas
and over-water suites to choose from. Toast that special celebration with
wine from the in-villa cellar before cooling off in azure waters, or soak in
the standalone tub and drink in views of the ocean.

At a glance

With eight restaurants and bars to choose from plus other dining options
at their sister resort, the variety of culinary experiences on offer are
considered unparalleled in this part of the Maldives. From relaxing in the
infinity pool to adrenalin-pumping activities over water, guests are invited
to learn to surf at the surf school or take part in a selection of watersports
including water skiing and paddle boarding. End the day with a sunset
cruise sailing across the ocean in a spectacular Dhoni.

Restaurants/bars: 8

Location: On Dhigufinolhu Island, South Malé Atoll
Transfer time: Approximately 35 minutes by speedboat from Malé
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 110
Water activities: Swimming pool, diving, jet skiing, water skiing,
wakeboarding, kitesurfing, catamarans, kayaks and sunset cruises
Land activities: Fitness centre, yoga, library, billiards, board games and
video games
Spa/Beauty Services: Anantara Spa
Children: Dhoni Club. Surf lessons for kids, babysitters available on
request
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board and full board
Star rating: êêêêê
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OZEN by Atmosphere
South Malé Atoll, Malé Atolls, Maldives
The contemporary style and overall ambience of OZEN by Atmosphere
complements the natural surroundings of the island. Beach Villas are
positioned on a soft sandy beach, looking towards the horizon. Family
Villas offer separate bedroom and bathroom for children, along with
inside and outside lounge areas. Curving along the expansive lagoon,
Over Water Villas, some with pools, offer a romantic and mesmerising
experience. The Residence at OZEN is the ultimate indulgence.
The ‘Atmosphere Indulgence Plan’ offers six different dining options,
showcasing a variety of sumptuous dining experiences including The
Palms, Traditions, steak and lobster specialities at underwater restaurant
M6m, and lighter bites at Joire de Vivre.
As part of the Indulgence Plan, the island’s own PADI certified dive
school and watersports centre offers unlimited snorkelling trips, and the
opportunity to explore exhilarating and unique dive locations.

At a glance
Location: In South Malé Atoll
Transfer time: Approximately 45 minutes by speedboat from Malé
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 90
Restaurants/bars: 6
Water activities: Swimming pool, canoes, stand-up paddle boards, wind
surfing, catamarans, sunset fishing, PADI Dive School, subzen, Flyboard,
jet ski, water ski and parasailing. (Some activities are chargeable)
Land activities: Fitness centre
Spa/Beauty Services: Elena Spa
Children: Ozen Kid’s Club
Board basis: Luxury All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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Kanuhura Maldives
Lhaviyani Atoll, Northern Atolls, Maldives
Kanuhura Maldives welcomes guests to luxurious island living that
engenders a sense of bliss. This private hideaway blends elegance and
luxury with the tropical beauty of the Maldives. Tastefully furnished and
finished with discrete sophistication and modern touches, each villa is
complemented by a private wooden deck stretching to the beach or
over the lagoon.

At a glance
Location: On the east of Lhaviyani Atoll
Transfer time: Approximately 35 minutes by seaplane from Malé
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 80
Restaurants/bars: 7

A Mano, the resort’s all day dining restaurant, serves a wide variety of
dishes from around the world all presented in various island cooking
stations. Veli offers a modern interpretation of fusion cuisine from the
many rich cultures of the Maldives, in an open kitchen setting. A haven
for divers, Lhaviyahi Atoll provides endless opportunities for marine
exploration, from scuba diving excursions and PADI certification courses
to guided snorkelling trips.

Water activities: Swimming pool, wide range of watersports, big game
fishing, PADI certification courses and guided snorkelling trips
Land activities: Tennis courts, table tennis and billiards
Spa/Beauty Services: Kokaa Spa
Children: The K Club for children aged 4 -11 years
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board, full board and All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê
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Six Senses Laamu
Laamu Atoll, Central Atolls, Maldives
Six Senses Laamu, an eco-friendly yet luxurious resort is surrounded by
powder white sand, lush tropical vegetation and crystal clear waters.
Facing the lagoon, stylish Beach Villas offer absolute privacy just steps
from the beach and the sparkling lagoon. Lagoon Water Villas and
Ocean Water Villas are over water havens offering direct access to
the sea, an overwater netting hammock and stunning views of the
Indian Ocean.
Sea breezes drift among the rustic woods under high palm-thatched
roofs at the island’s bars and restaurants, most set over water. Snorkel in
Laamu’s coral rich house reef or surf on Ying Yang – the Maldives’ most
famous surfing wave, which breaks just offshore and is a surfers dream.

At a glance
Location: On Olhuveli Island in the Laamu Atoll
Transfer time: Approximately 35 minutes by domestic flight from Malé
International Airport followed by a 15 minute speedboat transfer
Rooms/suites: 96
Restaurants/bars: 6
Water activities: Windsurfing, kayaking and paddle boarding, water
skiing and catamaran sailing
Land activities: Cinema under the stars, Yoga, fitness centre, library with
internet access
Spa/Beauty Services: Six Senses Spa
Children: The Den Children’s Club
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board and full board
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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Finolhu
Baa Atoll, Northern Atolls, Maldives
Nestled within the stunning UNESCO world biosphere of Baa Atoll, lies
Finolhu, a vibrant yet luxurious resort punctuated with an intriguing retro twist.
Choose from a range of luxuriously-appointed Over Water Villas decorated
with a luxury attitude. This family-friendly resort plays host to an inspired list
of sporting activities plus there is The Oceaneer’s Kid’s Club and crèche for
the little ones, while teenagers have their very own gaming room. Night-time
entertainment takes place poolside at the Beach Club providing the beats.
With a total of eight bars and restaurants to choose from, guests are treated to
a daily gourmet feast with international flavours served with Maldivian flare.
Savour a sugar-sweet palette of pastel hues and pretty chandeliers at
The Cove Club Spa while The Man Cave Barber offers daily pampering
sessions for men.
Star rating: êêêêê

Emerald Maldives
Resort & Spa
Raa Atoll, Central Atolls, Maldives
A proud member of The Leading Hotels of the World. Surrounded by 1.5
km of white sandy beach on a private island, bosting 120 luxurious Villas.
The eco-friendly, Private Beach Villas and Over Water Bungalows combine
contemporary creature comforts with warm tropical flourishes.
This Platinum All Inclusive resort includes premium wines and spirits and
a combination of buffet, fine dining and theme night options. Enjoy Asian
inspired cuisine at Le Asiatique, while the main Aqua Restaurant is set directly
on the beach facing the ocean, serving Mediterranean favourites. Amazònico
Restaurant offers a Latin American twist for dinner, and the Beach Club Grill
Restaurant set facing the lagoon is the ideal location to enjoy grilled fresh
seafood, pizza and pasta.
With a watersports and fitness centre, tennis courts, paddle courts and
football field plus kids club, The Emerald Maldives Resort is ideal for couples
and families alike.
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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Baros Maldives
North Malé Atoll, Malé Atolls, Maldives
The essence of the Maldives is defined at Baros Maldives, a small coral island
surrounded by white sands and a thriving house reef, set in a shimmering blue
lagoon. Beautifully designed Beachside and Water Villas blend in perfectly
with the natural environment and are finished with contemporary furnishings.
Each villa boasts a private veranda or sun deck, sun loungers and direct
access to the beautiful lagoon or the beach from the veranda or by wooden
steps from the sun deck.
Set in an over-water pavilion, The Lighthouse Restaurant serves a delicious a
la carte menu complemented by fine wines from the restaurants wine cellar. A
gateway to 30 superlative dive sites, there are diving experiences available
for all levels of expertise.
Star rating: êêêêê

Milaidhoo
Baa Atoll, Northern Atolls, Maldives
A tiny, tropical island, fringed with soft white sands, Milaidhoo is hidden in a
beautiful UNESCO biosphere reserve offering high service levels along with
a ‘barefoot luxury’ ethos. The island is a celebration of all things Maldivian
and takes inspiration from the archipelago’s traditions and cultures, featuring
the world’s first Maldivian fine dining restaurant, set on traditional houseboats, locally known as ba’theli.
Spacious and filled with light, each villa opens up to allow the natural beauty
of the Maldives inside. Both the beach and water villas offer a large pool,
a hanging swing, an outside day bed and incredible ocean views. Snorkel
through the vibrant house reef alongside turtles and colourful tropical fish,
swim with whale shark and manta ray, or take a traditional sailing boat to
explore coral reefs and deserted islands.
Star rating: êêêêê
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Niyama Private Island
Dhaalu Atoll, Central Atolls, Maldives
Niyama Private Island is a contemporary resort offering more than
a romantic escape, balancing tranquility with discovery, stimulation
and fun. Twin islands, Play and Chill, offer fun and active pursuits for
adventurous guests and peaceful moments for those who like a slower
pace. Beach Villas with private deck and Dhoni shaped swing offer direct
beach access and beautiful sunrise views, while Water Villas feature stairs
directly into the lagoon from the sun deck, a glistening private pool and
outdoor Jacuzzi.
Set half a kilometre into the ocean, the exclusive Edge restaurant serves
delicate flavours of the Indian Ocean in a fine dining experience, while
under the water, Subsix offers Champagne breakfasts, subaquatic
lunches, gourmet dinners and DJ nights along with the theatre of the reef.

At a glance
Location: In the South Western Atoll of Dhaalu
Transfer time: Approximately 40 minutes by seaplane from Malé
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 134
Restaurants/bars: 9 including Subsix - the world’s first underwater Music
Lounge with international DJs
Water activities: Swimming pool, PADI dive courses, traditional sailing
Dhonis and numerous water sports including surfing directly from the beach
Land Activities: Fitness classes, yoga, bocce ball, golf simulator,
table tennis and pool
Spa/Beauty Services: Drift Spa
Children: Explorers Kids Club, Babysitting available on request
Board Basis: Bed & breakfast, half board and full board
Star rating: êêêêê
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The Residence Maldives at Falhumaafushi
Gaafu Alifu Atoll, Southern Atolls, Maldives
Indulge in island living at The Residence at Falhumaafushi, where nature’s
unparalleled beauty creates a mesmerising backdrop for sublime
relaxation. Inspired by the island’s lavish beauty, expressed in thatched
roofs, natural materials and lush fabrics, Beach and Water Villas are
classic yet modern in style, balancing a sense of intimacy with 360
degree views.

At a glance

Spectacularly located at the end of a 230m jetty, The Falhumaa features
an exquisite selection fresh seafood and grilled meats, complemented
by fine wines from around the world. The Residence offers guests access
to some of the best, and most remote, diving locations in the world. The
resort’s Dive Centre provides a variety of classes and excursions for
novices and experienced divers.

Restaurants/bars: 5

Location: Located on Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Transfer time: Approximately scenic 55 minutes by domestic plane ride
from Malé International Airport, and a short 7 minute speedboat transfer
to the resort
Rooms/suites: 94
Water activities: Catamaran, windsurfing, kayaking, fishing, water
skiing, sunset cruise, knee boarding and jet skiing. PADI 5-Star Dive Centre
Land activities: Fitness centre, yoga, cooking classes, book, CD and
DVD library and Internet corner, complimentary 2 bicycles per villa,
billiard table
Spa/Beauty Services: The Spa by Clarins

Indulge further at Falhumaafushi’s sister resort on neighbouring Dhigurah
Island just a stroll away.

Children: Kids Club for children aged 3-12 years
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board, full board and All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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The Residence Maldives at Dhigurah
Gaafu Alifu Atoll, Southern Atolls, Maldives
Guests can discover their own private little hideaway and be immersed
in this palm-fringed paradise cocooned by a lush oasis of nature and
turquoise lagoons. Lavish in space and complete privacy, enhanced by
spectacular sparkling sea views, in one of the 173 deluxe villas all with
private pools. Luxuriously furnished, finished in a range of rich earthy
tones – a perfect blend of modern and traditional design that celebrates
the Maldivian culture.

At a glance

Savour a world of flavours from international favourites at The Dining
Room, the taste of Mediterranean at Café Del Sol and exotic local
specialties and classic Cantonese cuisine at Li Bai. Admire the stunning
sunset accompanied by Champagne or cocktails at Long Island Bar or
The Beach Club. Enjoy snorkelling and diving from pristine beaches, into
crystal clear lagoons with stunning coral reefs.

Water activities: Infinity pool, water sports centre, PADI 5-Star Dive
Centre

Location: Located on Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Transfer time: Approximately scenic 55 minutes by domestic plane
ride from Malé International Airport plus a 5 minute speedboat transfers
to the resort
Rooms/suites: 173
Restaurants/bars: 5

Land activities: Fitness centre, reading lounge and bicycles to ride
around the resort
Spa/Beauty Services: The Spa by Clarins
Children: Turtle Kids Club for children aged 3-12 years
Board basis: Full board and All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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Amilla Fushi Resort
Baa Atoll, Northern Atolls, Maldives
Crystalline waters embrace dazzling white beaches at this UNESCO-listed
World Biosphere Reserve. The boho-chic white cubist villas perched on stilts
have refreshed the idea of a typical Maldivian escape. Guests may choose
over-water villas on stilts, serene private residences accommodating up to
six guests or treehouses featuring one or two bedrooms.
At The Bazaar dining area, there is an exciting array of dining destinations
to choose from, overlooking the sparkling infinity pool. Savour delicious
Japanese delicacies at Feeling Koi or take the family out for pizza at Joe’s
Pizza. In the evening, head over to 1 OAK Lounge and prepare for a night
of partying.
5 Star highlights include a private marina, Javuu Spa and a celebrity
hairdressing salon plus there is a kid-friendly concept where kids are
entertained in their own mini-village, leaving the adults to enjoy an array
of watersports and land activities.
Star rating: êêêêê

One&Only Reethi Rah
North Malé Atoll, Malé Atolls, Maldives
Set on one of the largest private islands in North Malé Atoll, this superb
all-villa resort offers an unrivalled level of style, truly unique experiences and
endless discoveries. Secluded by lush tropical greenery, Beach Villas provide
stunning views of the turquoise ocean, access to private beach, versatile
outdoor living space, and outdoor shower. Water Villas situated above the
crystalline waters of the lagoon are connected by walkways from secluded
points on the island.
Choose from seven mesmerising culinary experiences. Reethi Restaurant
fuses Asian and Mediterranean flavours into an eclectic menu of light,
contemporary flair. The stylish and contemporary Tapasake provides modern
Japanese cuisine with a sophisticated twist. The resort provides tailored,
action-packed programmes ensuring each and every guest is engaged
and exhilarated. The resort also offers the finest wellness, beauty and fitness
experiences in the most relaxed setting imaginable.
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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The Nautilus
Baa Atoll, Northern Atolls, Maldives
Set within the UNESCO World Biosphere Reserve, The Nautilus offers
26 Private Beach and Over Water Houses and Residences. Each offers
a spacious master bedroom, separate living room, wide sundeck and
private pool. Only a few steps away from azure seas. These bohemian,
suite-style sanctuaries are complimented by private butler service.

At a glance

With no set meal times and no agenda, the island offers true flexibility to
its guests, providing as much, or as little as they desire. Come as you are,
anywhere, anytime. The Nautilus’ three restaurants and two bars craft
bespoke culinary journeys, where guests can choose from the menu or
ask chef to cook anything else they wish to eat.

Restaurants/bars: 5

Surrounded by serene and sparkling seas and an excellent house reef,
this resort is a natural haven of wellness, join a complimentary wellness
class or enjoy unlimited daily yoga and meditation classes.

Location: In the Baa Atoll in the northern Maldives
Transfer time: Approximately 30 minutes by seaplane from Malé
International Airport
Houses/Residences: 26
Water activities: Swimming pool, PADI dive centre, non-motorised
watersports, fishing expeditions, and snorkelling (some activities
are chargeable)
Land activities: Library, gym, yoga and meditation classes
Spa/Beauty Services: Solasta Spa
Children: Kids Club and play area
Board basis: Bed & breakfast
Star rating: êêêêê
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Fairmont Maldives Sirru Fen Fushi
Shaviyani Atoll, Northern Atolls, Maldives
A luxurious all-villa resort with signature Fairmont amenities awaits guests
on the Shaviyani Atoll – a Maldivian paradise known as the ‘secret water
island’ in the middle of the Indian Ocean.

At a glance

Revel in a luxury chic villa with private pool, a personal Villa Host,
wine fridge and Fairmont bathrobes and slippers. Dining is a culinary
adventure with three restaurants and bars to choose from. Make
reservations at Kata, the resort’s striking Japanese restaurant with rooftop
lounge or venture into Raha Market and savour traditional Maldivian
dishes and Asian cuisine. Guests can spend an idyllic afternoon in the
resort’s 200 metre long pool or check into the Willow Stream Spa with
50 metre adult serenity pool, while the children are kept entertained in
their very own kids club.

Rooms/suites: 120

Location: On island of Sirru Fen Fushi in the Indian Ocean
Transfer time: Approximately a 55 minute seaplane ride from Male
Restaurants/bars: 4
Water activities: 2 swimming pools, private villa swimming pools,
snorkelling in house reef, watersports, PADI dive centre and private yacht
and marine biologist
Land activities: Fitness Centre, walking tours, jungle cinema, table tennis,
yoga, cycling, tennis, football and volleyball
Spa/Beauty Services: Willow Stream Spa
Children: Kids Club, play garden, kid’s pool, babysitting
Board basis: Half board
Star rating: êêêêê
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JA Manafaru
Haa Alifu Atoll, Northern Atolls, Maldives
Amidst dazzling turquoise waters, JA Manafaru offers 35 acres of
flawless white sands and deep emerald foliage in a stunning natural
setting. Surrounded by tropical greenery, sheltered Beach Bungalows
lead to a sundeck where a private pool, daybed and sun loungers
beckon. Sunrise and Sunset Water Villas with vistas across the Indian
Ocean, boast an extensive private deck with infinity plunge pool.

At a glance
Location: Manafaru Island, Haa Alifu Atoll
Transfer time: Approximately 75 minutes by seaplane from Malé
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 84
Restaurants/bars: 7

Set over the ocean, serving Japanese, Chinese and Thai specialities, with
a teppanyaki table, White Orchid offers an authentic Asian fusion cuisine
experience, while the beachfront Ocean Grill serves local seafood and
delectable meats. Calm Spa, nestled amongst the mangroves offers a
haven of relaxation, where guests can experience a blissful journey to
revitalise, rejuvenate or simply retreat.

Water activities: 3 swimming pools, PADI Dive Centre, windsurfing,
kayaking, stand-up paddling, catamaran sailing, jet-skiing,
wakeboarding and water skiing
Land activities: Tennis, table tennis, fitness centre, personal training.
ChillZone offering simulators, XBox, board games and a library
Spa/Beauty Services: Calm Spa
Children: CoolZone Kids Club for children aged 3 to 12 years.
Babysitting available on request
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board and All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê
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Conrad Maldives
Rangali Island
South Ari Atoll, Central Atolls, Maldives
Conrad Maldives Rangali Island is an idyllic island paradise, with lush
tropical greenery and unparalleled views the Indian Ocean. Conrad
Maldives Rangali Island celebrates the Maldives as it was meant to be –
pristine, peaceful and extraordinary. The resort combines awe-inspiring
surroundings and intuitive service that connects guests with the charm of
the Maldives.
Applauded for its pioneering achievements, Rangali Island was the first resort
to offer undersea dining at its restaurant Ithaa. Its wine and cheese bar was
a Maldivian first, and it complements the other ten restaurants and bars. Two
spas, including one over the sea with glass-floored treatment rooms, offer
relaxation and rejuvenation.
Conrad Maldives Rangali Island displays extraordinary moments designed
to envelop guests in the natural and cultural fabric of the Maldives, including
exploring the local way of life, to navigating aquatic gardens, swimming with
whale sharks and undersea dining.
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe

Constance Halaveli
North Ari Atoll, Northern Atolls, Maldives
A member of the Leading Hotels of the World this luxurious hideaway set in a
peaceful setting, Constance Halaveli offers a haven of peaceful relaxation. A
sanctuary for intimacy and tranquility, each spacious Water Villa floats above
the sparkling lagoon with its own private pool, while children can run free in
the gated garden or splash in the plunge pool in the Family Beach Villas.
The serene Jing Restaurant and Bar serves the perfect fusion of Asian and
European cuisine with a beautiful ocean backdrop. Discover the stunning
beauty of North Ari Atoll in the vast range of dive sites nearby, or explore
the lagoon with complimentary snorkelling equipment. Resting on stilts
overlooking the ocean, U Spa by Constance invites guests to enter a world
of serenity.
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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Joali, Maldives
Raa Atoll, Northern Atolls, Maldives
Step ashore the palm-studded pearlescent sands of Muravandhoo Island
and be welcomed to Joali, an exquisite all villa resort in the Maldives.
Select from an inspired selection of decadent Over Water Villas with
private pools or choose to reside in a perfectly-positioned Beach Villa
with pool, complete with a spa-inspired bathroom, deep soaking tub and
ocean and garden views. 5 Star highlights include a butler and valet
service. Once unpacked, step into Joali Spa by Espa and choose from an
array of modern-day treatments influenced by the nature and beauty of
the Maldives.

At a glance

Dining is an art-form at Joali with six gourmet restaurants and bars to
choose from, guests are invited on a culinary journey taking them from
the Far East to the Mediterranean. Make reservations at The Saoke
Restaurant and savour delicious Japanese-Nikkei fusion cuisine.

Spa/Beauty Services: Joali Spa by Espa

Location: On Muravandhoo Island in the Raa Atoll
Transfer time: Approximately 35 minute flight from Malé International
Airport followed by a one hour speedboat ride
Rooms/suites: 73
Restaurants/bars: 4
Water activities: Snorkelling, diving, dhoni cruises
Land activities: Flood-lit tennis courts, state-of-the-art fitness centre, art
studio and art gallery
Children: ‘Kids of Joali’ kids Club
Board basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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The Seychelles
Imagine paradise and thoughts instantly turn
to the Seychelles – one of the world’s greatest
natural treasures.
This archipelago of 115 stunningly beautiful islands, offers dazzling
white beaches framed by granite boulders, shimmering turquoise
lagoons, swaying emerald coconut palms, warm tropical breezes
and colourful underwater life.
Each of the islands are unique and exhibit an individual charm,
personality and atmosphere of their own. Island-hopping is the best
way to explore whether by day trips or splitting their stay between
the inner granite island or exotic island hideaway resorts.
Whether choosing to unwind on one of the larger islands (Mahé
and Praslin) or getting away from it all on a remote island,
experiencing more than one is a must do in this exotic destination.

Inner Islands
Despite being the second largest island in the Seychelles, Praslin
has a fraction of the population making it quieter and more rustic
than Mahé. Best known for its beaches, the island often features
on world’s best beaches lists, although there’s also an 18-hole
Championship golf course and fascinating flora and birdlife also
waiting to be discovered. Within a stone’s throw of Praslin is the
postcard perfect La Digue, which is the smallest of the three main
inhabited islands. With turquoise waters, diamond white beaches
and a relaxed island vibe (thanks to its lack of surfaced roads
and motorised transport), makes it the perfect Robinson Crusoe
experience. Some choose to visit as a day trip, but always leave
wanting more to discover.

Mahé

Outer Islands
Less visited than their granitic cousins, the pristine miniature worlds
of the Seychelles’ outer islands offers untouched habitats for many
species of wildlife and unparalleled opportunities for sailing, fishing
and diving in places where few have gone before.
The most northerly island in the Seychelles, Bird Island, is a
fascinating slice of paradise that is home to populations of tropical
birds and an extraordinarily rich marine life, including Hawksbill
and Green turtles, dolphins and even the occasional whale –
perfect for nature lovers.

When to Travel
The Seychelles boasts a tropical climate making it a good place to
visit at any time of the year. From November to March north west
trade winds bring much of the island’s to life and is an ideal time
for fishers to stay, while the south east trade winds which blow from
May to September bring cooler and windier conditions, perfect
for sailing, surfing and hiking. The periods of calm between these
months normally produce warm weather, calm seas and superb
conditions for swimming, snorkelling and diving.

Destination Data
Location: In the Indian Ocean, north east of Madagascar
Flying time: Approximately 14 hours from the UK and Ireland
Currency: Seychelles Rupee (SR)

OUTER ISLANDS

INNER ISLANDS

Denis Private Island

Mahé, home to the capital city of Victoria, is the largest and most
developed island in the Seychelles and boasts over 60 beautiful
beaches and coves. However, there’s more to Mahé than just
stunning beaches. There are plenty of waterfalls, jungle mountain
walks and stunning viewpoints waiting to be discovered and a
whole host of activities to be enjoyed, from rock climbing to sea
kayaking and scuba diving. The surrounding Sainte Anne Island,
Round Island and Silhouette Island all offer private island
getaways within a short ferry ride of Mahé.

Félicité

Praslin

La Digue

SEYCHELLES
MAHÉ AND
SURROUNDS

Mahé
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Le Domaine de L’Orangeraie
Resort & Spa
La Digue Island, Inner Islands, Seychelles
Discover the elegance and exoticism of island living at Le Domaine de
L’Orangeraie. This haven of peace and serenity harbours a cosy and private
getaway in a tropical setting. Local architecture and the warmth of wood, in a
pure zen style, combine harmoniously to create the perfect ‘home away from
home’. This serene resort has 63 villas located just a few steps away from the
world famous Anse Severe beach.
Meticulously selected local flavours will indulge every palate in the resort’s
restaurants and bars. The all-day dining area is home to two restaurants that
offer Mediterranean and Creole dishes. Head to Le Combava on the roof
terrace for à la carte dining with an emphasis on seafood.
Guests can explore the surroundings of La Digue, with tailor-made
excursions, including boat trips, snorkelling, hiking and biking, the perfect
way to discover the island’s pristine coastline and the seemingly endless
necklace of perfect beaches.
Star rating: êêêê Superior

Le Domaine de La Réserve
Praslin, Inner Islands, Seychelles
Boasting a wonderful setting at the beautiful Anse Petite Cour on Praslin
Island. The dazzling white sand beach is framed by granite boulders with
stunning views of Curieuse Island in the distance. This 200 acre estate consists
of beautifully landscaped gardens, man-made streams and 40 colonial style
villas all featuring Creole style décor, wood furnishings, modern amenities
and private balconies with ocean views.
The dining highlight at Le Domaine de la Réserve is L’Orbizan Restaurant,
located over the Anse Petite Cour Reef. Guests can watch the lights of
anchored yachts in the bay and the natural aquarium of jostling fish below
as the chef creates delectable dishes rich in spices in an open kitchen.
Enjoy snorkelling and kayaking in the secluded bay or explore some of the
many nature trails on Praslin. The resort boasts one of the largest swimming
pools in the Seychelles and beautiful coral reef just steps from the beach.
Star rating: êêêê
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Coco De Mer Hotel
& Black Parrot Suites
Praslin, Inner Islands, Seychelles
Coco De Mer Hotel is named after the unique palm tree which is found
in abundance in the surrounding tropical forests. The Junior Suite wing,
Black Parrot Suites, perches on an impressive granite rock outcrop, offering
magnificent ocean views. Spacious, modern and comfortable rooms overlook
the ocean. Superior Rooms have wooden terraces allowing a sense of space
and privacy.
The Mango Terrace Bar and Restaurant offers casual poolside dining and
delicious à la carte menus. Enjoy two magnificent swimming pools at Coco
De Mer including the Over Ocean natural salt water infinity pool that
cascades back into the sea, and the exclusive Black Parrot Suites pool
which offers a 270 degree view of the ocean. The complimentary shuttle bus
to Anse Lazio and the hotel’s bicycles allow guests to explore the beaches
along the coastline.
Star rating: êêêê

Paradise Sun
Praslin, Inner Islands, Seychelles
Set on Cote D’Or Beach, on the island of Praslin. Paradise Sun is a small
boutique resort with just 26 French-Creole inspired bungalows. All have their
own private wide wooden deck and double sliding doors that open out onto
wide panoramas of the gardens or the beach. Every room is just seconds from
soft white sand and the warm turquoise Ocean.
Enjoy à la carte lunch and snacks along with a buffet dinner with a theme
that changes nightly at St. Pierre Beach Restaurant. Daily complimentary
afternoon tea is served by the pool, perfect time to enjoy some shade.
Guests can meander through the tropical gardens, explore above and below
the ocean with diving and watersports available. For Kids looking for some
adventure they should head to the Clubhouse offering a selection of weekly
fun activities. While parents can relax and unwind at Paradise Sun Spa.
Star rating: êêêê
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Hilton Seychelles Labriz
Resort & Spa
Silhouette Island, Seychelles
Nestled amongst the rainforest of Silhouette Island, known as the third largest
island in the Seychelles, Hilton Seychelles Labriz Resort & Spa enjoys access
to a pristine white sand beach overlooking the Indian Ocean.
The resort is comprised of 111 rustic chic villas with luxuriously appointed
interiors and the option of a private pool when booking the King Sanctuary
Pool Villa. On site amenities include an enticing array of 8 exclusive bars
and restaurants, plus the option of in-villa and beachside dining, Eforea spa,
and a wealth of watersports and land activities to enjoy. Go hiking in the
rainforest eclipsing the protected environs of the Marine National Park or take
part in Creole Cooking classes while the kids are entertained in their very
own Jungle Fun Kids Club.
Star rating: êêêê

Hilton Seychelles Northolme
Resort & Spa
Glacis, Seychelles
At Hilton Seychelles Northolme Resort & Spa, select from an exquisite
array of chic hillside accommodation with panoramic oceanfront views
or choose a Grand Ocean View Pool Villa overlooking the breathaking
Beau Vallon Bay. All villas feature plush contemporary décor enhanced with
comfortable furnishings, original artwork and private terraces overlooking
the Indian Ocean.
Highlights include butler service, a gift shop, local area transportation and
a sumptuous spa. For those seeking to maintain fitness levels there is a stateof-the-art fitness centre. Make reservations at Les Cocotiers Restaurant and
enjoy Creole inspired cuisine or attend the popular Asian and Italian themed
nights or the Hilltop Seafood Experience featuring freshly caught seafood
prepared at live food cooking stations. Afterwards, unwind in the Ocean
view Bar and Restaurant with a carefully crafted cocktail.
Star rating: êêêê
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Kempinski Seychelles Resort Baie Lazare
Mahé, Seychelles
Located on the south end of Mahé, Kempinski Seychelles Resort Baie
Lazare is an indulgent retreat offering a huge variety of facilities and
activities. Ideally situated for nature lovers, Hill View Rooms offer the
sights and sounds of the natural environment. Sea View Rooms take
advantage of one of the island’s most spectacular natural assets,
the beautiful blue waters of the Indian Ocean, with luxurious yet
contemporary décor and private balconies.

At a glance

Indulge in a unique gastronomic experience at L’Indochine, with its
exquisite fusion of flavours in a stylish, understated setting, before
enjoying sundowners at Windsong Beach Restaurant. Although diving
remains the best way to explore the underwater world, snorkelling and
kayaking are great alternatives. Relax by the pool with light refreshments
or simply unwind and go at the island’s slow pace.

Land activities: Fitness centre, DVD and library, hiking, yoga, Pilates,
giant tortoise enclosure, tennis courts

Location: On the south coast of Mahé directly on the famous Baie Lazare
Transfer time: Approximately 30 minutes by car from Mahé Airport
Rooms/suites: 148
Restaurants/bars: 4
Water activities: Swimming pool, snorkelling, kayaking, surfing, PADI
Dive Centre. Some activities may be chargeable

Spa/Beauty Services: Kempinski The Spa
Children: Kids club. Babysitting available on request
Board Basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Carana Beach
Northeast Point, Seychelles
Inspired by the sea, the collection of rustic chic chalets at Carana Beach
exudes a quintessential charm all of its own while melding oceanic hues
with the verdant landscape. Choose from 28 Ocean View Chalets with
private terraces or select one of 12 Ocean View Pool Chalets with private
plunge pools, mesmerising sea views and additional deck space on the
terrace, all just a few steps from the beach.

At a glance
Location: In Glacis, north of Mahé
Transfer time: Approximately 25 minutes by car from Seychelles
International Airport
Chalets: 40
Restaurants/bars: 2

Relax in the year round outdoor pool overlooking the ocean or go for
a romantic stroll along the white sandy beach, followed by a couples’
massage in The Sens Spa. In the evening, sip on carefully crafted
sundowner cocktails in the bar followed by a delicious meal in the
restaurant, Lorizon, where the extensive Creole-inspired menu features
freshly caught seafood and organic foods straight from the farm.

Water activities: Swimming pool, snorkelling, catamaran cruises, diving
and fishing. Some activities may be chargeable
Land activities: Hiking, walking
Spa/Beauty Services: The Sens Spa
Board Basis: Bed & breakfast and half board
Star rating: êêêê
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Denis Private Island
Outer Islands, Seychelles
An enchanted Seychellois coral isle, Denis Private Island is the perfect
tropical cocoon where guests can enjoy the barefoot luxury of
authentic island living. Nestling in lush surrounds, well-appointed
and generously proportioned cottages and villas are designed to
offer unpretentious comfort.

At a glance

Whether it’s breakfast in bed or a romantic candle-lit dinner on the
beach, an intimate in-villa dining experience or dinner in the terrace
dining room, the refined cuisine is nothing short of tantalising. Wander
through the forest, echoing the calls of land and sea birds and discover
the island’s flora. Jog or canoe around the island or plunge into the
lagoon for fantastic snorkelling and diving. Expert therapists deliver a
selection of pampering treatments inspired by Seychellois, Indian and
Swedish techniques.

Restaurants/bars: 2

Location: On the northwest tip of Denis Island
Transfer time: Approximately 30 minutes by plane from Seychelles
International Airport
Cottages/villas: 25
Water activities: Complimentary non-motorised watersports
Land activities: Nature walks and trails, library
Spa/Beauty Services: A selection of therapies is available
Children: Children’s activities, babysitting and early dinners upon request
Board Basis: Full board
Star rating: êêêê
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Constance Ephelia
Mahé, Seychelles
Situated by two of the most beautiful beaches on the island of Mahé,
overlooking the Marine National Park of Port Launay, Constance Ephelia
enjoys a unique location set within almost 300 acres of luxuriant national
park. All suites and villas are spaciously designed and stylishly decorated
and offer breathtaking views of either the luxuriant gardens or partial
views of the Indian Ocean.
Cyann restaurant offers a beautiful view over Port Launay Marine Park
offering a range of signature dishes that combine the precision of French
culinary techniques with local and Asian influences. The Seychelles has
excellent weather for outdoor activities and Constance Ephelia offers
tennis, squash, bike hire, pedal boating, windsurfing, kayaking and ziplining through the forest canopy.

At a glance
Location: In Port Launay, on the island of Mahé
Transfer time: Approximately 40 minutes by car from Mahé Airport
Rooms/suites: 267
Restaurants/bars: 10
Water activities: 5 swimming pools, Jacuzzi, pedal boats, catamaran,
windsurfing, fishing, PADI diving and kayaks (some activities chargeable)
Land activities: Yoga, gym, tennis, squash courts, climbing wall,
bicycles, guided walking trails and zip-line through the forest (some
activities chargeable)
Spa/Beauty Services: U Spa by Constance
Children: Constance Kids Club available for 4-11 years. Babysitting
available on request
Board Basis: Bed & breakfast, half board and full board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Constance Lemuria
Praslin, Inner Islands, Seychelles
A member of the Leading Hotels of the World, Constance Lemuria is
surrounded by three exquisite beaches with the famous giant granite boulders
well-known in the Seychelles. Nestled among the beautiful gardens, suites lie
scattered along two pristine beaches, just 15 metres from the shore. Designed
in a minimalist, yet luxurious, style, Junior Suites boast large bathrooms and
a private dining space, while Senior Suites also feature a separate lounge
and whirlpool bath in the master bathroom. Eight sumptuous villas offer guests
a private pool and villa master service.
Sample fresh seafood cooked in traditional Creole style at The Nest before
ending the night at Huna Bar for sophisticated cocktails. Discover vibrant
marine life around the exquisite granite reefs and local wreck sites off
Constance Lemuria, play a game at the resort’s 18-hole Championship golf
course or enjoy U Spa by Constance, an oasis of tranquility and peace.
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe

Banyan Tree Seychelles
Mahé, Seychelles
With spectacular views of the Indian Ocean and native Takamaka trees,
Banyan tree Seychelles boasts a beautiful location. Exquisite, Creole-style
villas offer a bird’s eye view of the shimmering ocean or verdant hills.
Surrounded by lush palm fronds and the canopy of sheltering rain forest,
the Ocean View Pool Villa offers privacy within a charming setting.
The Beachfront Pool Villa is seconds away from the beach, whilst the
Intendance Bay View Pool Villa offer sunken baths, jet pools and an
expansive outdoor space.
Indulge in contemporary Thai and Southeast Asian cuisine at the signature
Saffron restaurant, or take in Mediterranean cuisine alongside charming sea
views at Au Jardin d’Epices.
Go off the beaten track with island hopping tours of stunning UNESCO
World Heritage sites like the Vallée de Mai, believed to be the legendary
Garden of Eden. Recharge mind, body and soul at the Banyan Tree Spa,
a sanctuary for the senses.
Star rating: êêêêê Deluxe
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MAIA Luxury Resort & Spa
Mahé, Seychelles
MAIA is an all villa, All Inclusive luxury resort enjoying an idyllic hillside
setting along the pristine white sand beach of Anse Louis. Designed as
a sanctuary, it offers the ultimate seclusion offering complete solitude
and privacy. With 30 villas with dedicated butler, each with their own
pool, situated along the beachfront or on the hillside, offering stunning
sea views which can be enjoyed from the oversized daybed in the
outdoor gazebo.
Savour gourmet meals at Tec-Tec Restaurant specialising in
Mediterranean cuisine with an Asian-Creole accent, enjoy signature
cocktails and snacks at the Sunset Pool Bar. The facilities at MAIA Luxury
Resort & Spa include a beautiful swimming pool and fitness centre. The
boutique MAIA Spa offers a haven for pure relaxation, meditation and
pampering, complimented by bespoke treatments by Omorovicza. MAIA
will go beyond “Whatever, Wherever, Whenever”.
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At a glance
Location: In Anse Louise, on the island of Mahé
Transfer time: Approximately 30 minutes by car from Seychelles
International Airport
Villas: 30
Restaurants/bars: 2
Water activities: Swimming pool, stand up paddle boarding,
snorkelling, fishing, PADI diving, surfing and canoeing
Land activities: Yoga, fitness centre and guided walking trails
Spa/Beauty Services: MAIA Spa
Children: VIK (Very Important Kids). Babysitting available on request
Board basis: All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê

Six Senses Zil Pasyon
Félicité, Seychelles
Six Senses Zil Pasyon is located on Félicité, a private island where
massive granite rocks and white sand beaches create an air of drama
and beauty. This all pool villa resort has been created with the renowned
Six Senses flair and embraces nature while offering every creature
comfort. Villas offer an uncompromising level of comfort and style with
locally inspired décor, advanced technology, private pools and beautiful
views of tropical vegetation or the Indian Ocean. Six Senses Zil Pasyon
also features multi-bedroom residences which are ideal for families
and groups.
Dining options offer relaxed sophistication and memorable experiences.
Menus at Island Café are a melting pot of European, Asian and
African fare whilst Ocean Kitchen offers freshly caught produce from
the surrounding waters. Trouloulou’s Club provides a fun sanctuary for
youngsters delighting them with creative and exciting activities.

At a glance
Location: Located on Félicité Private Island
Transfer time: Approximately 20 minutes by helicopter from Mahé
or a short boat trip from La Digue or Praslin islands
Private Pool Villas/Multi-bedroom Residences: 33
Restaurants/bars: 4
Water activities: Swimming pool, kayaking, paddle boarding,
fishing, diving. Some activities may be chargeable
Land activities: Nature trails, petanque, cinema under the stars,
cycling, yoga
Spa/Beauty Services: Six Senses Spa Zil Pasyon
Children: Trouloulou’s Club
Board basis: Bed & breakfast, half board, full board and All Inclusive
Star rating: êêêêê
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Alphonse Island
Outer Islands, Seychelles
The Alphonse group of Islands is considered one of the most pristine,
untouched Eden’s of the world, making it a nature lover’s paradise. The
magnificent island threesome comprising of Alphonse, St Francois and
Bijoutier that lies in the very heart of the Indian Ocean as part of the
Seychelles outer islands.

At a glance

Alphonse Island is an exclusive lodge comprising of 29 Beach
Bungalows, Beach Suites and two Four Bedroom Villas complete with
private plunge pools, built alongside the water’s edge offering all the
comforts of home. Beautiful white beaches line the edges of the dense
natural forest, interspersed with the remnants of old commercial coconut
groves. Here guests will find ambling tortoises, scurrying crabs and an
interesting array of bird species.

Restaurants/bars: 3

Location: 400 km Southwest of Mahé directly on Alphonse Island
Transfer time: Approximately 1 hour flight from Seychelles
International Airport
Rooms/suites: 29
Water activities: Swimming pool, fly fishing, game fishing, PADI five
star scuba diving centre with bubble maker, snorkelling, unique marine
and land-based conservation activities, sunset cruises and non-motorised
water sports (SUP & Kayak)
Land activities: Guided nature walks, tortoise sanctuary, bicycles,
snooker, table tennis and floodlit tennis court
Spa/Beauty Services: Azure Spa

For the even more adventurous, guests may choose to continue their
adventure on either Astove or Cosmoledo Atolls where the ultimate in
remote island and marine exploration, can be discovered.
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Board Basis: Full board
Star rating: êêêêê

North Island
Inner Islands, Seychelles
Picture a private island fringed with pearlescent sands where azure
waters gently tap ashore. North Island is a sustainable eco-friendly resort
where the focus is on barefoot luxury amidst this castaway sanctuary of
only 11 villas. Select a luxurious hand-crafted villa complete with private
pool, kitchen, lounge and second bedroom, ocean views and direct
access to East Beach.

At a glance

Sip carefully concocted cocktails at West Beach during sunset or
watch a movie on a big sail screen. All Inclusive amenities include a
designated North Island Buggy per villa as well as bicycles, a personal
villa attendant, and a welcome spa treatment. Experience gourmet
dining under the stars, whilst a unique opportunity exists to learn from the
island’s resident environmentalists about endangered Seychelles’ species
and their ‘Noah’s Ark’ rehabilitation programme.

Restaurants/bars: 2

Location: Northwest of Mahé, within the inner island group
of the Seychelles
Transfer time: Approximately 20 minutes by helicopter from
Seychelles International Airport
Rooms/suites: 11
Water activities: Swimming pool, PADI diving, snorkelling, sunset
cruises, private yacht charters, fishing, kayaking, paddle boarding
Land activities: Biking, hiking, gym, yoga, turtle monitoring, private
beach picnics
Spa/Beauty Services: Spa
Children: Bespoke ‘Beach Buddy’ programme.
Babysitters available on request
Board basis: Full board
Star rating: êêêêê
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Essential Information

Essential Travel Information
Accommodation
The hotels featured in our brochure and on our website are, in our opinion, the
best available, however that does not mean that all of them are right for you.
To some ‘luxury’ means a rustic ‘get-away-from-it-all’ retreat, while others
expect a glamorous international resort. Taking time to browse our brochure,
visit our web site and discuss your particular requirements with our destination
specialists will ensure that we can produce your dream holiday. When a hotel
description states a ‘sea view’ or ‘ocean view’ this may in fact only be a partial
or restricted view. In triple rooms, the third bed may be a rollaway extra bed or
sharing existing bedding. Hotels may charge for some land and water activities
listed. Many of the hotels in our brochure are located in tropical climates and
may attract insects. This is representative of the climate and should not be
interpreted as an indication that the accommodation is lacking in hygiene
standards. We take great care in selecting our featured accommodation, however
if accommodation requested at time of booking is not personally known to our
destination specialists, we cannot provide assurances in respect to the standard
of facilities and services.
Airport Taxes
As standard, airport taxes are incorporated in your package price. Occasionally
airports will apply an Arrival or Departure Tax which requires to be paid in cash
at the airport – this will be advised at time of booking.
Alcohol, Drugs and Controlled Items
Restrictive legislation against the carriage of alcohol, prescription medication
and other drugs is increasingly common in destinations worldwide. Visit www.
gov.uk/foreigntravel-advice for updated information on the laws governing
alcohol, prescription medication and other drugs. ID should be carried at all
times for the purchase of alcohol as even those who look of age may be asked
for identification.
E-cigarettes are illegal in the UAE, and if they are discovered they will be
confiscated and there could be a penalty.
Mobile phone charging packs must be carried in hand luggage when travelling
by air.
Airline Check-in
Where possible, we recommend ‘on-line’ check-in. Please refer to your airline’s
web site for their on-line check-in policy. It is your responsibility to respect the
check-in times specified by the airline on which you are travelling, and to ensure
that you arrive at your departure airport in plenty of time. If Only is unable to
accept any liability if you miss your flight as a result of your late check-in or
your transport to the airport being delayed.
All Inclusive Holidays
Where one of our resorts offers an all-inclusive product, it is worth noting that
the all-inclusive aspect may start and finish at certain times on the arrival and
departure dates. If Only will provide you with details of the All Inclusive package
booked, however some resorts are prone to occasionally alter the specific terms
of their All-Inclusive package and this is something beyond our control.
Baggage Allowance
Baggage allowances and permitted items vary from airline to airline and
are dependent on class of travel, please ask our staff for further details and
check the airline’s own website for updated baggage policy. In some of our
destinations transfers on a smaller aircraft may be required and this might affect
your baggage allowance. The carriage of sports equipment may be included in
your overall baggage allowance or may be at an additional charge. Please check
with our experts for full details. Charges for excess luggage will be levied at the
discretion of the airline.
Board Basis
Commonly where the board basis is ‘half-board’ or ‘all-inclusive’, then as a
general rule all meals will be taken in the main restaurant. Should guests wish
to use an alternative restaurant, then a supplement will normally be applied by
the hotel. Where hotels offer complimentary half-board, restrictions may apply
and dining options limited. Please clarify with your hotel upon check-in.
Christmas, New Year and other Peak Seasons
It is commonplace for guests staying in resort hotels over the Christmas and New
Year period to pay a supplement for compulsory additional services, such as gala
dinners. It may also be necessary to pre-book restaurants during peak periods
and there may also be a minimum night’s stay requirement at some hotels,
please enquire at time of booking. Some of our resorts also implement more
stringent cancellation fees for these peak season bookings.
Disabled Travellers
The enjoyment of your holiday is important to us but we recognise that some
of the tours, cruises and holidays we offer may not be suitable for clients with
reduced mobility or special needs, so we strongly recommended that suitability is
discussed prior to making your booking. We are happy to provide personal advice
on whether a particular tour, cruise or holiday is suitable for your needs as we
understand that each client will have their own specific requirements. To make
your arrangements run as smoothly as possible, our airline and other transport
partners may require specific details of a disability/mobility issue prior to travel.

Dress Code
Our destinations vary from the Himalayas to the deserts of Arabia, so advice
on clothing will vary considerably from country to country. Many of our hotels
observe a dress code, particularly for dining in the evening. Our specialists can
advise you at time of booking on any applicable dress code policy. In public
places or during particular, in some of our destinations, conservative dress may
be required. Being dressed in a ‘respectful’ manner particularly when visiting
temples, churches, shrines and mosques is essential. Our destination experts can
advise on dress codes and appropriate clothing.
Excursions
Any excursions booked and paid for in resort are operated by the local handling
company. Accordingly, you will be subject to their booking conditions and
cancellation charges. Given that If Only is not party to the provision of these
services, refunds cannot be obtained from us at any time.
Flight Delays
Adverse weather conditions, air traffic congestion and technical problems many
result in flight delays. While the airline may make alternative arrangements to
ensure you reach your destination, there will be no compensation for any loss of
services or any consequential reduction in the length of your holiday. However,
such matters may be the subject of a claim on your insurance policy.
Flight Schedule Changes
Regrettably airlines occasionally change their flight schedules. Please note that
we cannot be held responsible for any such changes made after the time of
booking. Final flight times will be detailed on your travel documentation, please
check these times carefully.
Government Advice
Should you have any concerns regarding travel due to political unrest, potential
violence etc. we would recommend that you access the government website at
www.gov.uk for specific advice.
Golf clubs/sports equipment
If you intend carrying golf clubs or sports equipment please advise us at the
time of booking as this may affect your luggage allowance and may result in
additional charges being imposed by airlines and or transfer companies.
Health
It is imperative when travelling to worldwide destinations that you consult your
GP or local health clinic before booking your trip and before travelling, to make
sure that you have taken all the necessary health precautions. Other sources
of information include www.gov.uk and www.nathnac.org.uk. As conditions
can change quickly, please also check the current health requirements of the
destination you are visiting closer to your departure date. Some countries will
require additional certification or visas from travellers who may have been in
regions of epidemic. You must also, at time of booking, inform If Only of any
pre-existing medical conditions or disability which may affect your holiday.
Passengers who have reached 28 weeks in their pregnancy may not be accepted
by the majority of airlines without a medical certificate; however conditions vary
from airline to airline. If you plan to travel to any of our hotels that are above
3000 metres and have circulation, heart or respiratory problem then please
consult your doctor before booking. Please note that you are strongly advised
against scuba diving for 24 hours before travelling by air.
Hotel Classification
Across the regions of the world that we feature there is no standardised
classification and grading of hotels. However, we appreciate that a ‘star’ rating
is often the first point of reference when considering a resort or hotel for your
holiday. Wherever possible we have included the official star rating as provided
by that destination’s official tourism authority. If this is not available we have
asked our partner hotels to supply us with the star grading that they normally
use. This is not a categorisation implemented by If Only but a reflection of what
each hotel or resort promotes its classification/grading to be.
Local Festivals and Holidays
Experiencing the culture of our destinations can be a highly enriching experience
particularly during religious and local festivals. Observance of local customs may
be more pronounced at these times and visitors should treat these traditions
with respect.
Loyalty programmes
If requested to do so, we will add hotel and airline loyalty programme
membership numbers to your booking where possible, but please note that on
some of our specially negotiated rates ‘points’ or ‘miles’ are not always awarded.
Maintenance Work
In order to maintain high standards, hotel renovation is a continual process,
particularly in the low season. In this event, hotel management will ensure that
any disturbance to guests is restricted to the absolute minimum. If we have been
made aware of any significant renovation programme, we will advise you before
travel. In some of our destinations construction work is commonplace and we will
use our best efforts to ensure that you are advised in advance of any intended
works within your hotel or in the immediate vicinity. Some works may be
unscheduled and therefore we would not be in a position to inform you before

departure. Regrettably we cannot accept responsibility for such improvement/
building/construction works but if we are of the opinion that this may seriously
impair the enjoyment of your holiday we will offer you the opportunity to
transfer to an alternative hotel of comparable standard. If the alternative
available is at an extra cost, the difference will be payable by you. Alternatively,
If Only will give you the option to cancel and you will receive a full refund.
Passenger Names and Advance Passenger Information
Increasingly airlines require Advance Passenger Information at time of booking
or well before date of travel. It is essential that the name(s) you provide at the
time of booking conforms to that on your passport(s). Airlines will not allow
any subsequent name change after booking without a very substantial financial
penalty. This point of information is particularly relevant to honeymoon couples
where the bride decides to change her surname subsequent to the booking
having been placed. Passport information, date(s) of birth, you mobile phone
number and emergency contact numbers are required at time of booking It is
also essential that a mobile phone contact number for the Lead passenger is
provided to If Only at time of booking. Without this information, assistance with
weather related cancellations, delays or re-booking cannot be effectively provided
by If Only in accordance with the Package Travel Directive, and no reimbursement
shall be made.
Passports and Visas
It is solely your responsibility to obtain any passports, visas, health certificates,
international driving licences, entry requirements and other travel documents
required for your holiday including all stops on route. We do not accept any
responsibility or liability if you cannot travel, or incur any other loss because you
have not complied with any passport, visa or immigration requirements or any
health formalities. See our Booking Conditions (Your Responsibilities Section) for
more information. Currently, a valid ten-year British Passport, with a minimum
validity of at least six months on the arrival date back in the UK is required for
all holidays we feature. Should your passport be in the final year of validity we
advise you to thoroughly check the requirements of the country you intend to
visit prior to finalising your travel plans. For further detailed information please
visit www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice. Non British Citizens must check their
passport and visa requirements prior to booking with the Embassy or Consulate
of the country they intend to visit. All visitors to the UAE are required to possess
a Biometric Passport, valid for a minimum period of 6 months from the date of
entry into the UAE.
Ramadan and other Religious Festivals
Experiencing the culture of our destinations can be a highly enriching experience
particularly during religious and local festivals. Observance of local customs may
be more pronounced at these times and visitors should treat theses traditions
with respect. Please follow local guidance such as restrictions on alcohol
consumption, ‘respectful’ dress etc. at all times but particularly during these
festivals. Some excursions and tours may be liable to changes or cancellation
at short notice due to local holidays or festivals. Advance notice of these
changes may not readily available and if you are affected please contact the
local representative or tour provider who may be able to make alternative
arrangements. If Only cannot be held responsible for alcohol being unavailable
during local festivals and holidays.
Prices
Please contact our destination experts for pricing for your tailor made itinerary.
Our star rating used throughout the brochure can be used as a general guide for
the standard of accommodation.
Room check-in and check-out times
Check-in and check-out times may vary from hotel to hotel, please enquire at the
time of booking. Our hotels will attempt to accommodate early arrivals or late
departures but this is not always possible. If you would like to have access to
your room out with normal check-in/check-out times for an additional period or
for an extra night, this can be arranged for a supplement at the time booking.
Seat Requests
If requested to do so, we will do all we can to reserve a specific seat for you.
However, seat allocation is not guaranteed (as per the airline’s conditions
of carriage) and most airlines will not allocate seats until tickets have been
issued. In some cases airlines will charge for this service, requiring an additional
payment from the passenger(s). If this is important to you, please arrive for your
flight early, regardless of having made this request in advance.
Special Requests
We will do our utmost to ensure that any special requests or special needs you
may have are satisfied. Such requests must be made in writing. However, please
appreciate that they are merely ‘requests’ and therefore cannot be guaranteed.
Unused Services
Refunds are not available for services booked and provided but not utilised.
Weather
Please refer to the website for relevant weather information for your chosen
destination. Adverse weather conditions may be more prevalent at certain times
of year. If Only cannot be held liable for the impairments of your holiday caused
by adverse weather.
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If Only Booking Conditions
(1) Contract Please read the booking conditions carefully as they will constitute
the package holiday contract between If Only… (a trading name of If Only
Holidays Limited) – ATOL 4269/ABTA W3086 and all those listed on the
booking on whose behalf the party leader is acting. These conditions set out
our respective rights and obligations. By asking to confirm your booking, we are
entitled to assume that you have had the opportunity to read and have read
these terms and conditions and agree to them.
A contract will exist as soon as we issue our confirmation invoice. This contract is
made on the terms of these booking conditions, which are governed by Scottish
Law, and the jurisdiction of the Scottish Courts. You may however, choose the
law and jurisdiction of England, Northern Ireland or Ireland.
You will be advised of the current prices of the holiday that you wish to book
before your contract is confirmed.
In these booking conditions “You” and “Yours” means all persons named on the
booking (including anyone who is added or substituted at a later date or any
of them), as the context requires and the “lead name” means the person who
makes the booking. “We”, “Us” and “Our” means If Only…
1.1 Cruise bookings/third party bookings Where holiday products or services
are booked with If Only… as the Principal provider, your contract will be with us
and our full booking conditions apply. Further conditions may also be applied by
our suppliers and together these make the ‘Conditions of Contract’ and constitute
the entire agreement between you and If Only… We will make it clear to you at
the point of booking if we are acting as an agent for another holiday provider.
In such instances, your contract will be with them as the Principal provider,
although the relevant terms of our own booking conditions will also apply.
Customers will be bound by any third-party booking conditions of carriage. By
proceeding with a booking, you acknowledge that you have read and understood
all of the ‘Conditions of Contract’ and agree to be bound by them. If any dispute
arises then the third parties booking conditions will be applicable. All on board/
in resort accounts must be settled directly with the supplier.
The provisions of the Athens Convention relating to the Carriage of Passengers
and their Luggage by Sea 1974 (“Athens Convention”) as amended by the 2001
Protocol and EC Regulation 392/2009 apply to cruise bookings. This means any
liability we or the cruise operator may have to you will be limited in accordance
with this convention (as amended) and Regulation.
1.2 Cruise bookings and out of date range flights/accommodation Where
you make your cruise booking far in advance of departure, it may not be
possible at the time to book flights, accommodation and/or other services you
have requested as they are not yet available. Where you ask us to do so, we will
confirm any such services subject to availability and the applicable price when
they are available to book. If these services cannot subsequently be booked as
requested or you are not prepared to pay the applicable price, you may cancel
and receive a refund of the amount you have paid in respect of these services.
Cancellation or non-availability of these services does not, however, entitle you
to cancel your cruise or any other confirmed element of your booking, without
paying the applicable cancellation charge.
(2) Payment terms When you make your booking, you must pay a nonrefundable deposit of 10% of your total holiday cost or £200 per person,
whichever is the greater. Some services require higher deposits (such as cruise,
where a deposit of 20% or more applies) interim payment for tickets to be
issued or early balance payments, which you will be advised of at time of
booking. This may limit rights of cancellation or funds that may be refundable.
Otherwise, the balance of the price of your travel arrangements should be
received by us at least ten weeks before your departure date, 15 weeks if your
booking includes a cruise. If the deposit and/or balance is not paid on time,
we have the right to cancel your travel arrangements. If the balance is not
paid on time, we shall retain your deposit. If the booking is made within ten
weeks of departure, 15 including a cruise then full payment is required at time
of booking. We reserve the right to amend our prices at any time prior to you
booking your holiday.
(3) Cancellation (by you) Should you choose to cancel your booking then
intimation by you or your travel agent must be made to us in writing and the
cancellation will be effective from the date of receipt. Cancellation charges are
as follows:
No. days before departure notification Amount of full holiday that cost
is received by us:
payable:
More than 70 days

Deposit

43 to 69 days

50%

22 to 42 days

70%

14 to 21 days

90%

0 to 13 days

100%

The cancellation charges set out above apply to all bookings except where a
booking includes items or services where the suppliers’ cancellation charges
exceed those shown above. In these cases, we can provide you with a copy of
our suppliers’ terms on request, but please note that 100% cancellation charges
may apply in some circumstances. Please enquire at the time of booking. If the
reason for your cancellation is covered under the terms of your insurance policy,
you may be able to reclaim these charges.
Amendment and cancellation charges for bookings containing a cruising element
will be applied in line with the cruise lines own booking conditions. This could be
up to 100% of the total cost and will vary by cruise line.
(4) Amendments (by you) If after a confirmation number has been issued
you choose to amend your booking at any time, we will endeavour to be of
assistance but amendments will not always be possible. A request to amend
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must be made in writing by the person who made the booking or by your travel
agent. If we are able to accept the change, an amendment fee of £50 per
person, per change plus any further cost we incur in making this alteration will
be charged and payable at time of change. You should be aware that these
costs could increase closer to the departure date, or once travel has commenced,
therefore you should contact us as soon as possible.
Certain travel arrangements may not be changeable after a reservation has
been made and any alteration request could incur a cancellation charge of up to
100% of that part of the arrangements. Major amendments such as changing
the dates of travel or number of passengers travelling may be treated as a
cancellation and re-booking or may involve a recalculation of the holiday cost.
(5) Price pledge/surcharges We can change your holiday price after you’ve
booked, only in certain circumstances: the price of the carriage of passengers
resulting from changes to the cost of fuel or other power sources, the level of
taxes or fees imposed by third parties including tourist taxes, landing taxes or
embarkation or disembarkation fees at ports and airports or exchange rates
mean that the price of your travel arrangements may change after you have
booked. However, there will be no change within 20 days of your departure. We
will absorb, and you will not be charged for any increase equivalent to 2% of
the price of your travel arrangements, which excludes insurance premiums and
any amendment charges. You will be charged for the amount over and above
that. If this results in an increase equivalent to more than 8% of the price of
your travel arrangements, you will have the option of accepting a change to
another holiday if we are able to offer one (we will refund any price difference
if the alternative is of a lower value), or cancelling and receiving a full refund
of all monies paid, except for any amendment charges. Should you decide to
cancel, you must exercise your right to do so within 14 days from the issue date
printed on your final invoice. Should the price of your holiday go down due to
the changes mentioned above, by more than 2% of your holiday cost, then any
refund due will be paid to you.
However, please note that travel arrangements are not always purchased in
local currency and some apparent changes have no impact on the price of your
travel due to contractual and other protection in place. Some governments are
known to unilaterally increase the rate of Goods, Service, Tourism, Resort Fees,
Municipality Bed, Green or Airport Tax with very little notice. In the event that
this should occur after your booking has been made, but prior to 30 days before
departure, we reserve the right to levy any eligible surcharge against you and
will inform you of the reasons for any such increase.
If we become aware of a planned surcharge that may affect your holiday price
after you have booked, we may contact you to request earlier/interim payment.
In some circumstances this request would avoid the necessity of passing these
increases onto you.
(6) Cancellation (by us) We reserve the right in any circumstances to cancel
your travel arrangements. However, we will not cancel your travel arrangements
less than 10 weeks before your departure date, except for unavoidable and
extraordinary circumstances, (see below) or failure by you to pay the final
balance.
Should a duplicate reservation be made on the same airline that is not booked
by If Only... but is made by you or your agent, then the booking with If Only...
may be subject to cancellation or additional charges if we cannot secure your
ticket at the same fare. In such circumstances any funds paid to If Only... will
not be refundable.
If we are unable to provide the booked travel arrangements, you can either
have a refund of all monies paid or accept an offer of alternative travel
arrangements of comparable standard from us. If it is necessary to cancel your
travel arrangements, compensation will be payable in accordance with the table
contained in clause 7 below, except where the cancellation is caused by unusual
or unforeseen circumstances (see Section 15).
(7) Amendments (by us) As arrangements are made many months in advance,
we have to reserve the right to make changes to brochure and holiday details
both before and after you have booked your holiday. Any such changes are likely
to be minor and we will advise you or your travel agent at the earliest possible
opportunity. A change affecting a stay in a hotel during a tour where the hotel
itself is not the focus of the tour, does not constitute a major change. If the
change may be deemed to be a major one, e.g. a change to a lower official
classification of accommodation than that booked or a departure time alteration
of more than 12 hours, we will tell you as soon as possible and you will have
three options:
(a) accept the changes as notified
(b) purchase an alternative If Only… holiday
(c) cancel your holiday and receive a full refund of monies paid.
In the event of (a), (b), or (c) above, except where change arises due to reason
of unusual or unforeseen circumstances, we will pay compensation per paying
passenger as follows:
No. of days before departure that
notification is given

Compensation per paying passenger to
your travel agent

More than 70 days (more than 91
days if booking includes a cruise)

nil

43 to 69 days (90-43 days if
booking includes a cruise)

£10

29 to 42 days

£20

15 to 28 days

£30

0 to 14 days

£35

(8) Insurance It is a condition of booking your holiday that you take out
suitable insurance cover at the time of making your reservation with If Only...
Your insurance must include cover for your total holiday price in the event of
cancellation or curtailment as well as the cost of repatriation in the event of
accident or illness. It is your responsibility to arrange suitable and adequate
travel insurance that also covers any pre-existing medical conditions relevant to
any passengers on your booking.
(9) Our responsibilities and liability to you
9.1 Subject to these booking conditions, your holiday arrangements will be
made using reasonable skill and care. If any part of your travel arrangements is
not provided as promised, and we have not been able to provide an alternative
of a comparable standard, we will pay you appropriate compensation if this
has affected the enjoyment of your travel arrangements. As long as they were
acting within the course of their employment or carrying out work we had asked
them to do, we will be responsible if our employees or agents fail to make your
holiday arrangements using reasonable skill and care. It is your responsibility to
show that reasonable skill and care has not been used, in the event of making
a claim against us. If we, or our employees or agents fail to make your holiday
arrangements using reasonable skill and care, taking into account all relevant
factors, e.g. following the complaints procedure as described in these conditions
and the extent to which our acts or omissions (or those of our employees
or agents) affected the overall enjoyment of your holiday, we will pay you
reasonable compensation. Our liability, except in cases involving death, injury
or illness, shall be limited to a maximum of twice the cost of your travel
arrangements.
9.2 We will not be responsible or pay you any compensation for any injury,
illness, death, loss, damage, expense, cost or other claim of any description
which results from: a) the act(s) and/or omission(s) of the person(s) affected;
b) the act(s) and/or omission(s) of any third party not connected with the
provision of the services contracted for and which were unforeseeable or
unavoidable; or c) unusual or unforeseeable circumstances beyond our control,
the consequences of which could not have been avoided even if all due care had
been exercised; or d) an event which either ourselves, our employees, agents,
suppliers or subcontractors could not, even with all due care, have foreseen or
forestalled.
9.3 The services and facilities included in your holiday will be deemed to be
provided with reasonable skill and care if they comply with any local regulations
which apply, or, if there are no applicable regulations, if they are reasonable
when compared to the local standards in practice. The fact that services or
facilities fail to comply with local or UK guidance or advice shall not of itself
mean that that the services or facilities in question have not been provided with
reasonable skill and care.
9.4 Our liability will also be limited in accordance with and/or in an identical
manner to:
(a) The contractual terms of the companies that provides the transportation for
your travel arrangements. These terms are incorporated into this contract.
(b) Any relevant international convention e.g. The Montreal Convention in respect
of travel by air, the Athens Convention in respect of travel by sea, the Berne
Convention in respect of travel by rail and the Paris Convention in respect of the
provision of accommodation, which limit the amount of compensation that you
can claim for death, injury, delay to passengers and loss, damage and delay
to luggage. We are to be regarded as having all benefit of any limitation of
compensation contained in these or any conventions. You can obtain copies of
the conventions and the transport conditions of carriage from us.
(c) Loss of and/or damage to any luggage or personal possessions and money.
For those that don’t fall within these conventions, compensation would be
limited to £25.
Under EU law (Regulation 261/2004) you have rights in some circumstances
to refunds and/or compensation from your airline in cases of denied boarding,
cancellation or delay to flights. Full details will be publicised at EU airports
and available from airlines. However, reimbursement in such cases will not
automatically entitle you to a refund of your holiday cost from us. Your right to
a refund and/or compensation from us is set out in these booking conditions.
If any payments to you are due from us, any payment made to you by the
airline or any other service provider will be deducted. If it is impossible to ensure
your return as scheduled due to unavoidable and extraordinary circumstances,
we will bear the cost of necessary accommodation, if possible, of equivalent
category, for a maximum of three nights. The limit doesn’t apply to persons
with reduced mobility and any person accompanying them, pregnant women
and unaccompanied minors, or persons in need of specific medical assistance,
provided that you notified us of these needs at least 48 hours before the start
of your holiday.
This liability clause does not apply to any separate contracts that you may enter
into for excursions or activities in resort. Excursions, activities and hazardous
pursuits that you may choose to book or pay for whilst you are on holiday are
not part of your package holiday provided by us. For any excursion or other
tour that you book with If Only..., your contract will be with the operator of the
excursion or tour and not with If Only…. We are not responsible for the provision
of the excursion or tour nor for anything that happens during the course of its
provision by the operator.
(10) Financial security The Package Travel and Linked Travel Arrangements
Regulations 2018 require us to provide security for the monies that you pay
for the package holidays booked and for your repatriation in the event of our
insolvency. We provide full financial protection for our package holidays. Holidays
that include flights are protected by way of our Air Travel Organiser’s License

(ATOL) number 4269. When you buy an ATOL protected fight or flight inclusive
holiday from us you will receive an ATOL Certificate. This lists what is financially
protected, where you can get information on what this means for you and who
to contact if things go wrong.
We will provide you with the services listed on the ATOL Certificate (or a
suitable alternative). In some cases, where we aren’t able do so for reasons of
insolvency, an alternative ATOL holder may provide you with the services you
have bought or a suitable alternative (at no extra cost to you). You agree to
accept that in those circumstances the alternative ATOL holder will perform those
obligations and you agree to pay any money outstanding under your contract
to that alternative ATOL holder. However, you also agree that in some cases it
will not be possible to appoint an alternative ATOL holder, in which case you will
be entitled to make a claim under the ATOL scheme (or your credit card issuer
where applicable).
If we are unable to provide the services listed (or a suitable alternative, through
an alternative ATOL holder or otherwise) for reasons of insolvency, the Trustees
of the Air Travel Trust may make a payment to (or confer a benefit on) you
under the ATOL scheme. You agree that in return for such a payment or benefit
you assign absolutely to those Trustees any claims which you have or may have
arising out of or relating to the non-provision of the services, including any claim
against us, the travel agent (or your credit card issuer where applicable). You
also agree that any such claims may be re-assigned to another body, if that
other body has paid sums you have claimed under the ATOL Scheme.
If you book travel arrangements other than a flight or flight package with
If Only... then as a company committed to customer satisfaction and consumer
financial protection, at no extra cost to you or your customer, and in accordance
with ‘’The Package Travel, Package Tours Regulations 1992’’ all passengers
booking with If Only... are fully insured for the initial deposit, and subsequently
the balance of monies paid as detailed in your booking confirmation form. The
policy will also include repatriation if required, arising from the cancellation or
curtailment of your travel arrangements due to the insolvency of If Only...
This policy will not cover any monies paid for Travel Insurance or any claim
relating to Air Flights. Please ensure the Company you have booked with has the
appropriate CAA / ATOL Bonds in place.
(11) ABTA We are a member of ABTA, Membership Number W3086. We
are obliged to maintain a high standard of service to you by ABTA’s ‘Code of
Conduct’. We can also offer you an arbitration scheme for the resolution of
disputes arising out of, or in connection with this contract. Further information
on the Code and arbitration can be found at www.abta.com.
(12) Complaints and arbitration At If Only… we will do everything possible
to ensure that you have an enjoyable and trouble-free holiday. However, as you
will appreciate, there are certain aspects of your holiday which are not within our
direct control. In the unlikely event that you have a problem or complaint during
your holiday, then please bring it to the immediate attention of the relevant
person e.g. airline, representative or hotelier, in order that it may be remedied
and resolved at the time to your satisfaction.
Should you not receive satisfaction then please contact our office which is
open Mondays to Saturdays from 9.00am – 5.00pm. Should the problem not
be resolved, then please bring it to our attention upon your return. Any such
complaint must be received by us in writing within 28 days of your return
home. If you fail to follow these procedures, we will have been deprived of the
opportunity to investigate and rectify your complaint whilst you were at the
destination and this may affect your rights under this contract. If your complaint
relates to a non-brochured hotel/property or supplier, then If Only... cannot
be held responsible or provide any assurances or warranties in respect of the
standard of facilities or levels of service offered.
It is unlikely that you will have a complaint that cannot be settled amicably
between us, however as a Member of ABTA (Membership Number W3086), we
are obliged to maintain a high standard of service to you as indicated by ABTA’s
Code of Conduct. We can offer you an arbitration scheme for the resolution
of disputes arising out of this contract. The scheme is arranged by ABTA,
administered independently and is approved by the Chartered Trading Standards
Institute. It is a simple and inexpensive method of arbitration on documents
alone with restricted liability on you for costs. Your request for arbitration must be
received by ABTA within 18 months of the date of return from holiday. For injury
and illness claims, you can request the ABTA Mediation Procedure and we have
the option to agree to mediation. Further information on the Code and ABTA’s
assistance in resolving disputes can be found on abta.com. You can also access
the European Commission Online Dispute (ODR) Resolution platform at http://
ec.europa.eu/consumers/odr/. This ODR platform is a means of notifying us of
your complaint; it will not determine how your complaint should be resolved.
(13) Your responsibilities Any passports, visas, health certificates, International
Driving Permits, valid credit card, entry requirements and other travel documents
required for your holiday must be obtained by you, whose responsibility it
remains to ensure that these are all in order and to meet any additional costs
incurred (whether by you or by us on your behalf). Failure to comply with such
requirements may result in the cancellation of your booking. We do not accept
any responsibility if you cannot travel because you have not complied with any
passport, visa or immigration requirements.

our opinion, or that of any accommodation owner or manager, airline pilot, or
other person in authority, to cause distress, danger, damage or annoyance to
other customers, employees, property or to any third party.
If any person or persons are prevented from travelling because in the opinion
of any person in authority, they appear unfit to travel, or are likely to cause
discomfort or disturbance to the customers or passengers, our responsibility for
the holiday will cease. In all cases full cancellation charges apply and we will
be under no obligation whatsoever for any costs incurred. We cannot be held
responsible for the actions or behaviour of any other guests or individuals who
have no connection with your booking arrangements with us.
It is essential that a mobile phone contact number for the lead passenger is
provided to your agent or If Only... at time of booking. Without this information,
assistance with weather related cancellations, delays or re-booking cannot be
effectively provided by If Only... in accordance with the Package Travel Directive,
and no reimbursement shall therefore be made.
(14) Scheduled airlines Air transportation is by scheduled services. We reserve
the right to substitute alternative airlines or aircraft types. Such alterations do
not constitute a significant change to your holiday arrangements and you will not
therefore be entitled to cancel or change to another holiday, as a result. In the
event of a delay to your flight, your airline is obliged, under the EU Regulation
261/2004 on Denied Boarding, Cancellation and Delay, to offer you appropriate
compensation. Further information can be found at abta.com. Further assistance
may be available from your insurance policy. Compensation is not due from us
in the event of delay caused by circumstances beyond anyone’s control such as
strikes, weather and unavoidable breakdown. Please note where a sector of a
flight itinerary is not utilised in the correct order, we reserve the right to cancel
any other arrangements booked and your return flight ticket will be invalid. No
refund can be made for any unused flight arrangements.
This brochure is not issued on behalf of, and does not commit the airlines
mentioned herein or any airline whose services are used in the course of your
travel arrangements. Please note that in accordance with Air Navigation Orders in
order to qualify for infant status, a child must be under two years of age on the
date of their return flight.
(15) Unusual or unforeseeable circumstances We will not pay you
compensation if we have to cancel or change your travel arrangements in any
way because of unusual or unforeseeable circumstances beyond our control.
These can include, for example, war, riot, industrial dispute, terrorist activity and
its consequences, natural or nuclear disaster, fire, adverse weather conditions,
epidemics and pandemics, unavoidable technical problems with transport, advice
from the government to avoid or leave a particular country. We will follow the
advice given by the Foreign Office in the UK.
(16) Data protection statement We have measures in place to protect any
personal booking information that you have given us. This information will be
passed on to the Principal provider and to the relevant suppliers of your travel
arrangements. The information may also be provided to public authorities such
as customs or immigration if required by them, or as required by law. Certain
information may also be passed on to security or credit checking companies.
Please note that if you travel outside of the European Economic Area (EEA),
controls on data protection may not be as strong as the legal requirements in
the UK. Sensitive information such as details of any disabilities/dietary/religious
requirements will only be passed on to persons or companies responsible for
your travel arrangements. If we are unable to pass this information to relevant
suppliers, whether in the EEA or not, we will not be able to implement your
booking request. In making this booking, you consent to this information being
passed on to the relevant persons. Full details of the data protection policy are
available on request.
(17) Group bookings Different booking conditions and prices may apply for
group reservations. Please contact us for relevant details.
(18) Brochure and website accuracy Every effort has been made to ensure
that the information contained in our brochures and on our website is accurate.
However, as you will appreciate, we have to contend with:
(a) conditions outside our control
(b) the fact that the brochure has been compiled many months before the
departure date
(c) the possibility of human error
(d) hotel images – for the most part, images featured in our brochure and this
website are provided by the hotels and tourist boards. Please note that they may
not necessarily truly reflect the current appearance of the hotel or the room type
confirmed and its surroundings as further developments may have taken place
since the images were produced.
(19) Travel agents All monies you pay to the travel agent are held by him on
behalf and for the benefit of the Trustees of the Air Travel Trust at all times.
This is subject to the agent’s obligation to pay it to us for so long as we do
not fail. If we fail, any money held at that time by the agent, or subsequently
accepted from you by him, is and continues to be held on behalf of and for
the benefit of the Trustees of the Air Travel Trust without any obligation to pay
that money to us.

You are responsible to arrive at stated departure times and places and any loss
or damage which you suffer through failure to do so lies with you. We have
no liability whatsoever to you through your failure to do so. In the UK, the
Foreign & Commonwealth Advice Unit may have issued information about your
holiday destination. You are advised to check this information at www.gov.uk/
browse/abroad.

(20) Credit cards Customers will have to provide a security deposit using a
valid credit card to the majority of properties at check-in, guaranteeing any
extras for each room direct to the hotelier, apartment/villa company or direct
with any car hire or motorhome provider to allow vehicle to be obtained.

All guests staying with us are expected to conduct themselves in an orderly and
acceptable manner and not to disrupt the enjoyment of other guests. We reserve
the right at our absolute discretion to terminate without notice and liability the
holiday arrangements of any person whose behaviour is such that it is likely, in

(21) All visitors to the UAE are required to possess a Biometric Passport, valid
for a minimum period of 6 months from the date of entry into the UAE. If you’re
transiting the UAE (and will not be passing through Immigration) your passport
needs to have a minimum of 3 months validity from the date of transit.
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To book, please contact your local Travel Agent
United Kingdom and Northern Ireland
Reservations:
0141 955 4000
res@ifonly.net
After Sales:
0141 955 4041
after.sales@ifonly.net
Accounts:
0141 955 4042
accounts@ifonly.net

Reservations:
After Sales:

IF
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Ireland
01 447 5275
01 447 5282

res@ifonly.ie
after.sales@ifonly.ie

1 Waterloo Street, Glasgow, G2 6AY
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